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MISSION STATEMENT
It is lI1e mission of the Bureau of Land Management to sustain the hea~h. diversity.
and productivity of the public lands for the use and enjoyment of present and future

generations.
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF INTERIOR
BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT
RECORD OF DECISION
ELK MOUNTAINISADDLEBACK HILLS COAL LEASE APPLICATION
WYW139975
CARBON COUNTY, WYOMING
INTRODUCTION
The Final Environmentallmpacl Statema"t (FEIS) for the Carbon Basin Coal Project was released to the
public on Januaoy 8. 1999. This document considered and evaluated the impacts of issuing the proposed
Elk MountainiSaddleback Hills competitive coal lease (WYWI 39975) under the provisions of 43 CFR
3425.1. as a lease by application (lBA). The area proposed for mining is a mixture of private. state. and
federal surface and coal estates. If the applicant. Ark Land Company. is the successful bidder. they propose
to mine surface and underground federal coal reserves along with their privately-owned coal to make an
efficient and economical mining unrt.
Under the LBA process. federal coal tracts are consi~ o 'ed for leasing after nomination by industry . To
process an lBA. the BlM must evaluate the quantity, qualrty, maximum economic recoveoy (MER). and fair
market value (FMV) of the Federal coal and fu~illthe requirements of the National Environmental Policy Act
of 1969 (NEPA) by evaluating the environmental impacts of leasing and mining Federal coal. For the Elk
MountainlSaddleback Hills lBA tract. an environmental impact statement (EIS) was prepared to comply with
NEPA. The Office of Surface Mining (OSM) is a cooperating agency on the EIS.

APPENDIX 3
APPENDIX 4

The LBA process is an open. public. competrtive leasing process. by law and regulation. Bidding is not
restricted to the applicant and competitive bids are encouraged. As envisioned by Ark Land Company. the
proposed federal coal lease tract will be mined wrth rts existing private coal holdings. Although BlM
considers the tract a new mine start. Ark Land Company regards this mine a logical continuance of
operations currently conducted by the company, through rts subsidiaoy Arch of Wyoming (Arch) , in the
Hanna, Wyoming, area. The issuance of a federal coal lease will enable Ark Land Company to extend the
life of mining operations in the area for at least 20 years and continue to supply coal of high heating value
and low·sulfur to existing customers. as well as develop new contracts. Wrthout supplemental reserves , by
the year 2000 no addrtional economically-recoverable coal resources will be available to Ark land Company
in the Hanna area. For the reasons stated above, the draft and final EIS assumes that the applicant will be
the successful bidder ~ a competitive sale is held.

DECISION
My decision. as BLM Wyoming State Director, is to hold a competitive lease sale and issue a lease for
Federal coal tract WYW139975 to the successful quamied high bidder ~ the highest bid received meets or
exceeds the fair market value of the tract as detennined by BlM and ~ all other leasing requirements are
met. The competitive lease sale will be held under the raoulations of 43 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR)
3425, leasing on Application. Under the selected ahemallve (Proposed ACIlon) tract WYW139975 Includes
5,235.15 acres of federal coal lands and based on prellmlnaoy estimates contains 149.7 million tons of inplace federal coal rasources In Carbon County. Wyoming. Both surface and underground mining operations
will be allowed. The decision Is consistent with the Great Divide Resource Management Plan. This decision
incorporates, by reference , the standard coal lease stipulations (see Appendix 1) addressing compliance
wrth the basic requlroments of the environmental staMes and the addrtional BlM stipulations.

1'/
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It is also my dar-ision that. based on the results of the EIS and comments received from the public. that all
of the transportation options are available for further consideration during the Wyoming Department of
Environmental Quality (WDEQ) permitting process.

National Environmental Policy Act
To process the LBA. BlM has evaluated the quantity. quality. maximum economic recovery. and fair market
value of the federal coal and fulfilled the requirements of the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 by
completing an environmental impact statement (EIS) for the LBA. The EIS provided both the public and
agency decision makers with a complete and objective evaluation of impacts likely to result from the
Proposed Action and its reasonable alternatives.

•

ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED INCLUDING THE PROPOSED ACTION
Attemative 1: No Action
Under the No Action Alternative. a federal coal lease would not be offered for competitive sale at this time.
but the private coal would be mined. The No Action Alternative assumes that the federal surface-minable
coal would not be mined because once the adjacent private coal is mined. the remaining federal surfaceminable tract would be too small and scattered to be a viable independent mining unit. Adopting the No
Action Alternative would result in the bypass of federal surface-minable coal; the economic and
environmental consequences of mining the federal coal lands versus not mining them were compared in
the EIS. The EIS analyzes a projected No Action Alternative disturbance area of 3.270 acres. including 30
acres of power lines located outside of the project area. Mine development would begin in 1999. surface
mining is projeCted to begin in the year 2000. and mining would end in 2007. Final reclamation would be
complete by 2012. Arch has proposed to haul coal from the Carbon Basin Coal Project Area (CBCPA) north
on Highway 72 to the existing Seminoe No.2 Mine loadout facility.
This altemative is considered the environmentally preferable alternative due to the lesser amount of surface
disturbance. the shorter life of mine. and the lack of disturbance related to the transportation of coal to a new
loadout facility.

Atternatlve 2: Proposed Action
Under the Proposed Action. BlM would hold a coal lease sale for the 5.235.15 acre tract (see map) subject
to lease stipulation£ developed during coal planning and the EIS process (see section on Mitigation and
Monitoring). Because the proposed project area is within the ·checkerboard" landowners ip pattern. the use
of federal land is needed for optimal mine development. A complete deSCription of Ark Land Company's
proposed mine development plan is presented in Chapter 2 of the DEIS. The EIS analyzed a projected
Proposed Action disturbance area of up te- 4.896 acres from mining. The disturbance acreage figure also
includes power line. railroad. and road corridor construction. the majority of which occurs outside of the
CBCPA. Under the Proposed Action Alternative. the amount of surface landownership of disturbed lands
includes approximately 4.320 acres of private. 170 acres of state. and 397 acres of BlM-admlnistered public
land. Surface mining. as described under this alternative. would result in an additional 37 acres of
disturbance over the No ActIon Alternative.
Underground mine development would begin in pits created by surface mining activities. Portals would be
constructed using continuous milling methods that would allow access to underground coal. AdditionalonIte facilitl
would Include an underground longwall mining system. As part of the Proposed Action
presented In th EIS. ten transportation options were analyzed (e.g .• over-the-highway haulage. railroad .
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new haul road haulage. conveyor). These options were developed because. currently. no rail or processing
lacilities exist within the CBCPA. The options examine various modes of transporting coallrom the CBCPA
nortih to Seminoe II for processing until facilities are constructed in the project area. Other options discuss
how to get the coal to the Union Pac~ic Railroad mainline once coal processing lacil~ies are built in the
CBCPA. Access to federal land for the conSlruction. operation. and reclamation of any transportation option
would be authorized by BLM through the issuance of rights-of-way (ROWs). an action that would also
require further NEPA analysis.

Hold a compet~ive lease sale 01 other tract conligurations to make the LBA tract attractive to other
bidders.
Hold a competitive lease sale lor sunace-minable coal only (exclude luture leasing of underground
rese rves) .
Hold a compemive lease sale lor underground reserves only.
Altemative mining plans (resource protection altematives).
Altemative mining methods.
Upgrade Highway 72 to lour lanes.

MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATlONSlRATlONALE FOR DECISION
Ten transportation options were discussed in the analysis because no processing facilities nor connection
to the Union Pa~ic (UP) mainline currently exiSl ~hin the CBCPA. Arch's proposed transportation route
(Transportation Option 1) is to haul coal via State Highway 72 to their ex isting coal processing facilities at
Seminoe It Mine nortih of Hanna. Concurrent with underground development. Arch would construct a
raitMad line (1 2.4 miles) between the CBCPA to the UP line near the town of Medicine Bow and beginning
in 200S all coal except for that purchased by local customers would be shipped by rail.

My decision to hold a lease sale lor 5 . ?~~ . 15 acres 01 lederal coal lands is based on the careful
consideration 01 a number of lactors including: 1) BLM statutory requirements; 2) potential impacts to the
exiSling environment Irom this project; 3) additional issues and concems raised by public comments in
response to scoping the project and DEISIFEIS comments; and 4) the implementation 01 measures to avoid
and minimize environme ntal damage and/or enhancement of resource values.
Bureau 01 Land Management Statutory Requirement.

TO

.c: other transportation opttons include:

Option 2- Same as Option 1 except the lengt~ of the railroad route is increased to 13.2 miles.
Option 3 - ConSlruct railroad and coal handling facilities on the CBCPA and transport all coal by rail
beginning in the year 2000.
Options 4 through 6 - Under these options new haul roads varying in length from 11 .0 to 22.0 miles long
would be conS1ructed and coal would be hauled to the Seminoe It facility using 2()().ton haul trucks .
Under these options railroad and facility construction would occur as described for option 1 to be utilized
in 200S and the haul road would be reclaimed.
Options 7 and 8 - Coal would be transported by covered conveyor varying in length frorr, 11 .0 to 14.0
miles long to Seminoe II; then transport coal by rail and reclaim conveyor routes in 2005.

The following lederallaws were considered during the decision making process and ~ was determined that
the lease sale is consistent w~h federal law and BLM policy.
MI.,.,.I

4,,'nq Act of 1920

The decision to hold a sale to lease 5.235.15 acres of lederal coal lands is consistent with the Mineral
Leasing Act of 1920.
Under the authority of this act. the BLM has promulgated regulations addressing the competitive leasing 01
lederal coal resources. The objectfve 01 these regu lations is • ... to eSlabiish the policies and procedures for
considering development of coal depos~s through a leasing system involving land use planning.
environmental assessment or environmental impact statement processes: to promote the timely and orde rty
development of publicly owned coal resources ..... The lederal govemment maintains a policy to encourage
private industry to develop and mine domestic mineral resources.

Optio~

9 - No railroad construction. Coal would be transported by 2()().ton haul trucks on a new haul
road 12.0 miles long to a new coal handling facility near the town of Medicine Bow.

Option 10 - No railroad construction. Coal would be transported by covered conveyor to a new coal
handling facility at the town of Medicine Bow. The conveyor route would be 11 .0 miles long.
The transportation Options 3 through 10. as presented. would alleviate the safety hazards and maintenance
for HiQhway 72. but could result in impacts to other resources such as wildl~e . visual. air

concerns

NatIc!!!!!l EnvlrO!!!!!t!!Ia1 Policy Act of 1969
NEPA (42 U.S.C. 4321 at seq.) requires that alilederal actions be reviewed to determine the ir probable
environmental impacts and to consider anemative measures. NEPA requires lull disclosure 01 any lederal
action significantly alfectlng the quality of the human environment. The Carbon Basin Coal Project EIS
provided both the public and agency decisionmakers w~h a complete and objective evaluation of impacts
likely to resun from the Proposed Action and ~ reasonable anematives.

emissions. etc.
Mining Ind M!ntralt Policy Act of 1970
A comment was received on the FEIS that addressed Intemational concems over global warming and CO,
emissions. The environmentally preferable transportation options that would add the least amount of CO,
10 the atmosphere woufd be options 7. 8 . and 10.
~

ConIIIcIeNd bUt Not AnIIIyDd In DelJlII

"It is IIhe continuing policy of the federal govemment in the national interest to loster and encourage private
enterprise in: 1) the development 01 economically sound and Slable domeS1ic mining. minerals .. .lndustries.
and 2) the orderly and economic development of domestic mineral resources. reserves .. .to help assure
satisfaction 01 industrial. security. and environmental needs" The decision to lease 5.235.15 acres of
federal coal lands is consistent ~h this Act.

Nine adcIIIoNl alternatives were considered by not analyzed in detail.
•

ProNbtI mining of the tract.
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Topogr.phy
FtcltrJl Colli L!g!nq

Am!nc!ment. Ae1 of 1976 (FCLAAI

Section 3 of this Act created a formal requirement for achieving the maxiMum economic recovery (MER)
of federal coal. FCLAA requires that MER be corsidered at three stages: t ) at the time the lease is issued:
2) when the mine plan is approved: and 3) on approval of a Logical Mining Un~ application. Prior to leasing.
MER is determined after a preliminary examination of the federal tract proposed for coal leasing.

The decision to lease 5.235. t 5 acres of federal coal lands is consistent with the policy of MER. It the lands
were not leased. ~ is likely that Ark Land Company will extract coal from their private and state holdings and
bypass the federal surface minable reserves because the coal exists in several discontinuous parcels and.
alone, are uneconomic to mine.

Mining in the CBCPA will have a widespread. long·term. and permanent effect on topography. During
mining. direct impacts to topography will include short· and long·term disruption of the landscape due to pit
excavation and development of 175-foot to 2oo·foot highwalls and l00-foot high spoil piles. After
reclamation. topography in surface-mined areas will be similar to pre·mine topography with the exception
that the overall landscape will be slightly flatter and approximately 10 feet lower due to coal removal.
Impacts due to underground mining include the potential subsidence of approximately 7.322 acres (including
257 acres that have been previously disturbed by surface mining). which will resun in a gradual lowering of
the landscape. Topographic impacts will likely alter some snow distribution pattems within and adjacent to
mined areas.

Geology and Minerals
FCLAA directs the federal coal lessee to pay a minimum royalty payment of 12.5 percent of the value of coal
extracted by surface mining and 8 percent royalty payment on coal mined using underground mining
methods. In add~n . this law discusses how these royalties will be distributed. The decision to lease
5.235.15 acres of federal coal lands would allow continuation of coal royalty payments which would not be
realized ~ the federal lands were not leased.
~I ~nd

Policy _

Under the Proposed Action. approximately 119.12 million tons of surlace· and underground· recoverable
coal will be removed for eventual combustion to generate heat and electricity. This will be a significant
impact because ~ is a nonrenewable resource. An estimated 112.48 million tons of surface· and
underground-minable coal will be bypassed for economic (limit of economic surface mining) or technical (lett
as support pillars in underground mining) reasons: this will also const~ute a sign~icant impact.

M.!!!!!I!M!1t Act of 1976

FLPMA provides for the use and managemenl of the federally-owned lands administered by the Secretary
of the Interior through the BLM. n is the policy of the Un~ed States that • •... the public lands be managed
In a manner that will protect the quality of public land resources while recognizing the Nation's need for
domestic sources of minerals. food. timber. and fiber from the public lands: BLM must provide for
management of the pttblic lands and their resource values so that they are utilized in the combination that
wilt best meet the presenl and future needs of the American people. The decision to offer 5.235.15 acres
of federal lands to be leased for coal is consistent with the directives of FLPMA.
SUm ....ry of Envlronmentaf 1mpec18
The following elements of the human environment will be affected or potentially affected as a result of the
IfTlplementation of the Proposed Action. The Proposed Action is defined as the leasing of 5.235.15 acres
of federal coal lands and includes the subsequent mining of these lands with intervening private coal lands
and transportation of coal to processing/loadout faci l~ i es .

There wiN be I~e-of· mi ne (LOM) increases in dust and pollution emissions within and adjacent to the CBCPA.
Near.field modeling cornpfeted for this project indicates that air pollution will be highest in 2005: however.
there witl be no exceedances 01 the National Ambient Air Ouallty Standards (NMOS) at or beyond the
CBCPA bounda/y. This demonstration indicates that. during mining operations. pollutant concentrations in
the areas of pubfic aocesa roncfuding nearby residences) will be within the standards developed by the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the WDEO for the protection of public heanh. Furthermore.
an concentration contributionS are smaller than applicable Prevention of Slgn~icant Deterioration (PSD)
Incrementa. Model results also show that pollutant concentrations will be within the current Wyom ing
Ambient Air Quality Standards (WMOS) and NMOS at a distance of 656 feet from the haul route and
themGra no adVerse health effects to the residents of Hanna or Elmo from the trucki ng of coal to the
Serninoe IlIo!dout faollty are expected.

6

Federal oil. gas. and other mineral exploration and development will be permitted in the CBCPA forrhe LOM
as long as it does not interfere with coal mine development and operations.

Paleontological Resources
Important paleontological resources are not expected to be directly or indirectfy impacted by the project due
to the low potential for fossils of significance to occur w~hin the CBCPA. Wh ile the geologic formations
existing in the CBCPA are known to contain important fossils elsewhere in the Carben and Hanna Basins.
field surveys revealed that there was little potential to encounter important fossils during mine development
and operation.

Potential impacts to soils from mining include the disruption of biologic activity; loss of organic maUer.
Increased mortality to seeds. bulbs. and live plants: and the loss of soil via wind erosion on up to 4.896 acres
of disturbance. There will be slight changes in soil moisture and productivity in the disturbance area. A
detailed soil handling plan will be required as part of the mine perm~ application that will mitigate the
potential impacts to soils. This perm~ will include a description of spec~ic treatments needed to restore soil
productivity.

Potential exists for a decrease in water quality in surface waters due to runoff from disturbed areas.
reduction in stream-flows due to capture of water in sedimentation ponds. and aneration of surface water
runoff pattems due to planned drainage diversions. However. no s l gn~lcant impacts to surface waters from
mining are anticipated during or atter mining and reclamation due to regulatory requirements for water
release and rehabilijation of the drainage systems.
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Cirounc!wIW
ImpacIs t" groundwater due to the proposed action include: t) direct groundwater consu-nption at a rate
01 up to 126.000 gallons per day; 2) indirect groundwater loss due to evaporation: 3) temporary loss and
permanent alteration 01 coal and overburden aquffers due to mining and subsidence; 4) direct impacts to
groundwater users due to groundwater oonsumption and drawdown in araas adjacent to the proposed mine;
5} possible very lo"9-term (thousands oI)'88rs) raduction in groundwaterqualily in the raplaced overburden
aquffer or overburden that is broken during subsidence; and 6) accidental temporary pollution caused by
unwanted discharges to groundwater.
Pre-mine groundwa1er qualily is poor. suitable only ler livestock and wildtffe watering and industrial uses.
Because no groundwater flows out 01 the Carbon Basi n. ~ is likely that post-mining groundwater quality
would ramain poor. probably permanently.

The Proposed Action will cause the loss 01 up to 139 acres 01 breeding habHat and 3,602 acras 01 sage
grouse nesting/wintering habHat. Loss of sage grouse habHat is signlflcant in the araas where habitat is
removed but the loss is not signfficant on the regional sage grouse population. Sage grouse will also be
impacted by birdlvehicte collisions and impacts with transmission lines. Special stipulation NO. 9 (see
M~igation Section below) will be placed on the federal coal lease WYW139975 to mitigate the effects that
mining and related activities will have on sage grouse.
Fourteen rap!or nests rr.ay be taken or relocated as a resu~ of mining activity under the Proposed Action .
Federal and state perm~ must be obtained belora a raptor nest can be taken, a plan to mitigate the take
mu&1 be developed, and follow-up mon~oring must be conducted. Because these activities will be
conducted only in cooperation with, and after obtaining perm~ lrom, Wyoming Game and Fish Department
(WGFD) and the Un~ed States Fish and Wildlffe Service (USFWS), impacts to raptor nests will be m~igated .

HollIn Odor
Surface mining and. to a lesser extent. underground mining activities will incraase noise levels on-s~e and
along transportation corridors. Due to the distance lrom the nearast rasidence. no mine or blasting noise
wiN tikety be heard; however. truck noise may be noticed at the Conoco Station and by rasidents of Elmo.
Some adjaoent residents may view the incraased noise as a sign fficant impact.
There will also be an increase in odors for the LOM over currant levels rasulting lrom mine equipment
exhaust and dust ,,",ated by mining activities.

Up to 4,896 acres 01 vegetation will be removed prior to surface mining and construction of mining-ralated
facitities which will resu~ in ion9-term raduction in diversity and number 01 shrubs. Th is raductivn will occur
over the LaM. During reclamation. WDEa will requira the r&-establishment 01 shrubs and vegetative
diversity to meet the requirements for post-mine uses.

Both surface and underground mining (on approximately 7.322 acres) will cause changes in snow
distribution patterns that will resutt in the potential for signifICant plant communily changes on a local scale.
No change in the regionaJ mosaic is expected.
The possibility exists lor weed inI~ to occur on areas disturbed by mine development. Early
detection and controf wiA minimize est.I)Iishment and spread 01 noxlous weeds.
During the LaM. the could be • short-term loss 01 ~nds and rtparlen areas of about 2.0 acres. The
rwquItement 10 survey lor and reptace all wetlands. e~r jurledictional or nor>-jurisdictional will IIm~ the
impacI to these arMS.

WlcMlIIICI fWwIII
~ mining in the CBCPA wtII-.II in a loss 01 up to 4 ,107 acres 01 pronghom CtUClaI winter range (0.7
peroenI 01 the
CNCiaI wtntar range wIIIIln the herd unit) and 1,700 _
01 mule deer cructal winter
range (one ~ 01 the I0I8l crucial winter range within the herd unH). MInIng has the potential to displace
or _
the population 01 these anImaJe within the C9CPA. The ana/yM sIIowa thaI the PropoMd Action
wtI ...- In ~ impIda to crucial winter range ~nd ove~ cructal wtnter range for
pronghorn and mule deer. W~ m/IIgdon. mine development and ~ration will not have a slgnlflcant
impacI at the regionaJ population Ieve4 and management objecIIvft wilt be met lor all big gllrne resouroes.

"*'

A biological assessment (BA) was prepared :0 describe the potential effects 01 mining within the CBCPA on
federally threatened , endangered, and candidate (TE&C) plant and animal species. The possible effects
01 mining on tive animal species were discussed in the document black-looted lerrat, swift lox, beld eagle,
mountain plover, and peregrine falcon. Within the CBCPA, these species are considerad not likely to be
present to uncommon. In general, mining will have the potential to remove habitat for all species considerad.
The USFWS has reviewed the Biological Assessment and submHted a Biological Opinion (80) to BLM on
June 3, 1999. The lessee must comply with all required terms and conditions listed by the USFWS in the
BO. Also, the USFWS racommends in the 80 that the buller zones for the beld eagle and peregrine faicon
nests I:a Incraased from a 0.75-mile buller to a t -mile buller. Because the recommendation differs from the
analysis presented in the draft and final Carbon Basin EIS, the changes have been added as special
stipulations on the lease WYW139975 (see Mltigetion and Mon~oring section below).
No TE&C plant species are known to occur within the CBCPA, a~ugh potential hebHat for LHe's ladies
tresses has been noted adjacent to the project area in the Medicine Bow River f/oodplain. Stipulations will
be attached to lederal coal lease WYW139975 (see Mitigetion and Mon~oring section below) which require
TE&C plant surveys in areas of potential habHat prior to mining. Because surveys for TE&C species will be
completed prior to disturbance, potential impacts to these plant species would likely be negligible.
Add~lonal discussion 01 federally threatened and endangerad species wHhln the Platte River System are
discussed below under ~em 3, Public Involvement - ImDICIS to the Platte River System Inclyding the
Medicine Bow River.

Culllnln HIttqdc I!tIourctt
01 the total 160 cultural resource sites racorded wHhln the CBCPA. t 14 s~es are prehistoric. 37 are historic,
and 9 conteln both prehl8loric and historic resources. Nine sHes have been racommended as eligible lor
nomination to the National Register 01 Historic P/aoes (NRHP). All eligible lites will be eHher avoided or
otherwise mitigated via an agency-approved racovery program. Agency determination of ellglbllily will be
requlrad prior to Implementing a testing program to determine NRHP ellQlbllily of sHes Important to Native
Americans. ~ lederal coal lease stipulations and WOEa perm~ mitigation, mine development under the
Proposed Action wiN not cause s/gnnicant loss of cu~ural resources.
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Implementing the Proposed Action has the potential to hinder. but not necessarily curtail the exploration
andlor development of oil and gas resources during the LOM.

SocIo!co!IOID!ct
The t.MraI coal lease and associated private mine development will allow continued employment for
worlutrs at Atch of Wyoming's Seminoe II and Medicine Bow Mines. Economic reserves from these mines
will be exhausted by the year 2000. It is anticipated that the Proposed Action will maintain or increase
employment for 20 or more years after mine development begins and is considered a significant and
beneficial impact to local employment. The other tradttionalland uses wtthin and adjacent to the CBCPA
wilt continue. The slight decline in agricultural productivity and corresponding tax base will be more than
ollse! by the development of the private and faderal reserves.
Agricoltural property values at the Johnson Ranch and the NIS Livestock Ranch, located adjacent to the
CBCPA. may decrease for the I~e of mine. Potential impacts to the Johnson Ranch property have been
mitig8led through agreements ~n the ranch and ArI< Land Company. The potential impact to property
value on the NIS Livestock ranch is considered a temporary significant impact. The potential reduction in
property value is the result of visual intrusions caused by the dragline and spoil piles. This impact will last
only during the approximate 11·yearl~e of surface mining and the subsequent reclamation of surface-mining

VIM!

BtIc!!GtI

The CBCPA and most transportation corridors are wtthin a Visual Resource Management (VRM) Class III
area. Topography will screen the mine for all but 0.5 miles along Interstate 80 and for 1.0 miles along
Highway 72. For Off-highway viewers, such as ranchers and ~tioniats. on County Road 3 the mine will
dominate the landscape and will significantiy impact visual qual~. For residents of NIS Livestock Company
and Johnson Ranches. the temporary visual intrusion will be the r-.tt of the dragline and spoil piles seen
during the approximate eleven yeer Iq of surface coal mining. Under the No Action Altemative. private
mining would occur wtthln 2.500 feet 01 the residence. Since the closest mining planned to occur on faderal
land is over two miles from the nearest residence. implementing the Proposed Action will not increase visual
impacts above those that would occur under the No Action Altemative. Contemporaneous reclamation will
relieve some of the temporary visual intrusion.

disturbance.
Mining adIvities could result in inc:reased trallic demand on local highways and other roads, depending on
the tranIpO<Iation option selected. Trallic (maximum projected to be 914 vehicles per day) will exceed
HigIIway n design standards. H ~ is determined that the number of vehicles required will exceed current
HigIIway
design limits. negotiations wtth the Wyoming Department of Transportation (WOOn will occur
to di8cusa mitigation (e.g.. addition of passing lanes. resurface or widen road. restrict load size) that will
reduce impactS to the highway.

n

Potential sources of contamination include the spilling. leaking. andlor dumping of hazardous substances
and/or petroleum products UIOdated wtth mineral. coal. oil and gas exploration and development. and
agricultural and livestock activities.

Because project operationl wiN be required to comply wtth all relevant t.Mral and state laws regarding
hazardous materials and wtth diractivea identified In the Hazardous Materials Management Plan and the
SpiU Prevention. Control. and Countermeasures Pian for this project. no significant Impacts are anticipated.
Publlc~

Traditional uses within and adjacent to the CBCPA ara primarily livestock grazing. wildl~e haMat: outdoor
racraatlonal activItiea such as hunting. hiking. camping. and oll·ro.d vetric:Ie use: and oil and gas
8Xj)IOration. deveIoprrent, and transportation. Coal mining is also a previous land use as exhlbtted by
_ral historic abandoned mIMs wtthin the CBCPA.
Under the PropoMd AdIon. a LOM ...... ge loss of up to 181 Animal Untt Mentha (AUMs) will occur from
all land ownerWlips within the C8CPA. This witl occur as land Is disturbed for mining and related purposes
and while _ is bainV ~ Most 01 this loss will occur on the lands owned by ArI< Land Company.
Grazing ... 01 the '*-aI1and will continue to be available to the extent that mining and related disturbance
does not ~ livestock grazing.

The FEIS _
that the fedaraI grazing perm~ would not be made avaJIabIe to the NIS Livestock Ranch
- . . ." ~ lor 1M 01 Me Land CompIIny'a intermingled prtvate property. This would have been
a IigniIIcant impeCt 10 NIS ~ ~r. ~ has been determined that continued .... of the faderal
land lor graztng putpoM8 _
not dapendant on cont7oI of the Interwnlng prfva.. lands. but rather on the
_
and _
01 the _ _ ~ 01 mining activity. This will allow the II-' grazing perm~ to
oonIInue . . . acAIIo<I;Nd under the 1l..M'. grazing regulationl. wtth only minor adjuIIrnenta to the ranching
~ required during the LOM. T ' - ~ are not likely to exceed 15 AUMs durfng the LOM.
ThIa
'**III authofIDtIon is on/y appIcabIe to the faderal surface and t.Mral AUMs and no guarantee of
_ _ _ p<Iv8M land is 1n'Ip4Ied.
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In addition to the re80Urces di8cuaaed above. additional concems were raised during scoping, the
DEISIFEIS comment perioda. and the pubic hearing as follows.

Pr!Mn! •

No Ac!!on ADImIIIyt lbtIlncIud!t No MIning

The ana/yIia of the No AdIon Alt.mItIve as preMntecl In the EIS Is one of "no federal leasing" rather than
"no rnining" for MWral rauona. s-nty-nlne percent of the su,,-"mlnab4e coal wtthin the CBCPA Is
within the CBCPA lie In a manner that the prfvate reserves could be
prfvala/y owned. The coal _
aconomIcaJIy rnInecI wtthout obIIInIng a fedaraI coal Ie.... Converae/y. the t.Mral coal lies in several
scatIIred percell and oouId not be aconomIcaJIy extJacted withOut Including the adjacent prfvate coal. The
owner 01 the prIvatie coal In the CBCPA cur..mty operates two aur1ace rn"- In the Hanna Basin. both of
which willlOOrI be depIetId 01 economIcaI/y-racoverabIe coal reserves. IlecaUM the existing operatio",
are In the YIcinIIy 01 the propoMd mining operation. ~ providM the prfvate coal owner wtth processing
facilities, equipment, and manpower available to extract. proceu. and ship their private coal resources from
the CBCPA.
Fer the -.ana I!Iead 1Ibow. to uk the BlM Authorized OfIicerto Include In the EIS a no mining altemative.
would rwquIre that a no acIIon • no rnInIng aftemative Include a claUM ltating that Hthe no action altemative
were cno.n. BLM'. decIaion oouId not prawnt the rnInIng 01 _ . and private hoIdInge. The No Action •
No MIning ~ _ requeeIed . . a method of usurtng that the public and the declsionrneker had an
adequaIIe bueline from which to compera the impacta from dlllerent aJlematives.
11
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For the purposes 01 baseline analysis, Table 2.18a presented in the FEIS provides baseline levels of current
activity as described in Chapter 3.0 of the DEIS. These baseline values provide the BlM Authorized Officer
and the pubfic with sufficient information to make an informed decision based on the effects that mining will
have as described under the Proposed Action.

It is estimated that the annual dapletlon rate resuning from mining activities within the CBCPA will be 14
acre-feet. In general, the loss of water into the drainage system resuHs from the requ irement to reta in
mining-related surface run-off in ponds. These losses must be mitigated in accordance with the July 1997
Final Biological Opinion on Minor Water Depletions to the North Platte River System and the Cooperative
Agreement between the States of Wyoming, Nebraska, and Colorado and the Secretary of the Interior.
Payment is required to be made to the USFWS foreech acre-foot of depletion or the proponent must replace
the lost water. The USFWS has determined the amount of payment required to offset project· related
impacts to Platte River fish and wildl~e resources (refer to Appendix 4). The project proponent would be
required to comply wrth all USFWS recommendations including depositing the amount recommended in the
BO into the designated National Fish and W1ldl~e Foundation account prior to initiating mining operations.
In addition, WDEO performance standards state that no land with'" 100 feet of a perennial or intermittent
stream will be dist~~ by mining operations wHhout authorization. Thus, mining will not occur w~hin tOO
feet of Second and Th,rd Sand Creeks unless spec~ically approved by the WDEO.

Increase in traIfic on County Road 3/402, degradation of air quality adjacent to the CBCPA, visual impacts,
noise and odor, vandaiism, loss of land value, and reduction or loss of grazing capabil~ies were concems
raised by an adjacent landowner whose residence is located within 2,500 feet of the nearest federal parcel
proposed for leasing. Coal in this parcel is lower in quality than other coal in the property and is not currently
proposed for mining. The closest federal parcel proposed for mining is located approximately two miles from
this residence.
Although there may be slight increases in traffic on County Road 3/402, the county road has a bridge that
is inadequate to ~rt large haul trucks and is too narrow to allow these trucks to pass safely. Hauling
coal for local customers requires 22 trips per day, and upgrading the bridge and road for this amount of
traffic is not economically feasible. Therefore, Arch will not use this road as a haul route. Vendors,
employees living in laramie, and visiIors may use the road to access the mine, which would resun in a traffic
inctMM put the ranc:h; however, traffic to and from the mine would be required to comply ~h all federal
and _
transportation laws, so the increase will not resun in a significant impact.

Groundwater loss to the Platte RiverlMedicine Bow River from impleme.nting the Proposed Action is
expected to be negligible for two reasons: 1) the formations in the Carbon Basin are separated from regional
aquifers by a layer of semi-penrious lewis Shale which essentially eliminates any hydraulic connection
between the Carbon Basin aqu~ers and the alluvium along the Medicine Bow River and surface waters in
the North Platte River System; and 2) the Carbon Basin is a closed basin in which groundwater flows toward
the center of the basin.

Let!m R!C!Iy!d on the EIS
As _
in the FElS, aIIhough there win likely be an Increase In particulate matter and emissions due to
mining operations in the areas adj8cent to the CBCPA, the air qualHy will remain well within the public heanh
standardL The operator will be required to continue to demonstrate compii8nce with the standards set forth
by the EPA, end administered by the WOEO. No significant Impacts are expected to occur.

Five letters were received and are contained in their entirety in this document. BlM responses are provided
follOwing the leUers.

The incnIase in noise and odor from mining activities may be heard or detected by adjacent landowners,
recreationilts, and wiIdI~e but is not expected to be heard or detected at the closest occupied private
residence, which is approximately on.h8II mile from the nearest proposed mining. The "urestfederal coal
which wiU be mined is over two miles from the nearest residence. A slight Incteue in noise and odor levels
from nIIIc on County Road 3/402 may be noted by this resident whose home is located approximately 600
feet from this rOIId.
The poIentiaJ PisIs for a reduction in property values adjacent to mining operations as a resun of visual
II'IIIUIiona caUMd by the dragllne end opoil piles. This is considered a temporary significant impact.
However, the " . , . . fedafaJ coal mining will occur over two miles from the cfoMst residence and any
rMUIIanI loa in property value IIIIrIbut.d to the federal action wtft be far lea than the impact from the
' - ' " ' prIv8te coal "**'G- Contamporaneous reclamation of all mined lands will relieve some of the
tamporaIy . . . . inIJuaIon.
ImpIctIJp 1M " . !IIyIr ......

....,.,l1li MIdIcInt Dow

RIDr

are c:un'WIIfy In pI.oe that help uaure protection of the Platte River System, Including the
MecIIcIna Bow River, from ~ due to 1U<*e mining 1ICIMty. This will be accompll.he<! through the
WOEO mine pemiIIIng ~ Prior to oonatnICtion, WOEO will approve all desIgna for diversion ~ches,
~ croeaIng,.oo eedImenI or W1IPOI81Ion ~ to mlnimlz. the eIfec:Ia of coal mining to local drainage
~

~

M:h wfI be reqund to obtain. NPOES permtt under the Clean Water Act of 19n, which
cIadIettIe 01 poIutanta inIO nevIgabIe wale ...

~ the
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RESPONSE TO THE LETTER FROM THE OFFICE OF FEDERAL LAND POUCY
As the FEIS states, OSMlWDEO will coordinate with the State Historic Preservation Office during the
pennitting stage. The BlM commented on the Section 106 cultural survey report of eligibility and effect
specifically for federal lands located in the project area and submitted the" to your office in June 1998. No
disturbance due to mining activities will be allowed in the CBCPA prior t) mine penn it approval.
If all, or a significant portion, of a herd unifs crucial winter range were mi".ed at one time , significant longtenn impacts to antelope and mule deer could occur. However, becaul>e less than one percent of the
available crucial winter range utilized by these species will be disturbed by mining activities, sufficient forage
will be available to maintain WGFD target populations for wintering antelope and mule deer. Text in Section
4.2.2 of the FE IS states that wildlife habitat would be one of the post-mining land uses.
Mitigation will be developed during the pennitting process. BlM and all appropriate state agencies will be
involved in detennining applicable mitigation in areas deSignated as crucial habitat for all phases (If mining
to ensure protection of sensitive environments and completion of adequate reclamation. The public will be
able to review and comment on the proposed mitigation plans, as well as other portions of the pennit
application, during the pennitting process.
Data regarding Arch's demonstrated ability to re-establish shrubs on reclaimed areas were based on a study
prepared by Intennountain Resources in 1996. Data from this study was summarized when we responded
to comment J11 of the FEIS. Pronghom and mule deer use in reclaimed areas are documented in Wildlife
Monitoring Reports submitted annually to WDEO. These documents contain data too voluminous to be
included in the EIS, but are public data and can be inspected at the WDEO offices.
The EIS states that impacts to vegetation fr m surface mining activity are considered insignificant in part
because a bond Is held to ensure that reclamation is completed as described in the pennit. According to
SMCRA, Sec. 509(a), "The amount of bond shall be sufficient to assure the completion of the reclamation
plan if the wort< had to be perfonned by the regulatory authority in the event of forfeiture .... " The
perfonnance bond is dynamic and recalculated every year and included as a confidential section of the
annual report submitted by the pennittee to WDEO. Therefore, if reclamation is assured to be completed,
whether by the pennittee or by the regulatory authority, the success of re-vegetation, and subsequent bond
release, is detennined by adherence to WDEO requirements found in Chapter 5 of the DEIS, Section
5.1.2 .4. This section includes the requirement to con ult with WGFD to obtain recommendations on plant
composition and arrangement in those areas designated as crucial habitat to ensure appropriate reclamation
for wildlife use.

The requirements of SMCRA, administered by OSM, and state laws, regulated by WDEO, ensure that
impacts from surface mining are mitigated and minimized. These requirements as well as all other
applicable federal and state laws and regulations relevant to coal mining operations are considered part of
the No Action and Propoaed Action Alternatives. For the purposes of detennining if the federal coal within
the CBCPA should be leased. the BLM must detennine if the potential Impacts discussed in the EIS can be
mitigated by the Impleme"tatlon of these laws and requirements or if additional mitigation would be required.
Additional mitigation requirements not addressed in these laws and/or specific perfonnance requirements
t forth from documents such as planning deC ions or the Biological Assessment are added as stipulations
to the propoMd coal lease. A stipulation for the protection of sage grouse has been added to coal leese
WYW139975.
A cooperattvety planned and funded study of imp cts from coal mining development on antelope and/or
other wlldftfe and habitat function could provide usefullnfonnation for future m n gement decisions. This
EIS not the appropriate avenue to commit to uch study. We would suggest that the BLM nd WGFD
could jolntty ddresa this
ue through an genda item t our next annu I coordin tlon meeting.
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Table 1.2. page 1-10. AJ indic:aled by the CO, emiSiiont for tramponation oplioru 1-2 VI
option 1, the inaeued CO, emiuionJ for options 1-2 it SS2,OIS Ions between 1999 and
200S.
EPA is pIeued IhII !hit information hal been iftcJudcd in the Ymal ElS. However, due 10
intCfllaliaml concema over JIobaI - - . in whidI CO, emiuions play a major role, lhe
addicional one halfmilioo 10lIl orca, embIiorIs rebleel to lraneporwion option. 1-2
should be cIearty ....eeI in Table 2. Ita under "Climate and Air QualitY'. With this
information, the decisioD-maker can de.ty undenland how Ilia or her decision will afTec:t
the incteuod reIeue of peeMoute pICa. With the impof1ance of transportation options
for the Carbon Buin CCMI Projed, option 3 IIIouId have been eddroued in the ElS u an
-Environmentally Preferred AltematM".

a

The EPA uadontancb the BLM wiU c:omparo WIller ~ data from enllina nearby
rinWar co.I mines to deterrniIMI if there are eleYlted IeYds of ldenium, nitrate, amonia and
salt. which may imput _ter quality from mini I in the CBPA.

We appreciate the opportunity 10 review and comment on the FEIS. Should you have any
questions rdaled to our c:ommenu pleuo contKl the following memben of my lIaIf Robcf1
Edgar at (303) 312-6669 or Mike Hammer at (l03) 312-6S61.
Sincerely,

:c-t/.

, ___

.. . f1IIi> • 17't 7
Cynthia G. Cod;vChiei'
NEPAUn't
Ecosytt
ProIec:lion Program
a:: Elaine Suriano, EPA HQ-OFA

Robert Ed.." IEPR-EP
Dana Allen, IEPR-EP
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RECORD OF DECISION - Elk MountlllnlSlldd/eIMck Hili. COlli Le.1Je Appllc.tlon
R~

to the EnvironJMntIII ProtKtIon Agency

See ciscussion of No Action Alternative under Management ConsiderationlRationaie for Decision, Item 3.
Pubtic Involvement above.

RECORD OF DECISION - Elk MountlllnlSllddlebllck Hili. CcMI Lea. . AppllClltlon
There are volumes of water quality information available at WDEa from all mines in the Hanna Basin since
they are required to report weli data on an annual basis. It would not be appropr1ate to include this data wtth
this EIS, however H Is public data and can be obtained from the WDEQ. Mining and proper reclamation
should result In no I, " pact to wildl~e , industry, nor to any other post-mine water users.

The EPA has Identified that the Carbon Basin is considered an attainment area for National Ambient Air
Quality Standards and not subject to the level of significance identified in the FEIS. However, Wyoming
guideIiMs require facilities completing a NMOS modeling analysis to identity a potential area of significant
in'II*:t and to incfudll all emissions sources located within that area in subsequent modeling. WOrsl.;:aSfl
PM1 0 model results from all mine sources were plotted to show the extent of Impact for both the 24-hour
and annual PM10 emissions and are shown in the FEIS as Fogures 4.5 and 4.6. Since WDEa will require
the id."tification of these areas, we feel that we were not in error to disclose these potential impacts.
Beca.- there was some confusion that the modeling indicated signifoeant impacts to public health
standards, the term significance was removed from the description of these figures. This was our error.
however, please note that ~ is anticlpated that air quality to local receptors (two residences and wildl~e) will
remain within the standards for public health and safety.
These corrections have been made

on the errata sheet, Appendix 3, to this ROD.

It is to the adVantage of Arch to keep Highway 72 in a condition that will allow them to truck coal to the
Seminoe IlIoadouI in an efficient and safe manner. "~is determined that the number of vehicles required
win exceed the design standard for Highway 72, then Atch will negotiate with the Wyoming Department of
Transportation to determine what types of actions (e.g.. lim~ load size, add passing lanes, resurface or
wiiden the road, etc.) will be taken to upgrade the road to meet expected volume and traffic type. It is not
known how much time and money will be required to upgrade the road and who will pay, but ~ is known that
these agre.nents would have to be io-place prior to exceeding present standards. Since mitigation will be
~ prior to exceeding current Highway 72 design limits, this would not be a SignifICant impact.
As stated in Comment Response M15 presented in the FEIS, under the requirements set forth under Section
21 01 the W yoming Air Quality Standards and Regulations the operator of this coal mine will be required to
utilize ~ Best Available Control Technology (BACT). For large mining operations specific measures
no"""Uy required to reduce or eliminate emissions incfudll, but are not IimHed to, such things as paving
aCO'..ss roadS, ttaating permanent and temporary haul roads with suitable dust suppressants, use of slios,
~3 ma. and similar enclosed containers for the storage of large volumes of matenal awaiting Ioadout or
9hipment, and the treatment of active woI1< areas and temporary storage piles. Because the lessee will be
required to obtain a Section 21 permH prior to mine disturbance, the BLM feels that suggesting additional
mitigation measures above those required is unnecessary.

Thank you for noting mistakes to Tables 8.1 and 82 of the FEIS. Corrections have been made and can be
reviewed in the ERRATA oecIIon, AppandIx 3.

PIeue ref... to tt1e dIecuaion of tranIpoI1ation options in the AnematlVatl Section. Alter reviewing Table
82, ~ was detennWIed that the enYtronmental"H>referable options In respect to adding the leu! amount of
co, II> the ~re would be !hoM wile.. the coal would be transported to Ioadout fllCllitias using a
rxxrwyor ~ (opIIona 7, 8, and 10). However, ~ should be noted that other tran8pOrtation options may
haW _
01 an Impact on other resouren and would, tha ..fo.., be environmental"H>..ferable for those

-.

W_1n Carbon BuIn has been determined to be of poor quality and suitable only for livestock and wildlHe
~ A rwview 01 buefine and baclclMl welle rapoIted in M:h 01 Wyoming'. 1998 annual report for the
~ Bow Mine incIcatee IIi!1It elevation of nitrate levels and fluctuations a.. noted in other water
conIIIII-* from tt1e baellne in _
...11e; however, " appeoors to be only temporary and the wells seem
10 ...,.".., II> ~ IevaIa within a faw years. No amounts of selenium are reported in any of these wells.
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RECORD OF DECISION - Elk MountalnlSsddlebsck Hills Cos, Lesse Applicstion
Rnpon.. to carbon County Planning Commission
As addressed in Management Considerations/Rationale for Decision, Item 2. Summary of Environmental
Impacts - Socioeconomics and Visual Resources above, agricultural property value at the N/S Livestock
Company may decrease during the LOM. The loss of property value is considered to be the result of visual
intrusions caused by the dragline and spoil piles and is considered a temporary significant impact. The
determination that property value may decline is not based on any economic calculation derived from the
visual intrusion but is a respc;nse to the realization that different people view intrusions in different ways.
The level of impact is dependant on the visual elements that constitute contrast: form, line, color, texture,
as well as distance to, and screening from, the intrusion. The EIS discloses the impacts of the federal action
as well as the impacts of private mining. This Record of Decision addresses the federal action of authOrizing
a lease sale of federal coal only. The nearest federal coal mining will occur over two miles from the N/S
Livestock Company residence and the magnitude of the impact from federal land and any resultant loss in
property value attributed to the federal action will be far less than the impact from the nearest private coal
mining. Contemporaneous reclamation of all mined lands will relieve some of the temporary visual intrusion.
Potential impacts to the Johnson Ranch property have been mitigated through agreements between the
ranch and Ark Land Company.
The BLM has determined, upon further review of federal grazing policy, that the NlS Livestock Company
federal permit will be honored. This will allow the grazing permit to continue to be authorized under the
BLM's grazing regulations with only minor adjustments to the ranching operation during the LOM. The minor
loss of AUMs is considered an insignificant impact. See also Management Considerations/Rationale for
Decision, Item 2. Summary of Environmental Impacts - land Use, above.
A federal grazing permit is only applicable to the federal surface and federal AUMs and no guarantee of
access across private land is implied. As stated in response to your comment letter in the FEIS, the BlM
does not participate in negotiations between private landowners and potential federal coal lessees regarding
private property values or compensation.
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RECORD OF DECISION - Elk Afounta/nlSadd/ebllck Hills Cosl Lease Application
RHponM to HIS LlvHtock

It is obvious that a considerable amount of time and energy has gone into negotiations concerning Ark Land
Company plans to mine coal and the relation of those mining activities to your ranching operations and
properties. It is unfortunate that an agreement has not be finalized that is satisfactory to both parties.
As identified in our response to the Carbon County Planning Commission above, the N/S livestock
Company federal grazing permit will be renewed. This federal authorization is only applicable to the federal
surface and federal AUMs and no guarantee of access across private land is implied. The BLM holds to the
position that any attempt to stipulate the actions of any successful bidder of the coal lease in regards to
access across private property owned by Ark Land Company would be to interfere with the private property
rights of Ark Land Company under State of Wyoming law and the Constitution of the United States.
Authorizing the continued use of the federal grazing permit will effectively mitigate the loss of property value
to the NIS Livestock Company from loss of use of the federal grazing permit. This continued authorization
of the federal grazing permit is consistent with the BlM's grazing regulations and can be accomplished
without specific stipulation to the federal coal lease.
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RECORD OF DECISION· Elk Mountll/nlSaddleblJck Hills COlli Lase Application

RECORD OF DECISION· Elk Mounr./nlSaddleback Hills Coal LaBfl Application
IIItIgMIon ancIlIonltoring

ReeponM to Budd-F.1en Law 0IIIces
The purpose of this EIS is to present sufficient information forthe public and the decisionmaker to determine
whether federal coal leasing in the CBCPA is an appropriate action based on the impacts that are likely to
occur during mining.
The deIalled (mitigation) plans to which you refer are actually included in the perm~ application and are part
of the next step a proponent takes prior to actually being authorized to conduct coal mining operations. This
perm~ must meet the requirements of the Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act of 1977 (SMCRA),
an act aimed at the minimization of environmental impacts associated with mining. This act contains
deIalled environmental protection standards (I.e., mitigation) for mining and reclamation. In the State of
Wyoming, permits must be epproved prior to the commencement of mining by the state regulatory agency,
WDEO. The permits are issued for a period of five years w~ the right of successive renewal. The
appIicdon requires extensive information including the details of mining, probable hydrologic
consequences, climatological data, meps, geologic cross-sections, and drill logs of coal deposits, etc. The
applicant must post public notice in a local newspaper for four weeks and must clearty state the location of
the proposed mining operation and the location where the application is available for public inspection.
The reclamation plan must identify the uses of the land at the time of application, any previous mining
history, the capability and productivity of the land to support other uses, and the proposed land use after
mining end reclamation. Trtle V, Section SIS of SMCRA provides a list of minimum environmental
performance standards that are applicable to all surface coal mining and reclamation operations. Among
these standards are some of the ~ems of concem to you Including how topsoil and spoil material will be
handled and replaced and what methods will be utilized to protect water quality.

Laws and policy are in-f)lace which require that jurisdictional and non-jurisdictional wetiands be protected
or replaced irHdnd. Please see Comment Response 014 in the FEIS for more information on how wetland
values located in the CBCPA will be protected.
You correctly state in your letter that the EIS says that coal mining may reduce tha value of property located
adjacent to the CBCPA under both the No Action and Proposed Action Altematives. In your letter you assert
that the leasing of federal coal (the Proposed Action) in the CBCPA will resun in a signijjcant reduction in
Mr. Schere(s property values which may resun In a taking of private property without just compensation .
You have requested that the BlM complete a Takings Implication Assessment.
The BlM has reviewed Executive Order 12630 and has determined that leasing federal coal w~in the
CBCPA has no taJdngs implications under the provisions of the Fifth Amendment of the Constitution of the
United States. By offering to lease federal coal within the CBCPA, the Un~ed States is exercising its lawful
right to diIpoM of this coal under the Mineral Leasing Act of 1920, as amended. Accordingly, no Takings
Implication Assessment will be completed pursuant to this matter.

The standard coal · lease stipulations addressing compliance with the basic requirements of the
environmental statutes will be attached to the proposed coal lease to be offered (Appendix 1). Consistent
with the EIS, the attached stipulations regarding cuttoral resources, paleontological resources, oil and
gaslcoal resource development. resource recovery and protection, and public land survey protection will also
be attached to the proposed coal lease to be offered.
The Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act of 1977 (SMCRA) gives the Office of Surface Mining
Reclamation and Enforcement the primary authority to administer programs regulating surface coal mining
operetions. In the State of Wyoming, the Wyoming Department of Environmental Quality has the approval
of the Secretary of the Interior to regulate surface coal mining activities in the state. The succesaful bidder
for the Elk MountainlSaddlebeck Hills coal lease tract must obtain approval of a mine perm~ prior to mining.
Add~lonal mitigation measures specific to the proposed mine plan will be attached as conditions on the
mining p6rm~ during this stage. BLM has a responsibility to review the mine perm~ application prior to its
approval to ensure that the mine plan is In compliance with the leasing stipulations and that the mine plan
meets the requirements of the Mineral leasing Act.
Compliance with the applicable regulations and mon~oring of impacts will be carried out as outiined in the
mining and reclamation plan which must be approved by Wyoming DEO anrt by OSM prior to the
commencement .of mining.
ARPl ICllnKommlt!!c! MIt!qa!!on
Arch has committed to implementing the following m~igatlon measures as follow.
1.

If the conveyor is chosen as a transportation anemative, Arch will conduct a crossing study.
add~ional m~lgatlon

2.

is required,

~

will be developed based on study resuns.

Wing-type snow removal equipment will be used, where fepsible, to prevent or minimize snow
accumulation along roads.

Ftcltral CoIl , MM wvwl39875 SptcIti SUpu!!l!!on'
Add~nal

stipulations listed below have been identijjed as mitigation measures during the environmental
review process. These stipulations will become a part of the federal coal lease document and pertain to all
lands described In the coal lease trect.
1.

Prior to disturbance, all wetiands, wnether jurisdictional or non-jurisdictional, will be delineated by
the lessee. ~ wetlands are discovered on any of these lands leased for federal coal during these
surveys, the lessee will contact the BlM prior to disturbance to determine the action to take e~er
to: 1) protect, or 2) restore the value of these areas after mining to ensure no net loss of wetlands.

2.

The lessee will be required to mon~or and inventory the lease area for establishment of potential
black-footed ferret hab~at. If any such hab~t Is found the lessee will conduct ferret clearance
surveys per USFWS guidelines. In the event that ferret occurrence is Identified, the lessee shall
notify the BLM and USFWS and will be required to adhere to any modifications in the mining
operation provided by the USFWS and the BLM to protect endangered species. Power poles near
prairie dog towns will be equipped w~ raptor anti-perching devices.
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3.

Surface disturbance of swift fox habitat will be minimized to the extent possible; reclamation will be
initiated as soon as possible after disturbance.

4.

The lessee win comply with all actions required by USFWS which are identified In the "Terms and
Conditions' section of the June 3, t 999, document entitled 'Biological and Conference Opinion for
the caroon Basin Coal Project.'

5.

All acIivities and surface disturbance associated with mining or other related activities will not be
permitted within one mile of an active or bald eagle nest from February t until August IS, or until
the nest becomes inactive.

6.

All activities and surface disturbance associated with mining or other related activijies will not be
permitted within one mile of an active peregrine falcon nest from March 1 until August IS, or until
the nest becomes inactive.

7.

All potential habitat for TE!C plant species to be disturbed would be surveyed for TE!C plant
species prior to disturbance using USFWS guidelines.

8.

~ TE!C plant populations are discovered they would be avoided where possible. Where avoidence
is notfeasible, other mitigation meaauresapproved by the USFWSand BLMwould be implemented.

9.

Sage grouse habitat areas will be open to coal development provided that 1) the surfaoe-disturbing
activities related to exploration and anc;;llary facility development avoid the lek and a 0.25 mile
radius from the lek areas, ~ possible. ~ not possible, intensive mitigation will be applied; 2)
permanent and high profile structures such as buildings, overhead power lines, etc., are prohiMed
in the lek and a 0.25 mile radius from the lek area; 3) during the sage grouse mating season,
surface uses and activities wUl be prohibijed ~n the hours of 6 p.m. and 9 a.m., within 0.5
miles of the lek; 4) surface disturbance in the nesting area and withi" a 2-mile radius is limijed to
actual mining activity. Other construction activitlas (i.e., road or facility constru=tion, exploration
activities, etc.,) will be subject to seasonailimitations (February 1 through July 31); and 5) attempts
made to raiocate Iek and nesting complexes disturbed or destroyed by coal mining are coordinated
with the BLM, WGFD, and other appropriate state agencies. Exception, waiver, or modification of
these limitations in any year may be approved in writing, including do1:umentation supported by
analysis by the authorized ofIIciaJ.

10.

In areas where crucial habitat Is disturbed, the lessee will be required to develop mitigation
measures or habitat Improvement In accordance with mining and reclamation plan requirements in
consultation with, and to the satistectlon of, BLM and appropriate State agencies.

11 .

Prior rights wiN be protected for all ROWs of record.

RECOMMENDATION
I recommend thet a competitive lease sale be held for Federal coal tract WVW139975, affecting 5,235.I 5
acres, and a lease be issued to the successful qualified bidder ~ ij Is determined that the highest bid meets
or exceeds the fair market value of the tract as determined by the BLM, and ~ all other leasing requirements
are met. The competitive lease sale will be held in accordance with the requirements of 43 CFR 3425. The
lease will be subject to special stipulations as attached and shown in the Mitigation and Monrioring Section
of this Record of Decision.

Date;
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APPROVED:
Baed on the ~ 01 the Rawlins Foeid Manager, I hereby approve the decision 10 offer
FedefaJ coal trIIcI WYWl39975 for competitive lease sale.

'men1 pr

'-

This decIaIon may be appeeJed to the Interior Board of Land Appeals, Office of lhe SecrelaJy, in
8CICOIdence wtth the ~ contained ... 43 CFR, Part 4 and the endosed Form 1842-1 . If an appeal
is ...... your noflce 01 ~ nut be fled ... !I1is ofIIce (at the addr8sa shown on endosed Form 1842-1)
within 30 days from .-Ipt 0I1his decision. The appellant has the burden of showing that the decision
8I)pMIed from Is ... enor.
Wyou wiIh to file. petition [ponuanI to I1IgUBtion 43 CFR 421 (58 FR 4939, JanU8IY 19, 1993)) (request)
for a stay (awpenIIon) 01 the ~_ 01 this decision during the time that your appeal is being
~ by the 9oMI. the petIIion for • SIlly nut accompany your notice of appeal. A petition lor a stay
nut aile be IIAIrnIa.d to ..:It party named In !I1is decision and to the Interior Board of Land AppeaJs and
to the appropriIa Office 01 the SoIciIor (_ 43 CFR 4.413) at the same time the original documents are
fled wtth this office. Wyou request a stay, you have the burden of proof to demonstrate that a stay should
be granted.

S!andord for Obtaining a Slay
Elu:ept as oIharwtIe provtded by law or other pertinent regUatIon, a petition lor a stay of a decision pending
appeal shall show sufficient ju8tiflcatlon baed on the following s1sndards:
(1)

The raIat!ve harm to the parties K the s1sy is granted or denied,

(2)

The liketihood of the appeIIant's success on the merits ,

(3)

The liketihood of Immadide and irreparable harm H the s1sy is not granted, and

(4)

Whelher the

Wyoming State

APPENDIX 1

IUlfIc Inte_ favon!

granting the stay.

, BLM
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BlM STANDARD lEASE FORM

UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

Senal Numbfor

PAIn'l LEASE RIGHTS GRANTED

nu. ...... enlend into by and betW"" the UNrn:nSTI ;"f'R"O ... AMUICA. hereinafter calltd leuor. throuah the Bureau of Land Ma nel.meM. and
(HUM aNI Add~J

• for. Ptriod of 20 yura and for 10 lon, thtftaft.er u coal ia produced in commercial
....1Id. from the ...... luda• • abject to rMdjUUlMnt or I.... &erm.I at the end of the 20th luse year and tach 100year period therufter.
Sec.. 1. 1'hia ..... w__ pvauant and aubject &0 the &erma and promiona of the:
LanclllAuiD.c Act of 1920. Act of F.....ry 25, 1920. .. IUMndtd . 41 Stat. 437, 30 U.S .C. 181·287, hereinafter rtf.rnd to .. the Act;
/oIl-.l t...inor Ad (or Acquired Landa. Ad o( A..... 7. 1947. 61 S.... 913. :lO U.S.C. 351-359:

o ....."
o

aadlOtbu.p,latioa.a and 10I'IDaJ orders ohh. Secntary ottn.lnterior which .~ now or hlnatwr in force. when not incon.Weent with the .XPreN
.

&ad opocil\c.....- bonin.

Sec. 2. t-or. in coMiden.tion or any bonUMt. NII'-. and royaltin to be paid, and thtcondition. and COYtnantl; to be obMrved .. hlnin 1ft (OM .

.,..&1;

hereby IftZlte aDd - . . . &0 ...... the nclWlive richt and privilece &0 drill for . mine. extract. remove, or otherwise proca•• nd dilpoee of the co.1
in. apon. or WId., the followin, dncribed I.nd.:

cont.a.i.ni.q
ac:rn. more or I.... toctth., with the "-hi to con.truct .uch woru. buildin ••. pl.nta•• tructura. equipment .nd .ppli.nces
aod tM richt 10 11M .u~h on·I..... ri,htl-of·w.y which m.y be nenuary .nd conveni.nt in the nuciR ofth. richu .nd privilq"',l'8nt.d .• ubjtct to
the CODditian.l heft'in provided .

8«. 1.1" REHTAL RATE · LnMf'.h.1I pay If'UOrr.nt.l.nnuMlly .nd
in advaaee for each acT\' or (raction therw( durin. th. ('Ontinuanc. of
tJw ......t t)w rate oU
(fir nch I. . . yur.
1'-1 RENTAL CRE.OrTS • Rental .h.1I nOf brt cndhtd ••• in.t . ith.r
prod.clion or advanC'l' roy.ln. for .n,. yHr.

s... 1.

f a.! PftOOUCTJON AQVALnES • Th. royalty .hall bto
pn-.
C'lefttoltlw ....... oftMcoel .. Mt(orth in thf' rtplation • . Ruyalti... 1"t'
ct .. to _ _ \hot nul d.,. ufloM month luct"ftClin. the ealendar month
in wtUc:t. 1M royalty obI ...tion attr\ML
,III, ADtI~ tllK)YALnu · Upon nqve.t by the . . . .. th.authorilfd
oft\ce . ., accept. (or. \OLalofnuf; mftrethan 10 yntll. the payrnent uf
...... ..."..Jtiee in tift 01 continutd oprration . conIilcent with the
,....JatioGa. 1'1MI ~vance roy.h,. .h.n be baNd on • peT'emt o( the
.,.... 01 a .miDI . . number o( toni d.urm iMd in tM manner
...ww.t lily &be advanc. ro,..lty ,..a..tion. in effect at the timf' the
'-at,...... appnrval til pay advanH ro:"alti" in li.u of tvntinutd

-.

--.

Sw. a. 8OHOI·I..cosMe.haU m.inu inin th.prope-roffieealn.wbond
in w ••_,nol l
. The a"thoriudofrlC'ffma,Nquirean
~ iA Lhi.. .mount .hf'n add ition ul CUV"" ,f' i. dfUrmin.d

l..euH .ball allow leuor.c:ceu to and copyin. 01 dOC1lm.nta.~aaon.
• bly neeepary to v.rify I. . . . compli.nce with terms and condition. of
th.I.....

While thil I.... Nm.ina in .aKt. inform.tion obtained under ~iI
MC'tion ahan be clOMCl to in.pedion by &he public in .ccordan~ WIth
the Fr.edom of Information Ad (5 U.S.C. 5&2).

caVed ' - ' t. i.I etrtc.1ivI (d. td

PART • . TERMS AHD CONomoNS

Ln... Ih.n keep open .t an nuon.bl. tim" forth. in.pection of .ny
duly .\Ithorizad officer ofleuor. the lea..teQ J?N'D,,-aDd all ..... rr.ce.?d
\Ind.rrround improvemen.... worU. m.dnnary. ON .&oc:kpiles. eqUI~
m.nt. and all
ceoun.... mapa. and tICOI'Cb ttlative lOoper.tiona.
aurv.y •. or inv..u..tion.a on or ~er the leaatd I.Dda.

boou.•

COAL LEASE

hereUaaft,er

See. 6. DOCUMENT$. EVIDENCE AND INSPECTION· AtlUc~ um" !,nd
in .uch form .. lepor may p...scribe. I..... ahan fuml.h detailed
ILlitemen&a ahowin, the amoun'" .nd qu:uity of all procIDda removlMi
and ..Id from the IHM. the pr'OC'IIId.a th.relrom, .nd the .mount uNd
for production purpoMl or un.void.bly lOlL

Sec . .1. DIUGENCE • This I.... iI.ubject to the ('Onditiun. o( dili,ent
d.\"flopment .nd ('Ontinutd uptrltion. eacept tha' lb.-condition ••~
e:r.cuMci .h." olM'!".tiona under th.I......,. intenvpCed by atrikes. the

.Iemlnte. or cuu.ltin not .uributabl. to th.I...... The leuor. in th.
p"blic intftftt, may lu.s-nd the rondiLion o( eontinued operation upon
paym.nt of advance ro~alri.. in .CC'Ord.ne. with the recW.tiona in
u i.tence.t the tim. o( the .uapea.aion . ........ (.lhll'l to produce coal
in cummerc:i.1 quantiti .. at the end o( 10 yean abaJl terminate the
I...... t...u.e .hall.ubmit an operation .nd radamation plan punu.nt
to iMct.ion i o( the Act nut I.ter than 3 ye.n after J.... iuuance.
Thr lnaor ..... rv.. th. power to UMnt to or of'Cler the 'Ulpen.sion ofth.
tum •• nd ('Ondition. of thi. I.... in aCC'OM.nee with. inter ali • .
~Iion 39 of the MinerallAuin, Act. ;)() U .S.C. 209.

Sec. 7. DAMAGES TO PROPERTY AHD CONDUCT OF OPERATIONS •
Leueelhall comply.t. ita own upenae.with an ruao;n.bl.onlen olth.
8ecTetary, respeet.in. dililf.nt opention• . prev.ntiOn of w..te, .nd
protection 01 other ff'IOurceI.
1AGaft .h.1I notconduCl.xplor.tion operationa, oth~ than Ulu~1 Uf.

without an .pproved .xploration plan. AII.xploratiOn pla.n.s ~o~ &0
the commeneem.nt of minin. operation. within &II .pproved nunln,.
pennit
ah.1I 1M lubmiu.ed to the .uLhoriud. oMeer.

are.

.........h.1I c.rry on an operations in accordance with .ppro~t!d
methociland prac:ti0ll" provided in th.operatiq' nauI.tio~. h.vtn.
due rq:.rd lor the prev.ntion of injury to I~(•• bealth. or pro~rty . • nd
prevention of w . .te. dama.e or d ......d.bon to .n'! lan~. IUI'. ~.tl:r.
evltur.l. bio\oaiea1. villl.l. and other .....ure-., mdudin, mlfttral
deposita and formationa of mineral depoli... not 1_ _ bftftDder•• nd
to other land ute or UMrS. t..e.ae .h.1I take IMUVIII deemed
ntenaaJ')' by laeor to .ccompl.iah ~~ intant. 01 ~iI ~ term. Such
meuurn m.y includ• • but.re nOlliDntad to. modiftcation ~ propoeed
litin, or dai", of f.cilltin. timin. o( operation., and .peciti~bon of
interim .nd finalrtelunation procedure.. Le:uoT ......n to I~I( the
rilht to Ie... , Mil. or oth.rwiM ~i.poM of th~ .urlee:- ~r oth.r mineral
depolita in the land. and the n.ht. 10 conbnue ~. ~ . an~ to
a\lthonze future UNS upon or in the leueci I.nda. mduchn,lIIu!n.
Ie.... for min.ra1 d.poti&a not ('Overed hereunder and appro~.
tasementa or ri,htl-of·w.y. Lnaor .han condition .ach UMI to prev.nt
\Innecaaary or unrtalOn.bl. intarf'crence with ri.b&a of ItaMe .. m.y
be con.iltent with concepta of multiple use .nd multiple mineral
df.v.lopmenL
Sec 8 PROTECTlON OF DIVERSE INTERESTS. AND EQUAL OPPORTU·
NrrY .......... ahall : pay wben da. all tu... I..a1ly ....... and I.vied
und.r the II." 01 the State or the Unitad Staw; aeeord. all emploY"'
compltte freedom ofpurch ...; pay all w.....t l~twice each mo~th
in I.wful money of the Uni_ Statea; maintain • aat. workin,
.nviroa.ment in accordance with ItaDCIard induatry pneticea; nltrict
the workday to not mon than 8 hoara in anyone day for underpoWld
worlt.",Ueeplinem~and tak.lIM&RI"ea~toOprotact

the h.alth and aaltty ofth. public. No penon IIIDderthe ... of US yun
.hall be employed in an, mme below the auface. To the nt.eD~ ~at
I. . . of the Stata in wbich t.b.la.acla an ailuwclan more ~d:iv,
th.n the proviliona in thia parqnpb. then the State I. . . .pply.

lMMe will comply with all proviaioea 01 Eueutive Order No. 11246 of
September 24. 19&6. u a.mcn.... aDd lh. !'..... replation.. an.d
relevant ordaft of the Secnc.ary of lAbor. Nether I..... nor I......
lubcuntrac10n lhall maintain...,...tad f.cilitiea.

o
o

o

Thit Ie... may be tr.nd.ned in whol. or in part to Iny penon.
auociation or cof1)Oration qualified to hold .uch I. . . intl:Ta
~
Thil ..... mly be uan.r.rred in whol. or in p.rt to ano
pub1ic body or &0. penon who will miDe the c:oaJ on brthalf ~f. ~
for the UM 01. th. public body or to. penon who for th. lurllted.
purpoM of en.tin, a MCW'ity inte....' in f.vor of ale~der::J
to be obo•• weI to mine the coal on heh.l( of the pubhc body.
Thill.... m.y only betr.nl(enecI in whole orin part to.not.h
Im.lI bUlineu qualin...t under 13 CFR 121.

ncord

m""1

Tranafen 01
title. workiDa or royalty int.erHt
.pprov...t in accordance with th. ,.,..latio....
(b) REUNOUISHMENT • Th. ___ m.y ~Unqllliab in wri~ a~ an,
tim •• llri1btaUDd.,thil l.... or.nyporbontheno(u. proY1~~

=-:.cn:ii~ ~~';u:::::::::!n~·::;b~t. ~ti1
relinquiahad portion theNa(. whiehner ia .pplicabk

Soc. 10. D£UVEAV Of _

REMOVAL Of MACHlNEAV:;EIEQUIP.

MENT. ETC• • At .uch ame .. ~ portioaa of thll I.... an mlU'ftad

IHIOr........han deliver up toO leuor th. land I...... Dnd
timberi.aa. aDd .Deb other .uppo..... aDd ItrUC'tAlna ~ for ~
pftMl"l.tion 01 the min. workin•• on th.I...... pnm.... or depom'"
and place all workin.. in condition (or 'llIpamo11 or '~OD~
Within lSOd.ystlMnof.l. . . . ahall removefTom ~pnm~all
Itruclures. m.chinery. eqaiplM'Dt. tool• . • nd maleria1l that It.1ect.t
or .. requind by the .ulhorized o.metr. ~y. • uch .tructu..... m.·
chin.ry. equipment, tools. and matenala "m.lDlh, on th.l.....
beyond 180 d.ys, or approved .xcen.;on thueof. sh.n become
property 01 th.I...or. b\lt I......h.Ulrither remove .ny or .n •
property or .hall ('Ontinu. to brt Ii.bl. for the coet of removal .n.
dilpouJ in the amounl.ctuall, incu~ by the ~r. llth••un.ce ..
owned by third parti.., leaaor Ihall WIIV. th. rcquI~ent lor remov~
provided th.lhird parti_ do not objec:t to ,ud! ••IVft'. ~ M
prior to the termination of bond liability or .t .ny olher bme ~h
required and in .ecordanee with ~lIapplieabl. ~.w •• nd ~I.t.tona..
rtel.im alll.nd. the .\Irf.ee of which hal been dlilurbed. dlapoH~(
d.bris or ..Ud wute. Npair th. off.ite and on.ite d.ma,. CluNd
InNe·' .ctivity or adivitin incid.nLlil th.uto. and rKlaim •
road. or trail• .

IaJ

8«. II. PROCEEOtNGS IN CASE OF DEFAULT · IflnIH fa il' .~ comp,
with Ipplicabl.l.wa•• xi.tin, """,I.tion• . o.r the c.enn~ . ('Ondlbon •• n
.ti pul.tion. ofthill..... and the noncompll.nce .('Ontlnutl for ~ d.
aftl:r wrilWn notiee th.nnf. thill ..... h"U be aubJect &0 c.neellatlon by
the lenor only by judici.1 procHdinl" Thi. provi.ion Ihall not be
conluued to prevtnt the .xerciH by lnaur of any oth.r 1,..1
equiLlibl. remedy. incl\ldin, waiv.r of the d.raulL Any .uch rtmedy
w.iver Ih.n not p,.vent latar cancellation for the l ame def.
Ottumn, .t any other tim• .

':1

Sec. 12. HEIRS AND SUCCESSORS·IN.INTEREST • Each obl i .atiO~
thi.I .....ball extend to .nd be bindin, uPQ:n •. and .very ben.fit he
ah.1I inan 10. the hein. executon. admlnl.trators. IUCCHlOn. 0
... i.n. of the rtlpectiv. patti_ hent.o.
See. 13. INDEMNIF"fC,ATlOH· t...eahallind~n.ify and hold h.nnl"the Unitad SLac.lrom aDy and aU d.ilDl analn, out of the I.....• •
.ctivitiet .nd opantiou under thia .....
•
Sec 14 SPEClALSTA1lJTES .Tbi.al.... ilaubject toOth. Cl.an

warJ
I

Ac'(33U.5.C. 1252'" IOCI.I.lhe C1.... Air Act (42 U.S.C.. 4274 ... '*I'
and to all other .pplicable I... pa1am.lDa t;o exploration 'Cb-.:'~
minin, opentiona and reclam.tion , incladin, \he Surface Mmm.
Control ODd Raclamalion Ad o( 19'77 (30 U.S.C. 1201 ... IOCI·I.

Soe. 15. SPECIAl. STlPUU.llONS -

5«. ,.,.

LOGICAL MINING UNIT (LMUI • Either "pon .pproval by the
Inaor of th. I..... ·• application or at the diraction of the lnaor. thil
I.... Ih.11 bt<-oaw an (..Me or part of an LMU. lubjK'l to the provilionl
N1 forth in the ~I.tion• .
Thellipul.tion ...tablilhtd in an LMU .pprov.1in effec:t.t thetim.of
L\fl' a pprov.1 will .uper'kCIe the rtl.va.nt incon.istent lenni of th d
1.. lt 10 10n, .. th.lteM rtm.in. ('Om;nitt..d In the LMU . •fth. LMU u(
whk h ,hi. If... ill. pan i. cHsaolved . the I...... h.1I th.n be . ubject In
lh ~ If'" term. wh ich wuuld h3lv. bHn appl itd iCth. I...e hlld nOl bftn
inrludtd in lin l.Ml'.

I

8«. 9. 'a) TRANSfERS

3"1

I
I
I

resources discovered during lease operations shaD be borne by the surface managing agency
unless otberwise specifted by the Authorized Officer of the BLM or of the surface managing
agency, if different.
SEC. 15. SPECIAL STIPULATIONSIn addition to ob5efVing the general obligations and standards of perfonnance set out in the cunent
regulations. the lessee shall comply with and be bound by the foUowing special stipulations.
'These stipu1ations are also imposed upon the lessee's agents and employees. 'The failure or refusal of
any of these persons to comply with these stipulations shaD be deemed a failure of the lessee to
comply with the terms of the lease. 'The lessee shall requiJe his agents, contractors and subcontractors
involved in activities concerning this lease to include these stipulations in the contracts between and
among them. These stipulations "JaY be revised or amended, in writing, by the mutual consent of the
lessor and the lessee 11 any time to adjust to changed conditions or to coneet an oversight.
(a)

CULTURAL RESOURCES ( I) Before undertaking any activities that may disturb the surface of the leased lands, the
lessee shall conduct a cultural resoun:e intensive field inventory in a manner specified by the
authorized officer of the BLM or of the surface managing agency, if different, on portions of
the mine plan area and adjacent areas, or exploration plan &lea, that may be adversely affected
by lease-related activities and which were not previously inventoried at such a level of
intensity. 'The inventory shall be conducted by a qualifted professional cultural resource
specialist (i.e., an:beologist, historian, historical an:hiteCt, as appropriale), approved by the
authorized officer of the surface managing agency (BLM, if the surface is privately owned).
and a report of the inventory and recommendations for proteeting any cultural resources
identifted shaD be submirted to the Assistant Director of the Western Support Center of Ihe
Office of Surface Mining, the authorized officer of the BLM, if activities are associated with
coal exploration outside an approved mining pennit area (hereinafter called Authorized
Officer), and the Authorized Officer of the surface managing agency, if differenl. The lessee
shall undertake measwes, in acconIance with insauctions from the Assistanl Direclor, or
Authorized Officer, to protect cultural resources on the leased lands. 'The lessee shall not
commence the surface disturbing activities until pennission 10 proceed is given by the
Assistant Director or authorized officer.
(2) The lessee shall proteCt all cuirural resource properties within the lease area from leaserelated activities until the cultural resoun:e mitigation measures can be implemenled as part of
an approved mining and oeclamation or exploration plan.
(3) 'The cost of conducting the inventory, preparing reports, L'Id carrying out mitigation
measures shaD be borne by the lessee.
(4) If cultural resources are discovered during operations under this lease, the lessee shall
immediately bring them to the attention of the Assistant Director or Authorized Officer. or the
Authorized Officer of the surface managing agency, if the Assistant Director is not available.
'The lessee shall not disturb such resources except as may be subsequently authorized by the
Assistant Director or Authorized Officer.
Within two (2) wor1<ing days of notiftcation, the Assistant Director or Authorized Officer will
evaluate or have evaluated any cultural resources discovered and wiD determine if any action
may be ""IuiJed to protect or preserve such discoveries. 'The cost of data recovery for cultural

(5) All cultural resources shall remain under the jurisdiction of the United States until
ownership is determined under applicable law.
(b) PALEONTOLOGICAL RESOURCES - If paleontological resources, either large and conspicuous.
andlor of signiftcant scientifIC value are discovered during construction, the find will be reported to the
Authorized Officer immediately. ConSllUCtion wiD be suspended within 2SO feet of said find. An
evaluation of the paleontological discovery wiD be made by • BLM approved professional
paleontologist within ftve (5) wor1<ing days, weather pennitting. to determine the appropriate action(s)
to prevent the potential loss of any signiftcant paleontological value. Operations within 250 feel of
such discovery will not be resumed' until written authorization to proceed is issued by the Authorized
Officer. 'The lessee wiD bear the cost of any ""IuiJed paleontological appraisals. surface coUection of
fossils. or salvage of any large conspicuous fossils of signiftcant scientiftc interest discovered during
the operations.
(c) MULTIPLE MINERAL DEVELOPMENT - Operations will not be approved which. in the
opinion of the Authorized Officer. would unreasonably interfere with the orderly development andlor
production from a valid existing mineral lease issued prior to this one for the same lands.
(d) OIL AND GAS/COAL REsOURCES - 'The BLM realizes that coal mining operations conducted
on Federal coal leases issued within producing oil and gas fields may interfere with the economic
recovery of oil and gas; just as Federal oil and gas leases issued in a Federal coal lease area may
inhibit coal recovery. BLM retains the authority to alter andIor modify the resource recovery and
protection plans for coal operations andlor oil and gas operations on those lands coven:d by Federal

mineral leases so as to obtain maximum reSOW'Ce recovery.
(e) RESOURCE RECOVERY AND PROTECTION - Notwithstanding the approval of a resoun:e
recovery and proteCtion plan (R2P2) by the BLM. lessor reserves the right to seek damages 'gainsl the
operatorllessee in the event (i) the operatorllessee fails to achieve maximum economic recovery (MER)
(as deftned 11 43 CFR 3480.G-5(21)) of the recoverable coal reserves or (ii) the operatorllessee is
determined to have caused a wasting of recoverable coal reserves. Damages shall be measured on the
basis of the royalty that would have been payable on the wasted or' unrecovered coal.

The parties recognize that under an approved R2P2, conditions may requiJe a modification by the
operl1Orllessee of that plan. In the event a coalbed or portion thereof is not to be mined or is rendered
unmineable by the operation, the operaIOrllessee shall submit appropriate justiftcation to obtain
approval by the authorized officer (AO) to leave such reserves unmined. Upon approval by the AO.
such coalbeds or portions thereof shaD not be subject to damages as described above. Further. nothing
in this section shaD prevent the operl1Orllessee from exen:ising its right to relinquish all or pertion of
the lease as authorized by statute and regulation.

In the event the AO determines that the R2P2, as approved, will not attain MER as the result of
changed conditions, the AO wiU give proper notice to the operatorllessee as requiJed under applicable
regulations. 'The AO wiD order a modification if necessary, identifying additional reserves to be mined
in order to attain MER. Upen a ftnal administrative or judicial ruling upholding such an ordered
modification, any reserves left unmined (wasted) under that plan wiD be subject to damages as
described in the ftrst paragraph under this section.

Subject to the right to appeal he.einafter set forth. payment of the value of the royalty on such
unmin"" recoverable coal reserves shall become due and payable upon detennination by the AO that
the coal re.serves have been rendered unmineable or at such time that the operatorllessee has
demonstrated an unwillingness to extract the coal.

The BLM may enforce this provision either by issuing a wrinen decision requiring payment cf the
MMS demand for such royalties. or by issuing a notice of non-compliance. A decisio, or notice of
non-compliance issu"" by the lessor that payment is due under this stipulation is appe1.lable as allowed
by law.
(f) PUBUC lAND SURVEY PROTECTION - The lessee will protect all survey monuments. witness
comen. reference monuments. and bearing trees against destruction. obliteration. or damage during
operations on the lease areas. If any monuments. comers or accessories are destroy"". obliterat"". or
damag"" by this operation. the lessee will hire an appropriate county surveyor or "'gistered land
surveyor to reestablish or restore the monuments, comers, or accessories at the same location. using
surveying procedures in accordance with the "Manual of Surveyjng InstructiOQS for the Survey of the
Public lpds of the United SII!CS.· The survey wiU be recorded in the appropriate county records.
with a copy sent to the Authorized Officer.
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BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEIIENT

IN'ORMATION ON TAKING APPEALS TO THE 10AlD 0' LAND APPULS
00 NOT APPEAL UNLESS
1. This decision is adverse to you,
AND

2. You believe it is incorrect

IF YOU APPEAL, THE FOLLOWING PROCEDURES MUST BE FOLLOWED
1. NOTICE OF APPEAL

.

.

.

.

Within 30 day. file a Nolic~ 0/ A,p,1I1 in the office which i ..uee! this deciaioa ( _
43 CFR Secs. 4.411 and 4.413). You
st.te your reuo.. for .ppealin" If yow
desire.

".y

2. WHERE TO FILE
NOTICE OF APPEAL

SOLICITOR
ALSO COPY TO

APPENDIX 3
3. STATEMENT OF REASONS

Within 30 days after filine the Nolie, of '-' PP'IIi. file I complete statement of the
renona why you Ire Ippealina , This must be filed with the United Stilt •• o.parUt. .
of the Interior. Office of the ~ret.ry . ao.rd of LInd Appeal •• 4015 WUson 81Y11 ••
Arlinaton, Viraini. 22203 (He 43 CFR Sec. 4.412 .nd 4.413). If you fuUy .toted yow.
re.8Oft, for . ppealinC when filinC the NOli e. 0/ A.".a/. no -.iditioaal .tat. . . nt 1a
nec •••• ry.
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SOLICITOR
ALSO COpy TO

Within 15 dey. after eEh docWDent ia filed. eec:h adVerH part)' named in the decialoft
and the Reaionll Solicitor or Field Solicitor haviac jurisdiction over the St •• in whid
the appeal MOl. must be served with. copy of: (a) the NUlIu 0/ Itpp."', (b) the Stat..
ment of Ro_ns, .nd (c) any other doc .... nt. filed (... 43 CFR Sec. 4.413). Service
will be ra8de upon the Assoc iate Solicitor, Oivil ion of Eneray .nd RHOUrcH, W.....
irleton, D.C. 20240. inlte.d of the field or Recionat Solicitor whet! -weala IN tek..
from doc lalons of the Director (110-100).

4. ADVERSE PARTIES

5. PROOF OF S~VICE

U./u., ••••

.

'1'«fir.".""';' fI"/".
••

('O_"",("G"O'U

.

.

.

Within 15 dayl after any document is served on an .dv..,•• party, fU. proof of th.
service with the United State, o.partlMnt of the (nt.rior, Office of the Secreta".
Boord of Land Appe.la, 4015 Wiloon Blvd. , Arli ... on, Vl ..lnl. 22203. TIll . . . oy c_
list of a certified Of reli'tered ",eil " Retum Receipt Card" II,ned by the .dvefte paltr
(seo 43 CFR Sec. 4.401(c)(2».

r. /ollolll,. 1011' ',p,al uI,1I h Jlt b,uI 10 41$"" l1al ( su 41 CFR .{ ,(' 4. 402).
Iry $,,;.1 """.b., 0/ lb . elU . h,,,. apPt'III .,/
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ERRATA
for the
Elk MountalnlSaddleback Hills Coal Lease Application
Environmental Impact Statement
Table 2.188, on Page 2-4 of the FEIS. Under Climate and Air Quality, information presented under the
columns ·Proposed ActIon- and ·Cumulative Project Impacts" should be reversed. Under
-Cumulative Project Impacts- column change 225 uglm3 to 2.25 10 1m3 increase in Nox.
Table 2.18a, on Page 2-9 of the FEIS. Vegetation, information under the No ActIon and Cumulative Project
Impacts columns and row labeled ·Changes in vegetative diversity following reclamation.: should
read a "Long-term reduction in diversity and number of shrubs .... rather than a short-term reduction.
Table 8.1, on Page 8-7 of the FEIS should be corrected to read as shown on attached table.
Table 8.2, on Page 8-30 of the FEIS should be corrected to read as shown on attached table.

Table 8.1

Emissions (tons»)

SOz

O.181b'mmBTU

241,867

12,093

0.08

NO.5

0.15 IblmmBTU

201,556

10,078

0.13

voc

0.015 IblmmBTU

20,156

1,008

cOS

0.15 IblmmBTU

201 ,556

10,078

Particulate

0.02 IblmmBTU

26,874

1,344

338,309,320

16,915,466

339,001,329

16,950,067

C~s

Total

4

Percent of Annual
U.S. Emissions

BACf Emiuionaz Factors

Pollutant

z

Estimated Air Quality Emissions from the Combustion of All Coal Produced' from the Proposed Carbon Basin Coal
Project.

5,680 Ibiton

Emissions (tpy)4

0.0002

Proposed maximum LOM production is 119.123 million tons.
Source: WDEQlAQD standards and Two Elk Generation Partners, L.P. Permit Applicalion Analysis AP 857, WDEQ/AQD . December 16, 1997.
Emiuion eatimates were made assuming that the mined coal would have an energy content of 11,280 British Thermal Unils (BTU)llb. for a 10lal of 2.69
x 10' nunBTU.
Assumes the coal is burned over a 20-year period.
GreenbouIe gues.

I(J-

Table 8.2

Estimate<:: Annual C(h Emissions l for the No Action Alternative and the Proposed Action .

No Action

NoAaioa

Yar

Mine 1M teel.MIoa

Ovu'-'ROId

~
(l0III C02/yr)

(l0III CC12Jyr)

1999
2000
2001
2002
2003

2004
lOO5
2006
7IX11

2001
2009
2010
2011
2011
2013
2014

lOIS
2016
2017

lOll
2019

2020
2021
2022
2023

EldlMedLOM

HIuIaF

PropoIed Action
Mineml
RcclImatIon
Opmlto..
(10m CC12Jyr)

Trans~tion QJ:!!i~s~

1·2
(Ions C02Iyr)

3
(Ions C02Iyr)

(tons COVyr)

7·8
(Ions COlIyr)

10,069

0
17,488
40,691
46,665
42,154
59,491
10,853
9,216
13,806
13,241
15,743
15,410
12,882
13,463
13,463
13,463
13,463
13,463
13,463
13,463
13,463
13,463
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

11,560
13,257
11,976
16,901
20,653
17,538
26,274
25, 198
29,960
29,327
24,514
25,621
25,621
25,621
25,621
25,621
25,621
25,62 1
25,621
25,621
0
0
0

418,808

0

162,715

224
14,.
21 ,517
11,163
22,l91
22,6041
22,.1
22.114
11,551
1,336
1,427
1,638
1,111
790
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1,007
4,344
8,m
8,161
9,051
8,967
9,166
8,954
8,508
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

635
13,910
19,840
11,648
20,588
29,S94
29,551
26,322
35,366
33,853
38,m2
1I ,3IM)
27,_
29,122
28,132
27,504
27,504
27,504
27,504
27,504
27,504
27,504
1,869
1,632
11475

105,189
119,157
108,609
149,137
26,871
5,460
7,432
7,189
8,263
8,121
7,03S
7,284
7,284
7,284
7,284
7,284
7,284
7,284
7,284
7,284
0
0
0

0
1,121
2,608
2,991
2,102
3,814
4,660
3,957
5,919
5,686
6,760
6,617
5,m
5,781
5,781
5,781
5,781
5,781
5,781
S,781
5,781
5,781
0
0
0

176,718

67,6Y7

564,754

679,037

104,405

~,948

4-6

9
(tons COlIyr)

10
(tons COlIyr)

0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

4,968

TOIl! CO2
&daka

•

................ _ ...... ,.....4........ 1IIJS. COZ.-... __ ....... ___ .......

,....~I.ISFC."'

•

If II 0.17 1144112 wbae 8SFC - tnltc-apcdfle ftIeI consumption (16Ihp-hr); lip - honcpower; If '" operating enaine load factor; 0.87 = .he c<lrbon fract ion of diesel
ftIeI; 44111 - die moIecuIIr wei .... of COz divided by die molecular weiaht of carbon. The emission calculations were based on the following assumptions:

TXJ! of Vdlide
HeulInICb
~

BSFC

HofJePOMr~

0.367
0.367

400
1,800

LaId Factor

0.5;
0.63

Emissions
(Ib
COlihrl
267
1,328

Fuel
Consumption
~lIons1hrl

9
32

Emissions
(Ib

£Ql/hrl
27.8
41.S

ES-61411
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June 18, 1999

Memorandum

APPENDIX 4
BIOLOGICAL AND
CONFERENCE OPINION
FOR THE
CARBON BASIN COAL PROJECT

To:

Kurt Kotter, Field Manager, Bureau of Land Management, Rawlins Field Office,
Rawlins, Wyoming

From:

Field' Supervisor, Wyoming Field Office, Cheyenne, Wyoming

Subject:

Carbon Basin Coal Project Area: Amendment to Biological Opinion

7)1~'>1. ·-4-

This memorandum constitutes an amendment to the June 3,1999, Biological Opinion on the
Carbon Basin Coal Project Area (Consultation Number ES-6-WY-99-F-008). The Fish and
Wildlife Service received verbal communication from Brenda Vosika-Newman of the Bureau of
Land Management's Rawlins Field Office on June 16, 1999, requesting Service reconsideration
ofTerm and Condition #3 for the bald cagle in the Opinion. Specifically, Ms. Newman asked if
the Term and Condition could be modified to allow the possibility of exceptions to the timing
and buffer restrictions for the bald cagle.
The timing and buffer restrictions specified in bald cagle Term and Condition #3 are intended to
minimize the potential for take oftbis species. However, under certain circumstances, mining
related activities within I mile of an active bald cagle nest may not significantly increase the
likelihood of take of bald eqies. For instance, if such activities were within I mile of an active
bald cagle nest, but were located out of the site line from the nest, the eagles may not be
disturbed to the point where take would be likely to occur. Such circumstances, however. would
have to be evaluated on a case-by-case basis by the Fish and Wildlife Service, and any exception
to the buffer restriction approved by the Service. Tberefore. if any proposed exceptions to the
buffer and timing restrictions in bald eagle Term and Condition #3 as currently written were
approved in writing by the Service, it is likely that the level of incidental take that would occur
from the Carbon Basin Coal Project Area would not exceed that which is anticipated in the'
Incidental Take Statanent.
Accordingly, the foUowing condition is substituted for bald cagle Term and Condition #3 of the
Biological Opinion issued to your agency on June 3. 1999. The change from the original Term
and Condition is underlined.
3.

AU activities and surface disturbance associated with mining or other related activities
wiU not De permitted within I mile of an active bald eagle nest from February I until

unti!

Aupst l~, or
~ nest ~mes inactive. unless prior Written approval by the Fjsh
!!!!d Wildlife Service U oh!!l'yx! The Service must be notifies! at least 30 days prior to
the
COQJIll¢H9!JPept oftbe activities that are proposed to occur within 1 mile of
ap ~ye bald eagle om The notification must include a full description of the type
dwagoQ. !!!!d extcgt of the actiyjty· jl5 proxjmity to the actiye bald eagle nest; apd apy
mCllllmi tn"OpClKd to minimize ooujble disturbance oCtile om. nestlings and adult bald

J'?mrd

wI4
If you have any questions about this issue, please contact Pat Deibert of this office at (307) 772.
2374, ext. 26.

cc:

Oir., WGFD, Cheyenne, WY
Non·game Coord., WGFO, Lander. WY

'W

United States Department oftbe Interior

ES-61411
pdIW.02Iwy24341carbubo.pd
To:

Kurt Kotter, Field Manager, B _ ofLmd ManqepIatt, Rawlins Field Office,
Rawlins, Wyoming

From:

Mike Loog, Field SuperviJor, U.S. F~'p W~ Service, Wyoming Field
Office, Cheyame, Wyoming ~,.." ~

Subject:

Biological and Conf=Dce Opinion for the Carbon BaiD Coal Project Area

This document tnmsmilS the Fish and Wlld1ife Service's (Service) biological opinion and
confereDce opinion bued on our review of the proposed Carbon BaiD Coal Project located in
Cuban County, Wyoming, and its eft'eclS on bald eagles (Hal/QeUus l_phallLf), pezegrine
falcons (Falco peregr/1au), Ute ladies' -tresses (SptrIDlthu dllIIVfDlLr), species dependent on the
Platte River (wbooping crane (Gnu americD1ta), interior least tau (SlUM anttllorum), piping
plover (Charadrlus _Iodus), pallid sturaeon (Scaph/r1rynchlLf al1!ILf), eskimo curlew (NwrunillS
borealLr), and western prairie fringed OIdIid (Platanthua praec1ara» IIId designated critical
habitat for the whooping cnne, IIId IIIOIIIIlain plovas (Charadhu molltlJ1DlS), in accordance with
section 7 of the EDdangered Species Act (Act) of 1m, as lIDended (16 U.S.C. 1531 et seq.).
Your request for fonnal consultation was received on January 19, 1999.
This biologicalllld coafaaIceOpinion is bued on information provided in the January, 1999
biological.ssw hent, the August, 1998 draft aMronmentaI impact IIItement; the January, 1999
fiDal eDViroomentIl impIc.t IIItement; a telephone conversation ofNovanber 13, 1998, with
BraJda Vosib-N8WIDIIII, loa SpehIr.1obn lo11aDJon IIId leffCarroll, Kmyn Coppinger, and
Cnia K1iDg; fidd invatipIioas; aDd oIber IIOIIICeI of informatiCa. A complete IIdminiatrative
record of1hia c:onsu1tmion is on file at the Service's Wyoming Field Office, Cheyenne,
Wyoming.

CONSULTATION msroRY

Informal c:onsu1tation on this project was initiated with review of the Aug1I3t 20, 1998, biological
'II
IImt, prepved by TRC Mariah AsIociates, Inc. for the B _ ofLmd Management
(8-). In a1dta' elated October, 5, 1998, the Service informed the B _ that we did not
CODCUr wi1h the fiDdiDa of not likely to advenel) afl'ect for the bald eagle. perqrine faleon,
mountain plover, threateoed plant species, and spec:ies depeadent on tile Platte River"'sYsIem.
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The Service did c:oncur with the decision that the proposed actions wen: not likely to adversely
affect the b1ack-footed ferret (Musr,/a nJgrlpu) or swift fox (VrJpu Wllltt). A conference call
_ beld on November 13, 1998, with Breuda Vosicb-Newman, Jon Spehar, John Johnson and
Jeff Cmoll of the Bureau, Karyn Coppinger and Craig K1ing oflRe Mariah Associates, Inc.,
md Mary Jeanings, Pc Deibert md Mike Long of the Service to discuss our concems with the
origina1 biological.'P'm'aIf During that call, the Service sugested the Bureeu initiete formal
COIIIUltmon on this project, bued on the possibility oftske of bald eegles, peregrine falcons,
molllllllin plover, Ute ladies' -tresses, md depletions to the North Platte River as a result of direct
impEls md interre1ated md interdepeDdent activities.
'
This biological opinion IIddrases only the pott:ntiaI effects of the proposed action on the bald
eegle, pen:(!riDe falcon, Ule ladies' -tmses, species dependent on the Platte River (whooping
aIIDC, pel1id sturgeon, interior least tern, piping plover, eskimo curlew, md western preirie
friDged orchid) md the JDOUDtain plover. The Service previOU!ly concurred with the BUreau's
assessment that the proposed project iJ not likely to adversely affect the black-footed ferret or the
swift fox in a letter dated October S, 1998.

BIOLOGICAL AND CONFERENCE OPINION
This biological and conference opiDion iJ ba~ on information regarding direct, indirect, and
cumulative effects; conditions formina the environmental baseline; md the species' ecological
SIaIUs. The Service's biological opinion iJ that the direct and iDdirect effects associated with the
proposed project are likely to adversely affect bald eagles, peregrine falcons, and Ute ladies'tresses.

It bas been detennined the propowed action, constitutes a new project which will result in an
IIlIDUIl depletion of 14 aa&-feet (at) to both the ce:ntra1 md I~ racbai of the Platte River.
SiDce 1978, the Service bas consisteutly takm the position in its section 7 COIISIIItelions that
Federal eaeacY actionJ raulq in wmr depletions to the Platte River I)'IIaD are likely to
joop8'dize the COIdiIIDed car:iIIaIce of fedaally-lilled threeImed or eadanaeml species dependent
on the P~ River md.mnely modify or destroy desipIed critical habitat for the whooping
c:raue. Comeqneady, the Service his edopted ajeopcdy standard for all IIICb actions, thereby
trigpring fomW Jectioa 7 consuItelion. In light oflbis, it iJ the Service's biological opinion iJ
that the direct md indirect effects oltbe proposed ection are 1ikeIy to jeopGdize the continued
ai.sIax:e of the wboopina aIIDC, leut tern, piping plover, and pallid sturpon md IIdvenely
modify desIpGecI critica1 habitat for the wbooping ~ dowDsIreem in Nebrab. The
propoeed actioa is not 1ikeIy to jeopmIize the coaIiImed exisIaIce of the ~ curlew or
western prairie friDged ordIid downitram in Nebraska.
The Services' wnf..axe opinion is that the direct IIId iDdirect effects associaIa with the
proposed project are not likely to jeopardize the mountain plover.
.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED AcrION
The proposed action is to issue a federel coalleese for surface md UDderpound minable coal,
which would allow axInction of coal reserves. Two mines lie proposed, ODe for surface.
minable coal md ODe for UDderpound-minable coal, IIId a miniIIg company bas been selected for
this extnII:tion. Under the proposed action, the project area e:ncompuses 18,360 aaes, with
approximaIely S,23S acres to be diJectly affected by the Bureeu's pebutting action. The project
- abo I!DIlOIIIpUSes sevaal sections of private lmds, with private or Stele miDerals, which
will abo be mined. Seva!ty-niDe pcrceot of the miDeral is priVllle. MiDiDg may occur on private
lmds within the project area under the 110 action a1temative, resu1q in 3,270 acres of
cIiIIUIbace within the project area.. Under this 1ICCIIIri0, the Bureeu would issue rigbt-ilf-ways for
coalllXlnlction on private lands. Mine development would begin in 1999, with surface miniIIg
beginuiDg in 2000.
A decailed description of the proposed action, along with alternatives, is provided in National
Environmeatai Pelicy Act (NEPA) documentation for this project (Bureeu of Land Management
1998a; Bumw of Land Man-.gement 1998b; Bureau of Land Management 1999a; Bureau of
Land Managanem 1999b).

The Service has determined the action IIeI to include the coal lease area, any associated
transportation corridors, any edjeccnt areas within the habitat of nesting bald eegle and mountain
plovers on and near the coal lease, and the North Platte and Platte Rivers downstream of the
project area to ChIpman, Nebraska. Depletions from the North Platte River system may affect
species reliant on habitats associated with the central Platte River in Nebraska. The SIaIUs of
these species md the importm::e .t o them ofbabitats associated with the Platte River in Nebraska
is thorciugbIy reviewed in the Service's biQlogical opiDion of June 13, 1996 (Appendix A).
STA11JS OF THE SPECIES

BtldEyle
The bald eeale was 1isted as an eodangaed species in 1978. The prinwy CIII3e of population
decline was impmed reproduction caused by 8CC\lllluimon of pesticides ingested from
......·"iMllrld prey. In edditioo, the NOIthem Stetes Bald EaaJe Recovery Plan identified loss of
bebiIIIt. with leIIIltmt iDcreased land development IIId human activity as the "most serious
neptive &cIor" ef£ectina the bald oaaJe (U.S. Fi5h IIId Wildlife Service 1983). SiDce the
benaiDa of DDT in 1972, bald eegle populations and lllllllber of occupied nesting t.eui.tpries have
inI:n:ued throughout much of the United States. As . result. the Service reclassified the bald
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eagle from Clldangered to threatened throughout its range in the lower 48 states on July 12, 1995
(60 CFR 36000). However, bald eagles are still vulnerable to other impacts resulting from
habitat loss and land development
Bald eagles occur year-round in Wyoming. Wmtering bald eagles generally occur in areas with
open water on large water bodies and near concentnlions of winter ungulates, waterfowl and/or
fish (U.S. Department of Interior 1986, Gteater Yellowstone Ecosystem Bald Eagle Working
Group 1983). Freedom from human disturbance is an important component of wintering habitat
(Detrich 1978, Filmer and Hanson 1979). Statewide surveys for ndting bald eagles were
initiated in Wyoming in 1978 (Wyoming Game and Fish Department 1996). The Wyoming
population has been increasing, and inl994, 70 pairs attempted nesting, with a resultant 67
fledglings (Wyoming Game and Fish Department 1996). The greatest nesting concentration
occurs in the Gteater Yellowstone area. However, significant numbers of breeding pairs also
occur in Carbon County (Wyoming Game and Fish Department 1996), primarily associated with
the North Platte River and its tributaries.
Peregrine Falcon

The peregrine falcon was Iisted as an endangered species in 1973. The primary cause of
population declines was the widespread use of pesticides, particularly DDT. The American
peregrine falcon recovery plan also identifies collisions with powerlines, fences, and
automobiles, as well as electrocution as mortality factors for this species (U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service 1984). Peregrine falcons are neotropical migrants and generally arrive on nesting
territories in early April. Adults and young birds can remain in the general area of nesting until
migrating south in September or October. Nesting habitat is generally associated with sheer rock
cliff faces. Preferred sites are those in close proximity to suitable foraging habitat such as
wetlands, open waters, v.,eD meadows, rivers or crop 1ands that attract abundant bird life.
Peregrines are opportunistic feeders and prey on a large variety of smaller bird species.
Surveys conducted in Wyoming from 1977 through 1980 failed to identify any nesting pairs in
the State (Wyoming Game and Fish Department 1996). In 1980, an active peregrine falcon reintroduction effort was iDitiated, with over 325 birds introduced by 1995. The first successful
nest attempt was documented in 1984 (Wyoming and Game Fish Department 1996). In 1995, 32
nesting pairs were recorded (Wyoming Game and Fish Department 1996).

Ute ladies' -ttesses
Ute ladies'-tresses is a pereonial, terrestrial orchid with stems 2 to 5 dm tall, Jl!IlIOW leaves, and
flowers consisting of few to many small white or ivory flowers clustered into a spike
arrangement at the top of the stem. It blooms from late July through August, however,
depellding on location and climatic conditions, orchids may bloom in early July or still be in
fl~ as late as early October. The Ute 1adies'-tresses is endemic to moist soils near wetland
meadows, springs, lakes, and perennial streams. It occurs generally in alluvial substIates along

riparian edges, gravel bars, old oxbows, and moist to wet meadows at elevations from 4,200 to
7,000 feet. The orchid colonizes early successional riparian habitats such as point bars, sand
bars, and low lying gravelly, sandy, or cobbly edges, persisting in those areas where the
hydrology provides oontinual dampness in.the root zone through the growing season.
This orchid is threatened by habitat loss and modification. SmaIl populations and low
~~ve rate under natural conditions increase the threat ofloss via drought, overgrazing,

herbiCides and other catastrophic events: Water depletions in any habitat where the plant occurs
could also be a threat. In Wyoming, several populations of this pian\ have been identified in the
southeastern comer. However. given the known distribution of this plant in surrounding states, it
may be present throughout Wyoming where habitat is suitable.
Platte River Species
Whooping Crane
The whooping crane was Iisted as an endangered species on March II, 1967, (58 CFR 5647), as
a result of hunting and human activities which adversely altered or destroyed whooping crane
habitat. The impact of pothole and prairie conversion to hay and grain production made nearly
all of the origin.a.. .ange unsuitable for whooping cranes. Disruptive practices included draining,
fencing, plowing, sowing, cultivation, harvesting and all human activity associated with these
operations (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 1986). In the specific case of the Platte River, water
projects appreciably reduced whooping crane habitat by adversely altering the dynamics of the
river (Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 1975). The low reproductive potential of the
whooping crane probably makes it particularly susceptible to such impacts.
Whooping cranes are diurnal migraitts aDd make regular stops to feed and rest between flights.
The importance of this migrational habitat to the survival of whooping cranes is recognized by
the designation of critical habitat by the Department of the Interior (SO C.F.R 17.95). Congress
declared that a purpose of the Act was "to provide a means whereby the ecosystems upon which
endangered species and threatened species depend may be COIIXIVed." Congreis provided a
specific mechanism fur protecting habitat of eDdangered species by including designation of
"critical habitat" under the listing actions authorized by Section 4(a)(3) of the Act The Platte
River is designated critical habitat for migrating wbooping cnues, and habitat modification is
considered a mortality factor (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 1986). Con~, the Service
believes that destruction or adverse modification of wbooping crane critical habitat would have a
direct, adverse impact on crane survival and recovery.
The designated critical habitat for the whooping crane along the Platte River iJ a 3-mile wide, 56mile long segment lletw=l Lexington and Denman, Nebraska. The central Platte River valley is
underlain by an unconfined, shallow, alluvial aquifer (Hurr 1983). The water table is generally
about 2 to 6 feet below the land surface, but may intersect the ground surface in
areas.

cIePressed

, River stage has a dominant influence on groundwater levels, and depth to groundwater 'varies in
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association with stage and discharge of the Plalte (Hurr 1983, Henzey and Wesche 1993).
Changes in river siage rapidly affects groundwater levels in the wet meadows adjacent to the
river channel. Seasonal pu1se flows during February and March, and during May and June are
likely to be most important in maintaining wet meadows (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 1993).
Reduced fR>queDcy of high river flows reduces the frequence of soil saturation. This in tum
euconrages land leveling and convemon of wet meadows to intensive agricultural production
and other uses. Whooping aane use of the Plalte River is dependent upon the maintenance of
suitable open channels and suitable river flows.

Interior least tern
The interior least tern was 1isted as an endangered species on May 28, 1985 (SO CFR 21792).
The tern is migratory and historically bred along the Mississippi, Red and Rio Grande River
~ and rivers of central Texas. The breeding range extended from Texas to Montana and
from eastern Colorado and New Mexico to southern Indiana. Today, terns occupy scattered
remnants of their former range where they nest on sparsely vegelaled riverine sand bars, sand and
gravel pits, diked fields, and reservoir shorelines. Over 90 percent of terns nest on riverine
sandbars.
.

There are cum:ntly about 7,000 terns widely scattered across the interior of the United States.
Along the Plalte River, Nebraska, terns nest on sandbars and at sand and gravel pits from the
Missouri River to North Platte, Nebraska. Terns are long lived, and nesting habitats are
epbemeral in quality and abundance. Therefore, productivity varies from year to year. Tern
populations could probably be maintained if fledgling success is periodically high (Mertz 1971,
CaswdlI982). The implications for management are to maintain as many habitat opportunities
as possible for nesting terns. For the Plalte River, maintenance of as much riverine habitat as
possible is necessary to maintain nesting opportunities.
Channelization, irrigation and ~nstruction of reservoirs and pools have contributed to the
elimination of much of the tern smdbar nesting habitat in the Plalte River System. Continuing
wmr dcpletioal reduce the width and/or depth of water SUDOUDding nest siII:s and this may
inaeue precSmon and humID disturbence. Increased depletions a1Jo permit vegetation
eIICIOKbmeIIt into nesting areas. Extreme dqIletions may dewatcr river reaches sufficiently to
killllll8ll fishes, the tern' s principle food (Dinan 1992). W_ depletions in the Plalte River
basin have mIuced annual instIam flow volumes by nearly 70 percent (Williams 1978).
The loss of open river cbIDnd has been greatest along the Plalte from the confluence of the
North PIaIIe and South Platte rivers to Lexington, Nebraska (Sidle et al. 1989). Terns no longer
nest alona this reach of the river except at • few sand pia. The recovery plal1 for the tern calls
for maintrnma: of the distribution and range of the species, protection of essential habitat and
restoration of nesting habitat (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 1990). Essentia1 habitat along the
Platte River refers to sandbars in the river channel.

7
Pjpjng plover

The piping plover was 1isted as a threateoed species on December 11, 1985 (SO CFR 50733).
The current range for the plover on the Great Plains extends from alkali wet1ands in southeastern
Alberta through southern SubIcbewan and Manitoba, to Lake of the Woods in lOuthwestem
Ontario and northwestem MinDesota; south along major prairie rivers, includina the North Platte;
reservoirs in southeastern Colorado; and alkali wetlaI1ds in IIOrtheastern Montana, North DIkota
and South Dakota. Cum:ntiy, plovers are widely distributed in small populations across their
breeding range. The majority ofadu1ts are found in the Great plainl. In 1991, 398 piping
plovers were c:ensussed in Nebraska. This total represents 11 pen:ent of the Great Plains
population (Canada and U.S.) and 19% of the U.S. Great Plains population.

Plovers nest on sparsely vegetated sandbars, sand pits and reservoir shorelines. Nesting habitats
on the Platte, Niobrara, and Missouri Rivers are typically dry sandbars located midstream in
wide, open channel beds, and with less than 25% vegetative cover (Faanes 1983, Schwalbach
1988, Ziewilz et aI. 1992). These conditions are nearly identical to habitats used by the interior
least tern and provide the essential requiremena of wide horizontal visibility, protection from
terrestrial predators, isolation from human disturbaoc:e, and sufficient protection from rises in
river levels. Open, wet, sandy areas provide feeding habitat for plovers on the river systems and
throughout most of the bird's nesting range. Plovers forage for invertebrates at the substrate
surface. Foraging areas include the nesting island as well as adjacent sandbar flats.
A lack of food can be critical for plovers. Plover chick mortality is correlated with reduced
growth rates, potentially a result of reduced food availability. During the breeding season, energy
demands on shorebirds are typically higher than energy intake rates, and even on the best of
.foraging habitats, breeding shorebirds may not be able to forage efficiently enough to meet those
demands. Further loss of riverine foraging habitat could have adverse consequences for plovers
on the central Plalte River.
.
Channelization, irrigation and construction of reservoirs and pools have contributed to the
elimination of much of the plover smdbar nesting habitat in the Platte River System. Continuing
water depletions reduce the width and/or depth of water SUDOunding nest sites and this may
incrase predation and humID disturbance. W_ depletions in the Platte River basin have
reduced annua1 instream flow volumes by nearly 70 pen:ent (Williams 1978). The loss of open
river clwmd has been greatest along the Plalte River from the confl\lCllce of the North Plalte and
South Platte Rivers to Lexington, Nebraska (Sidle et al. 1989). Plovers 110 longer nest along this
reach of the river except at a few sand pits. The recovery plal1 for the plover calls for
maintaJaDce of the distribution and range of the species, protection of essential habitat and
restoration of nesting habitat (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 1988). Essentia1 habitat along the
Platte River refers to sandbars in the river channel
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Pallid sturgeon

The pellid SIUrgeon was IisIcd as an eodangered species on September 6, 1990 (U.S. Fish and
Wddlife Scnice I99Ob). The species may be close to c:xtinction (U.S. Fish and Wddlife Service
1mb). The historic nmae of the pellid sturgeon eDCOmpassed the Missouri River; the lower
tadIes of the Platte, ~ and Yc110wst0ne Riven, and the Mississippi River below the
COIIi1ueuce with the Missouri. The historic floodplain habitat of the Missouri and Mississippi
Rivas served importaIIt timdions for largo-river fish. Floodplains were the major source of
organic 1DIIIter, sedimeIIII, and woody debris for the main stem of tbS: riven under naturally
fluctuating flow regimes, especiIIly wilen flood flows aested the river banks. The transition
zone between the vegdIIed floodplain and the main channel iDcluded habitats with varied depths
described as chutes, sloughs or side cbannels. These areas provided valuallie diversity to the fish
habitat and probably served as nunay and feeding areas for many aquatic species (Funk and
Robinson 1974).

Destroyed and altered habitats are believed to be the primary cause of adverse effects on
reproduction, growth and survival of the pallid sturgeon, as well as other fish species native to
the Missouri, Platte and Mississippi Rivers. Recovery of the pallid sturgeon is unlikely to be
successful without restoring the critical portions of morphology, hydrology, temperature regimes
and sedimaIIIorganic IIIIlta" transport of the rivers that provide the life requisites for the pallid
sturgeon (U.S. Fish and Wddlife Service 1993b).
Much of the Platte River system was probably within the historic range of the large-river fish
species of the Missouri River system before water development occurred. Of the 17 occurrences
of pallid sturgeon reported in the lower Missouri River basin in Nebraska since 1980, 8 are from
the Platte River or the Missouri River near the Platte River confluence. Recent occurrences of
pallid SIIlrgeOIl in the Platte River are reported as far upstream as the confluence with the Elkhorn
River. Spring flows may be pCticularly important for the pallid sturgeon in the Platte River.
Springs flows of the CCDttal Platte have greatly declined since the early 1900s (Wdliams 1978,
EacImer et al. 1983).

The Eskimo curlew (curlew) is an endan&aed. medium-sized shorebird. Although once
abundmt tbroupout its nmae. the curlew is now IIIIOIIi the rarest bird species in the Western
Hemispbr:re ( F - and Seuncz 1991). MaIkd hunling and sport shooting caused significant
popuIatioo mIuctiOns. The decline may abo have been related to habitat loss, both on the
wiDterina pmds of the ArpaIine Pmnpa (Wetmore 1939) and at migJUion stops on the North
American prairies. In IIJIiDI in NebnID, curlews were found on unplowed areas (Swenk 1915).
Al1hoaih the rea30III for the curlew's conIinued decline are \l1li:1_, it is evident that the
population bas DeVer rec:owzoecI.
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Most shorebird species migrate between traditional stopover areas along their routes (Myers
1983). Birds typically arrive at stopover areas with depleted fat reserves. If they are unable to
replenish fat reserves they may be unable to continue migration and shifting to alternative sites is
not easily accomplished. Myers (1983) characterized essential stopover areas as geographic
bottle necks, at which popu1ations could be adversely affected by the environment at those
bottlenecks. Disruption of the availability of foraging habitats could produce highly negative
impacts on migrating curlews.
The curlew nests on the Canadian arctic tundra of the Northwest Tet\;tories (MacFarlane 1891
Swainson and Richardson 1881). Fall migration begins in July with a southeasterly movemen;
from the breeding ground;; to a feeding and staging area on the south coast of Labrador
(Townsend and Allen 1907,Coues 1861,Austin 1932, Todd 1963, Gollopetal. 1986). From
Labrador the birds move over Newfoundland and Nova Scotia and over the Atlantic Ocean.
There were three principle spring migration staging areas in the continental United States: I)
Galveston Island and adjacent inland areas of southeutem Texas; 2) Ha11, Hamilton, Merrick and
York counties, Nebraska; and 3) southeastern South Dakota on wetlands adjacent to the Missouri
River near yankton.
The curlew apparently made extensive use of wet meadow habitats while on migration through
North America. About 90 percent of the wetlands in Nebraska's Rainwater Basin area, which
includes the traditional curlew stopover area, have been drained:. Loss of wet meadows adjacent
to the Platte River bas reached 97 percent of the original area1 extent in some river reaches
(Currier et al. 1985). The Service believes that wet meadows in Nebraska are of crucial
importance to the continued existence of the curlew. Continued water development may
adversely affect this species.

Western prajrie fringed orcbjd .
The western prairie fringed orchid (fringed orchid) is a smooth, erect, 2 to 4-foot tall perennial
species of terrestrial and palustrine communities in the North American tallgrass prairie biome.
It is most often found on unplowed, calcareous prairies and sedge.meadows. The fringed orchid
also occurs on wet-mesic prairies and sedge meadows along the floodplain of the Platte River.
The fringed orchid was distributed historically throughout much of the western Central Lowlands
and eastern Great Plains physiographic provinces of central United States (Lobeck 1957) and
Interior Plains in extreme south-central Canada (Brownc1l1984). Comparison of the historic and
extant ranges shows that the species bas apparently been extirpated in South Dakota, with
significant reductions in counties of occum:nce in Missouri, Iowa, southeastern Kansas and
eastern Nebraska. The fringed orchid bas declined significantly throughout its historical range
due largely to habitat loss and degradation (Freeman and Brooks 1989). Conversion of prairies
for row crops, fire suppression, haying and land development are factors which have contributed
to the species decline.
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The PI.ae River floodplain was the first large uea ofNebraslta converted to agriculture. Soon
after ~, iiription and drainage of fields began changing the moisture regime in the
floodplain (W'ibon and Bmy 1991). The pest century has seen drainage, decreased river flows,
and cIeveIopmaIt ofinteasive agricultuR in former wet prairies of the river valley.
Consequeatly,litde babitatranains that is suitable for the fringM orchid. An estimated 112,791
acza of wet IDCIIdow bas been lost along the North PI.ae and Platte Rivers in Nebraska from
1938 to 1982. The Mormon Island Cnne Meadows population is the only known population
presently occ::urring alons the Platte River.
Proposed Species
Mptmtajn

Ployer

On February 16, 1999, the Service gave notice of a proposal to list the mountain plover as a
thIeataIed species pursuant to the Act. The mountain plover is associated with shortgrass prairie,
plains, a1ka1i flats, agricu1tura1lands, cultivated lands, sod fiums, prairie dog towns, and shrubstepped landscapes at both breeding and wintering locales. Unlike other plovers, they are rarely
associated with water. Plovers DIllY nest on sites where vegetation is sparse or absent, or near
closely cropped areas,
piles or rocky areas. Mountain plovers occupy suitable breeding
habitat in many of the Gteat Plains states from Canada south to Texas from late March through
July. Flock's DIllY form as early as mid-June prior to migration to wintering habitats in August
through October. W'mtering areas are concentrated in the Centra1 Valley ofCalifomia, Texas and
Mexico. There are no wintering areas in Wyoming.

=

Available data indicate that population numbers of mountain plovers have declined range-wide
by more than 50 pen:ent since 1966 to fewer than 10,000 birds. Approximately 1,500 birds

occur in Wyoming (U.s. Fish and W'aldlife Service 1999). Identified reasons for decline include
conversion of shortgrus and shrub steppe habitats, chanses in range lIIoIIII8ement to emphasize
uniform grass COVei', declines in native ungulates and burrowing anima1s, and population sink"
aated by CUIain qricultura1 practices. A fina1listing decisiOl1 on this species ,oould be mad.:
in February, 2000.
Limited IIUdies haw: recorded nest densities of 6.4 plovers pez lan' and 12.3 plovers per lan' in
Wyoming (Wyoming o.mc and Fish Dcpctment 1996). These values are below the predicted
20 ploven per Jan2 in good habitat in Colonldo (Otaul and Webster 1976). Surveys for
IIIOIIIIIIin ploven coodlJded OIl the SeaWest windpower project uea (located near the proposed
minea) found. maximum of33 obIerwd individUals. The density estimate for this species
ranpl from 0.14 pIaYen pez Jan2 to 4.91 plovers pez bD', with. resullanl estimate of the
breedina population at IpIXOXimately 60 individua1s on the ~ project uea (Western
Ecosy1lem TcclmoIO\lY, Inc.. 1997). A previous estimate of the breeding population in this uea
was 51± 5 plovers (IRC Mariah Associates, Inc. 1997).

ENVIRONMENTAL BASELINE
LIlted Species

Bal4Be"p
There are si8l1ificant numbers ofbreedina pairs of bald eagles in Carbon County (Wyoming
Game and Fish Department 1996), primIrily IISOCiated with the Nohh PI.ae River and its
lribmaries. In 1998, there wa'C four &Clive bald eagle nests near the Carbon Basin Coal project
area. 1'heIe include • nest lpIXOXimately 2.2 miles west-soulbwat of the project area, • nest
approximately 1 mile west-southwest of the project area, a nest SOUIh of the project uea on the
Medicine Bow River, and. nest lpIXOXimately 4 miles east of the project area (Burau of Land
Managanart 1999b, and refereaces therein). There are no data on wbere adults from these nests
are fonging. However, bald eagles haw: been obserwd during nptor surveys on Foote Creek
Rim (east of the project area) and Simplon Ridge (on the westan edge of the project area) for the
SeaWest windpov.u project (IRC Mariah Associates, Inc., 1997). Bald eagles haw: also been
observed in these areas during the wintu months. There are no known nests on the project area.
On FOote Creek Rim, approximately 6 miles east of the project area, SeaWest Wmdpower, Inc.,
is constructing up to 201 wind turbines. The numba' of turbines constructed on this rim could
reach 575 (Burau of Land Management 1995). In addition, up to 810 wind turbines will be
constructed on Sin2pson Ridge, which overlaps witb the western edge of the Carbon Basin Coal
project area (Burau of Land Management 1995; Mike Azeb, SeaWest Inc., pen. commun.).
Bald eagles haw: been observed using these areas, possibly for foraging. Currently, it is
unknown bow the CODStruction of the wind turbines will atfect bald eagle use of these areas, but
the birds may choose to al= their foraging areas as a result of the presence of the wind turbines.
Up to 55 miles of new ~ lines are currently being erected to support the SeaWest
W'1IIIipoM:r project (Burau of Land Management 1995). The addition of these lines increases
the prob.bility ofbald eqIe moruIity through collision or electrocution.
Permipe Fakgps

Individual perqJine Dloons haw:.been reported 1wnting in and flying through the Sin2pson Ridge
and Foote Creek Rim area adjaceut to the Carbon Basin Coal project area during surveys
COIIducted for the SeaWestwind pIant(Burau of Land Management 1999b). Po~tial foraging
area include the Medicine Bow River and sevaa1 ponds near the SeaWest project area.
Mipatina Dlcons may abo use the Carbon Basin Coal project area fur foraging.
On Foote Creek Rim, approximately 6 miles east of the project area, SeaWest W'mdpower. Inc.,
is constructing up to 201 wind turbines. The numba' oflurbines constructed on this~ could
reach 575 (Burau of Land Management 1995). In addition, up to 810 wind turbines will be
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constructed on Simpson Ridge, which overlaps with the western edge of the project atea (Bureau
ofLand Management 1995; Mike Azeka, SeaWest inc., pers. commun.). Peregrine falcons have
been observed using these areas (Bureau ofLand Management 1999b). Currently, it is unknown
bow the consttuction of the wind turbines will affect peregrine falcon use of these areas but the
birds may choose to alter their foraging areas as a result of the presence of the wind turt:ines.
Up to 55 miles ofnewpower 1ines are currently being erected to support the SeaWest

Wmdpower project (Bureau of Land Management 1995). The addi~on of these lines increases
the probability of peregrine falcon mortality through collision or electrocution.
Ute Ladjes'-tre3sq
One lowion within the project area has been identified as potential habitat for the Ute ladies'and the Bureau has determined that surveys of this area are warranted (Bureau of Land
Management 1998a). Surveys of this area in 1997did not locate any populations of$e plant
(Roderick 1998). Due to the ability of this species to persist below ground for years before
emerging, Roderick (1998) recommended that future surveys be conducted.

PropoaedSped_

Mp"ntli" Plover
SevaIlIDOlllltain plovers have been observed wi1bin the project _ and a 2-mi!e bufl'er (Bureau
of Land Managanent 1999b).. H~, DO fomIIl surwys have !oeen conducted. The Bureau
has estimated that tbae are six breeding pairs in the DOrth-c:emral portiOll of the project area
(Bureau of Land ManIgaDeat 1999b). One ave mountain ploverhest has been observed in
that area (David Young. WEST, Inc., penclIW communication 1999). Approximately 1,189
aaes of habitat suitable for mountain plover nesting occurs wi1bin the project area. Livestock
grazing on the project area, which may maintain or enhance mounlain plover breeding habitat, is
currently permitted at 2,057 anima1 unit months (AUMs).

tresses

On Foote Creek Rim, approximately 6 miles east oflhc project area, SeaWest Wmdpower, Inc.,
is construi:ting up to 201 wind turbines. The nmnber of turbines constructed on this'rim could
reach 575 (Bureau ofLand Management 1995). Severa1 moUlltain plovers have previously used
the Foote Cree1c Rim for nesting and foraging (Bureau of Land Management 1999b).

Platte Rim Specjes
Significant reductions in the amo\lllt of water in the Platte River system, as well as changes in the
hydrology of that system, have resulted in several species being listed as endangered or
threatened. Whooping crane use of the Platte River is dependent upon the maintenance of
suitable open channels and suitable river flows. These channels and flows have been
significantly impacted through water development projects. About 90 percent of the wetlands in
Nebras1ca's Rainwater Basin area, which includes the traditional es1cimo curlew stopover area,
have been drained. Loss of - ' meadows adjacent to the Platte River has reacl!ed 97 percent of
the original areal extent in some river reaches. The Service believes that wet meadows in
Nebruka In: of aucial importance to the continued existence of the curlew. Channelization,
irriplion and construction of reservoirs and pools have contributed to the elimination of much of
the pipiDa plowz- and intaior least tan sandbar nesting habitat in the Platte System; Continuing
water dep1c.tions reduce the width and/or depth of water surrounding nest sites and this may
inaease predation and human di.mIrbance. Destroyed and altered habitats In: believed to be the
primary of adwne effects on reproduction, growth and survival of the pallid sturgeon, as
well as other fuh species Dative to the Missouri, P1atte and Mississippi Rivers. Decreased river
flows, and development of iDtensive agriculture in former wet prairies of the river valley, have
resulted in the loss of suitable habitat for the fringed orchid.
Al1bougb wboopina ames, eskimo curlews, piping plovers and intaior least'terns may be
oc:casional, bot unl.ibly, migrms through the project area, none of the threatened and
endanpred species depeudem on the Platte River system currently reside in Wyoming.
However, as previously discussed, all of these species, and their habitat, can be signijicantly
affec:t.ed by any depletions to the P1atte River system.
- ..

EFFEcrs OF THE AcnON

BaldEuJe:J
Bald eagles may be affected by the Carbon Basin Coal Project through the construction of new
roads and transmission lines. The project area is within c:rocial winIerIyearIong range for
pronghorn antelope (AnJtlocapr~ amu/cQna), and mule deer (OdocoUevs MmJonus), and within
yearlong range of elk (Cew.f elizplrru) (Bureau of Land M.Inaganent 1998&). SevaIl sma1l
mamma1s, as well as pme birds and passe:rines Ire also common in the area. WIth the inaeased
volume and frequency ofvehicu1artrlflic (up to a 1,140% inI:zeue in the project area (Bureau of
Land M-a-tt 1998&» IIId possibly rai!road trIfIic in the project _1lIId« the proposed
alternative, tbae is a high ~ of increased wildllfe mortality cine to vehicu1ar collisions.
Currently, existing roads wi1bin the project area consist of unimprowd jeep trails, with extremely
limited traffic.
.

c:an:asses

Bald eagles often forage on
of other anima1s, putic:ularly in the winter when aquatic
food reIO\InlCS are not IS readily available. Foraging may also be inIaIsified during the nesting
period wbilo adults me feeding nest1in8s- lftbae is an inI:zeue in carcass availability IS a result
of collilions wi1h vehicles and trains 011 the Carbon Basin project Ire&, bUd 4iq1es may increase
forI8ina lCIivities 011 the project area. Foraging 011 c:ucasses will result in an increased chance
of mortality via vdili:uIar collision ifbUd eagles forage on anima1s killed by vdlicu1ar or rail
trIfIic in the project area.
-
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Bald eagles may iDIaIsify foraging efforts in the Carbon Basin Coal project area if construction
of the wind turbiDes "on the SeaWest project area discourages bald eagle use of that qrea. Under
this scenario, tbae may also be an associated increase in mortality of bald eagles due to vehicular
or rail collisions.

~roj~ iJ like1y to j~ the continued existence of the federally-listed whooping crane, '
mterior least tern, PlptDg plover, and pallid sturgeon, and result in the adverse modification or
destniction of designated whooping crane critical habitat. The proposed action will cause new
average annual depletions to the P1atte River system of 14 __feet. The effects of this depletion
to the P1atte River system and species dependent on the P1atte River in Nebraska are described in
the minor depletion biological opinion (Appendix A).

Up to 55 miles ofnew power lines are currently being erected to support the SeaWest
W~ project (Bureau of Land Management 1995). An additiona12 to II miles of
transmission lines will be constructec1 to support coal mining on the Carbon Basin Coal project
area, requiring between 21 and 110 poles (Bureau of Land ManagaJent 1998a). The additional
transmission lines and poles increases the probability of bald eagle mortalities as a result of
electrocution and collision.
Peregrine Falcons
Due to the presence of existing and new wind turbines on the adjacent SeaWest Wmdpower
project area, peregrine Wcons may choose to alter their forasing areas. Therefore, forasing use
in the Carbon Basin Coal project area may increase as a result of this disp1acement. However,
once mining and all associated activities are initiated, forasing areas for peregrine falcons will
again be reduced.

Up to 55 miles of new power lines are cu:rently being erected to support the SeaWest
Wmdpower project (Bureau of Land Management 1995). An additional 2 toll miles of
transmission lines will be constructec1 to support coal mining on the Carbon Basin Coal project
area, requiring betw=l21 and 110 poles (Bureau of Land Management 1998&). The additional
transmission lines and poles increases the probability of peregrine falcon mortalities as a result of
electrocution and collision.

Ute ladies'-trmes
Due to the Ibi1ity of Ute tidies' -tresses to penist below ground for years before emerging,
RodericIt (1998) rccolJlDll:Dded that future surveys be conducted. If the plant iJ present, loss of
the entire popuI8tion may occur if there iJ surface disturbance in the plant's habitat.

PIm Rim Species
M c:ummly proposed, mining activities within the Carbon Basin Coal project mea will iesult in

Proposed Species

.'

Mountain Ployer

Two hundred and six to 257 acres will be directly affected by mining and all associated activities
(Bureau of Land Management I 999b). Mountain plovers may suffer direct mortality if nests,
eggs, chicks or adults are ldlled during any mining or associated activities. Plovers will also be
impacted through the loss,of suitable nesting habitat, and
through disp1acement as a
result of avoiding mining activities. Mountain plovers prefer areas of low vegetation and bare
ground. They are often attracted to roads for feeding (Bureau of Land Management 1999b, and
references therein). Therefore, direct mortality may occur as a result of increased vehicular
traffic, especially along unpaved roads with sparse vegetation (Bureau of Land Management
1999).

indirectly

Under certain conditions,livestock grazing may maintain habitat for nesting mountain plovers.
Removal of grazing, or changes in grazing strategies may negatively impact plovers if grass, forb
and shrub heights increase to greater than 4 inches without grazing. Both Federal and private
AUMs will be reduced throughout the life of the mine ifmining activities are permitted. An
estimate of the reduction of AUMs on Federa1lands ranges from 3 to 293 (Bureau of Land
Management 1998&). There are additional AUMs on private lands which would be reduced if
mining iJ permitted. In addition; fencing for reclamation may affect availability of the area for
livestoclc grazing. Therefore, mountain plovers may be negatively impacted from these
reductions if grazing iJ maintaining breeding habitat in the Carbon Basin Coal project area.
Cunentiy, it iJ unknown bow the construction of the wind turbines at the nearby SeaWest
Wmdpower fiIcility will affect mountain plover use of that areas, but the birds may choose to
alter their nesting and foraging areas as a result of the prese!M:e of the wind turbines. Therefore,
use of the Carbon Basin Coal project area by mountain plovers may increase as a result of this
displacement. However, once mining and all associated activities are initiated, the availability of
foraging and nesting areas for mountain plovers will be reduced.

an mnua1 depletion of l4-w:re feet from the North Platte River system per year (Bureau of Land
MaaapmeulI999b). Since 1978, the Service bas consistently talc.en the positioo in its section 7
coasultaUons that FedcnllgeDq IICtiODs resulting in water depletions to the P1atte River system
arelikdy to jeopcdize the continued exiJImce of several federa1ly-1isted threaIenoed or
eudmgered species and lIiverseIy modify or destroy designated critical habiat for the whooping
CDDe. Conxquc:atIy, the Service bas adopted a jeopardy standard for all sud! actiOIl3. thereby
triggering formal section 7 consultation. In light of this, the Service believes that the proposed

CUMULATIVE EFFECTS
Cumulative effects include the effects of future Stale, tribal, local or private actions th8t iue
reasonably certain to occur in the action area considered in this biological and conference '

~J
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opinion. Future Federalactioos that are umelated 10 the· proposed action are not considered in
!hi! section ~ they require separate consultation pursuant 10 section 7 of the Act.
Cum:ntly, the only known future project not associated with a Federal action is the Medicine
Bow Wmdfmn project (Bureau of Laud Management 1998a). Thae is very little information
available on this project, but presumably it could coaInDute 10 direct ranoval of nesting habitat
for IIIOUIIIain plovers; inaeased mortality from vehicu1ar and tuIbine collisions for the bald
eagle, peregriDe falcon and mountain plover; decreased foraging areas and habitat availability for
these three species; inaeased probabilities of powerline electtocutiob and collisions for the bald
eagle, peregriDe falcon, and mountain plover; and destruction of Ute ladies'-tresses.
.

CONCLUSION
After reviewing the current status of bald eagles, peregrine falcons, Ute ladies' -tresses, species
depeodent on the Plane River system, and the mountain plover, the environmental baseline for
the action area, the effects of the proposed coal extraction, and the cumulative effects from
wiIIdpo-M:r development, existing coal mines, oil and gas wells and associated facilities, roads,
railroads, and the IOwns of Hanna. ElIt Mountain and Medicine Bow, it is the Service's biological
opinion that the Carbon Basin Coal project, as proposed, is not likely 10 jeopardize the continued
existence of the bald eagle, peregrine falcon, Ute ladies'-tresses, or mountain plover.

Bald eagle and peregrine falcon populations have experienced a significant reco~ery across their
range since the banning of DDT. Take from other soun:es, such as collisions or electrocutions,
can be locally significant 10 these species; however, the Bureau has agreed 10 implement the best
current knowledge and practices 10 in minimize these risks. Additionally, the bald eagle nests in
the area _ lit least 1 mile or furt)Ier from the proposed disturbance, thereby minimizing the
possibility of "take" from m.ining" activities.
Foraging areas for peregriDe falcons _limited in the project - . and 110 known nesting occurs
wi1hin, or _ the project II'CL Thaefore, the Service does not believe loss of iDdividua1s from
the ~ dOlI will mu1t in the u1tiD111e demise of these species. Recovery of Ute ladies'traxs is foamed 011 known popu1atioos m1 habitats within drainages of known populations.
Ahboucb dixow:ry of a popubItion oUl3ide curmJl\y known areas could be significant in
l!I!dentwMina of the lpeCies habitat requiIaneDI3 m1 distribution, loss of an isolated population,
with 110 ralistie poIIl1rility of aeuctic exclImge with other known populations, will not likely
result in jeopcdy 10 the species.
No critical babi1at has been designated for these species. Therefore, DO critical habitat will be

81fected.
The Service', biological opiniOll is that the direct and indirect effects of the proposed action are
likdy 10 jeopardize the c:ontinued existeDte of the wbooping c:nne, least tern, piping Plover,

eskimo curlew, western prairie fringed orchid, and pallid sturgeon and adversely modify
designated critical habitat for the whooping crane downstream in Nebraska. However, as
previously mentioned, the Service issued a biological on June 23, 1996, which provides
reasonable and prudent alternatives for minor water depletions 10 avoid the likelihood of
jeopardy 10 federally-listed species and adverse modification or destruction of designated critical
habitat occ:urring along the Platte River. Those reasonable and prudent alternatives are discussed
in Appendix A.
Mountain plovers are widely distributed throughout their breeding rlmge. The Bureau has
identified several areas adjaeent to the proposed action which may also provide habitat for
plovers. With a current population estimate of 10,000 individuals (U.S. Fish and Wtldlife
Service 1999), the Service's conference opinion is that the loss of some breeding habitat and
potentially a few individuals within the Carbon Basin Coal project area will not jeopardize the
continued existence of the mountain plover.

REASONABLE AND PRUDENT ALTERNATIVES

Regulations (50 CPR 402.02) implementing section 7 of the Act define reasonable and prudent
alternatives as alternative actions, identified during formal coru.-ultation, that "(I) can be
implemented in a manner consistent with the intended purpose of the action; (2) can be
implemented consistent with the scope of the action agency's legal authority and jurisdiction;· (3)
are economically and technologically feasible; and (4) would, the Service believes, avoid the
likelihood of jeopardizing the continued existence of listed species or resulting in the destruction
or adverse modification of critical habitat."
An intra-Service section 7 consultation was conducted in coordination with those FederaI
agencies whose actions may result in minor water depletions of2S af or less per year to the Platte
River system. This led 10 the "minor depletion biological opinion" which provides reasonable
and prudent alternatives to avoid the likelihood of jeopardy to federally-listed species (whooping
crane, eskimo c:urlew, interior least tern, piping plover, pallid sturgeon, western prairie fringed
orchid) and adverse modification or destruction of designated whooping cnne critical habitat
occ:urring along the Plane River. To satisfy the mjWrements of the Act, Federal action agencies
and ;::-::;xt prvp.jnents (i.e., Federal and non-Fedetal) are provided reasonable and prudent
alternatives described in the aforementioned biological opinion (Appendix A).

As a result of informal section 7 consultation with your agency on the proposed Federal action
described above, it is the Service's understanding that you intend 10 require the project proponent
to deposit funds inlO a esignated National Fish and Wildlife Foundation account to offset the
project-related impacts 10 Platte River fish and wildlife resources. Therefore, it has been
caleulated that $3,018.84 should be deposited into the Foundation account for use in restoring
Platte River habitat as described in the referenced smaU depletion biological opinion.
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To accomp1isb this, the Service requests that the project proponent be instructed to mail a check
in the specifieJ amount, payable to the "National Fish and Wtldlife Foundation, " to the point of
contact identified at the following address:
Michael M Long
Field Supervisor
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Wyoming Field Office
4000 Airport Parkway
Cheyenne, Wyoming 82001

"

It is further recommended that along with the check, the project proponent be'advised to include
a cover letter referencing the Fedelal action consulted on and stating that the funds are to be
deposited into Account Nc. 92-130 and used for "the acquisition, conservation, recovery, and
maintenance of habitat along the Platte River in Nebraska." The Service wili forward the check
to the Foundation for deposit into Account No. 92-130.
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applicant to adhere to the terms and conditions of the incidental take statement through
enforceable terms that are added to the permit or grant document, the protective coverage of
section 7(0)(2) may lapse. In order to monitor the impact of incidental take, the Bureau must
report the progress of the action and its impact on the species to the Service as specified in the
incidental take statement [SO CFR 402.14(i)(3)].
Sections 7(b)(4) and 7(0)(2) of the Act generally do not apply to listed plant species. However,
limited protection of listed plants from take is provided to the extent that the Act prohibits the
removal and reduction to possession of Federally listed plants or theomalicious damage of such
plants on areas under Fedelaljurisdiction, or the destruction of endangered plants on non-federal
areas in violation of State law or regulation or in the course of any violation of a State criminal
trespass law.

AMOUNT OR EXTENT OF TAKE ANTICIPATED

Listed Species
Because of this biological opinion has found jeopardy and destruction or adverse modification of
critical habitat, the Bureau is reqWred to notify the Service of its final decision on the
impiementation of the reasonaJ,le and prudent alternatives.

The Service anticipates one peregrine falcon could be taken as a result of this proposed action.
The incidental take is expected to be in the form of either killing by electrocution or collision as a
result of the new transmission lines associated with this project, or as a result of vehicular
collisions as the birds are foraging near project area roads.

INCIDENTAL TAKE STATEMENT

Section 9 of the Act and Federal regulation pursuant to section 4(d) of the Act prohibit th: take
of endangered and threatened species, respectively, without special exemption. Take is defined
as to harass, harm, pursue, hunt, shoot, would, lrill trap, capture or collect, or to attempt to
engage in any such conduct. Haim is further defined by the Service to include significant habitat
modification or degradation that results in death or injury to listed species by significantly
impairing" essential behavioral patterns, including breeding. feeding, or sheltering. Harass is
defined by the Service as intaIti.ona1 or negligent actions that craIIe the likelihood of injury to
listed species to such an extent as to significantly disrupt normal behavior patterns which
include, but are DOt limited to, breeding, feeding or sheltering. Incidental take is defined as take
that is incidmtal to, and DOt the purpose of; the carrying out of an otherwise lawful activity.
U~ the terms of section 7(b)(4) and section 7(0)(2), taking that is incidental to and not
intended as part of the agency action is not considered to be prohibited taking under the Act
provided that such taking is in compliance with the tams and conditions of this Incidental Take

The Service anticipates two bald eagles could be taken as a result of this proposed action. This
incidental take is expected to be in the form of either killing by electrocution or collision as a
result of the new transmissions associated with this project, or as a result of vehicular collisions
as the birds are foraging near project area roads. The anticipated level of take of bald eagles due
to electrocution or collisions is greater than take anticipated for peregrine falcons due to the
presence of young eagles (from surrounding nests) foraging in the area. These birds may not be
as experienced as older or adult birds in avoiding collision or electrocution hazards. There may
also be take of one nest, or two offspring, in the form of harm to the bald eagle due to increased,
long-term disturbance near established nesting sites, and the cumulative effects of greatly
increased human activity in the area from the project and the from construction and operation of
the adjacent windfarms.
With implementation of the reasonable and prudent alternatives, the Service does not anticipate
that the proposed action will incidentally take ~y threatened or endangered species in Nebraska

Statement.

Therefore, no incidental take is authorized.

The measures described below are non-disaetionazy, and must be undertaken by the Bureau of
Land Management so that they become binding conditions of any grant or permit issued to the
applicam, Arch of Wyoming, as appropriate, for the exemption in section 7(0)(2) toepply. The
Bureau has a continuing duty to regu1ate the activity covered by this incidental take statement If
the Bureau (1) fails to assume and implement the tams and conditions or (2) fails to require the

Proposed Species

Mountain plovers require, on average, approximately 160 acres to successfully raise their broods
to fledging (Fritz Knopf, Biological Research Division, U.S. Geological Service, pets . .commun.
1999). However, many plovers pairs may use the same areas for nesting and brood rearing.
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Based on the Bureau's estimate of 1,189 acres of suitable habitat within the Carbon Basin Coal
project area (Bureau ofLand Management 1999b), and assuming only I pair per 160 acres, up to
8 plover pairs, plus their broods may be present on the project area. Given that plovers typically
produce 2 clutches of 3 chicks per breeding season, as many as 64 individual birds may be
present on the project area. The actua1 amount of suitable plover habitat predicted to be directly
impacted is 257 acres (Bureau of Land Management 1999b), or an area sufficient to support 2
mountain plover pairs (and 12 offspring) under the I pairll60 acre assumption.

Take of mountain plovers may be direct (lethal) or in the form of "hArm" through the loss of
reproductive habitat. Direct take would be in the form of death through collision or destruction
and/or abandonment of a nest. If all terms and conditions described below are implemented, the
Service anticipates one mountain plover may be taken as a result of the proposed action. This
incidental take is expected to be in the form of direct mortality from co11ision with vehicles or
trains. If all terms and conditions described below are implemented, the Service anticipates that
no plovers will be taken through harm as a result ofloss of nesting habitat.
There may also be take in the form of harm due to increased, long-term disturbance near
established nesting sites, loss of nesting habitat, and the cumulative effects of greatly increased
human activity in the area from construction and operation of the adjacent windfarms. However,
the quantity of this harm cannot be quantified, and is not covered in the incidental take statement.

EFFECT OF TAKE

Listed Species
In the accompanying biological opinion, the Service determined that this level of anticipated take
of bald eagles, peregrine falcons and mountain plovers is not likely to result in jeopardy to the
species or destruction or adverse modification of critical habitat.
In the accompanying biological opinion, the Service determined that the level of anticipated take
for species associated with the Platte River ecosystem is not likely to result in jeopardy to the
species or destruction or adverse modification of critical habitat when the reasonable and prudent
alternatives are implemented.
Proposed Species
In the accOmpanying conference opinion, the Service determined that this level of anticipated
take of mountain plovers is not likely to result in jeopardy to the species or destruction or adverse
modification of critical habitat.

REASONABLE AND PRUDENT MEASURES
The Service believes the following reasonable and prudent measures are necessary and
appropriate to minimize impacts of incidental take of bald eagles, peregrine falcons and
mountain plovers.
Listed Species
Bald Eagle

All efforts must be made to minimize the chance of electrocution Additionally, all
efforts must be made to minimize the chance of collision with all transmission lines or
other wire structures potentially within the flight path of bald eagles.
'
All effo~ should ~ ~ to avoid ~tio~ ?~ nesting activities as a result of mining
and associated actlVlties. Current nestmg actiVities should be .monitored to determine if
"take" is occurring in the form of "harm."
Any habitat suitable for bald eagle roosting or nesting should be protected where
practicable. If nesting and lor roosting habitat is removed or otherwise impacted by
mining or associated activities, this habitat should be replaced, to minimize future take of
this species.

All efforts should be made to reduce the possibility of train or vehicular collision with
bald eagles, including reducing the amount of carrion present as a result of train or
vehicular collision to discourage foraging by bald eagles on these items.
Peregrine FalCQn

All efforts must be made I? ~ the chance of electrocution Additionally, all
efforts must be made to II111l1I111ZC the chance of collision with all transmission lines or
other wire structures potentially within the flight path of peregrine falcons.
'
All efforts should be made to avoid disruption of nesting activities as a result of mining
and associated activities.
All efforts should be made to reduce the possibility of train or vehicular collision with
peregrine falcons.
Proposed Species

Tbe pro~b~tions against taking the ~ies ~ound in section 9 of the Act do not apply until the
speC1~ IS 1isted. However, the Service adVLSeS the Bureau fo consider implementin~
folloWIng reasonable and prudent measures. If this conference opinion is adopted as a biological

&1
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opinion following a 1isting or designation, these measures, with their implementing tenns and
conditions will be nondiscretionary.
Mountain Players
All efforts should be made to determine where mountain plovers are nesting within the
project area. Additionally, if nests are located, all efforts should be made to avoid
disruption of nesting activities as a result of mining and associated activities. Nests
should be monitored to determine impacts of mining and associated activities on local
plover populations, so that additional minimization meas~ can be applied, if necessary.
All efforts should be made to avoid suitable nesting and brood-rearing habitat for
mountain plovers within the project area. If suitable habitat is disturbed, the azea should
be reclaimed to encourage future plover use, and thereby reduce future take.

Listed Spedel
Bald Eagle
I.

electrocution hazard using the mxnnmeodalioDS of the Avian Power Line Interaction
Committee (1996).
.
2.

All transmission 1ines, guy wires, or other wires wed to support equipment on the project
area must be designed to minimize the chance for avian collisions, using the

recommeodalioDS of the Avian Power Line In!enction Committee (1994).
3.

All activities and surface disturbaDce associated with mining or other re1ated activities
will not be permitted within I mile of an active bald eagle nest from February I until
August IS, or until the nest becomes inactive.

4.

All mature trees removed as a result of mining must be replaced. If trees are anticipated
for removal severa1 years in the futwe, replacement trees must be established within I
year of initiating actua1 mining activities to allow these trees to grow and possibly
become useful as bald eagle roosting or nesting habitat prior to the removal of existing

All efforts should be made to reduce the possibility of train or vehicular collision with

mountain plovers.

All transmission 1iDes associaIed with the project must be designed to minimize

TERMS AND CONDmONS

trees.

In order to be exempt from the prohibitions of section 9 of the Act, the Bureau of Land
Management must comply with the following terms 'II1d conditions, which implement the
reasonable and prudent measures described above and outline required reporting/monitoring
requirements. These tenns and conditions are non~iscretionary.

S.

Nest success and productivity of the existing four bald eagle nests must be monitored and
reported to the Service, Wyoming Field Office annually. The Bureau may transfer this
responsibility to the successful mining applicanl

All Species

6.

Speed limits on all roads within the project area shall not exceed 3S miles per hour to

minimize the chance of collision with a bald eagle, or other wildlife or domestic
livestock. This speed limit must be strictly enforced. Likewise, train speed limits within
the project area shall not exceed 20 miles per hour. This speed limit must be strictly

Where practical. an attempt should made to salvage any individuals taken as a result of

the proposed action. Within 24 hours of finding a dead bald eagle, peregrine falcon or
mountain plover, both the Service's Wyoming Field Office in Cheyenne and Law
Enforcement Office in Casper must be notified of the mortality. These individuals should
be stored by freezing, and submitted to the Law Enforcement agent in Casper as soon as
possible after discovery.
TIle Bureau must implement a trac1cing system to monitor take for all species associated
with the proposed action. A summary of all take, if any, should be submitted to the
Service's Wyoming Field Office on an annual basis.

enforced.
Peregrine Falcon
7.

All transmission 1iDes associated with the project must be designed to minimize
electrocution hazard using the mxnnmeodalions of the Avian Power Line Interaction

Committee (1996).
8.

All transmission 1iDes, guy wires, or other wires used to support equipment on the project
area must be designed to ~ the chance for avian collisions, using the

recommeodalioDS of the Avian Power Line lnIa:action Committee (1994).
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9.

AIllClivilies and surface disturbance associated with mining or other related activities
will DOt be -permitted within 1 mile of an active peregrine falcon nest from March I until
August 15, or until the nest becomes inactive.

16.

Nest success and productivity of all mountain plover nests found within the project area
should be monitored and reported to the Service, Wyoming Field Officc annually. The
Bureau may transfer this responsibility to the mining company.

10.

Speed limi1s on all roads within the project area must not exceed 35 miles per hour to
minimizIC the c:baucc of collision with • paegriDe falcon, or other wildlife or domestic
livestock. This speed limit must be strictly enforced. Likewise, train speed limits within
the project area shall not cxcccd 20 miles per hour. This speed limit must be strictly

17.

If nesting habitat is disturbed by any mining or associated activity, those areas must be
rccl8imed to original conditions (topography, vegetation, hydrology, etc.) after the
completion of disturbance in the area. Data collected, as required for a State mining
permit, will be used to dctcrminc the topographical, vegetative and hydrological
I
conditions of the area prc-disturbance.

IS.

Speed limits on all roads within the project area must not exceed 35 miles per hour to
minimize the chance of collision with a mountain plover, or other wildlife or domestic
livestock. This speed limit must be strictly enforced. Likewise, train speed limita within
the project area shall not exceed 20 miles per hour. This speed limit must be strictly
enforced.

eufon:ed.
Proposed Species
MOI!!!tajn Ploym

11.

Surveys for moUlllBin plovers within suitable habitat of the project area must be
conducted on an annual basis folloWing survey guidelines provide by the Service. These
surveys must be conducted by • qua1ified wildlife biologist. Determination of suitable
habitat by the Bureau or the successful mining applicant must have the concurrence of the
Service.

12.

The results of the above surveys must be compared with the mine plan to determine if any
surface disturbance activities will affect occupied nesting habitat for the mountain plover.
Where practicable, these activities must be modified to avoid these habitats (such a
through road rea\igmncnt, etc.). The Bureau may transfer this responsibility to the
successful mining applicant

13.

If removal of moUlllBin plover nesting habitat is unavoidable, take associated with that
loss must be miDimized -by creating additional nesting habitat prior to the removal of the
existing habitat. This creation may take the form of prescribed burning, intensified
grazing, or other vegetation reduction methods. However, this habitat creation should not
COIDpIOIIliIc the Ibility of IIIOIber species to survive within the area (i.e. burning sage
grouse nesting habitat, crucW proaahom anldopc habitat, etc.). For the effectiveness of
this meame to be JMXjmi?WI, habitat creation must cx:cur within the Carbon Basin Coal
project area, prcfenbly within 2 miles of the existing habitat, to increase the probability
ofplaven liDding the area.

14.

1S.

To minimizIC the chance for "take" of a DCSI, areas proposed for any surface disturbance
from Apri11 0 through July 10, within suitable habitat for IDOlDItain plovers, must be
surveyed for nesting plovers within 1 week prior to initiating the disturbancc.
If an ICtive IIIOUIIIain plover nest is located, all activities associated with mining within
200 m of the nest must ceac until the youug hatch and leave, or until the nest is no longer
active.
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The Service believes that no more than 2 bald eagles, 1 bald eagle nest with 2 nest\ii1gs, 1
peregrine fiI1con, and I mountain plover will be incidentally taken, through direct take, as a result
of the proposed action. The reasonable and prudent measures, with their implementing terms and
conditions, are designed to minimize the impact of incidental take that might otherwise result
from the proposed action. If during the course of the action, this level of incidental take is
exceeded, such incidental take represents new information requiring re-initiation of consultation
and review of the reasonable and prudent measures provided. The Bureau must immediately
provide an explanation of the causes of the taking and review with the Service the need for
possible modification on the reasonable and prudent measures.

COORDINATION OF INCIDENTAL TAKE STATEMENTS WITH OTHER LAWS,
REGULATIONS, AND POLICIES

The Fish and Wtldlife Service will not refer the incidental take of mountain plovers, peregrine
falcons or bald eagles for prosecution under the Migratory Bird Treaty Act of 1915, as amended
(16 U.S.C. 703-712), or the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act of 1940, as amended (16
U.S.C. 66S-66Sd), if such take is in compliancc with the terms and conditions (including 1-3,610,12-15, and IS) specified herein.
CONSERVATION RECOMMENDATIONS

Section 7(aXl) of the Act directs Federal agencies to utilize their authorities to further the
purposes of the Act by carrying out conservation programs for the benefit of endangered and
threatened species. Conservation rccommendatiOll5 arc discretionary agency activities to
minimize or avoid adverse effects of a proposed artion on listed species or critical habitat, to
help implement recovery plans, or to develop information.
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All e:xiJIiDa powmiDes. or other transmission lines within the foraging areas of bald
eagles, perepiDe fiIlcons aDd mountain plovers using the Cuban Basin Coal project area
IIId sumnmdiDg habitat should be rHOnstructed to the standards of the Avian Power
LiDe Interaction CoIlUllittee (1994. 1996). if they do not a1ready meet those standards.
All traasmission lines should be located away from likely travel corridors, such as
ripaian IreIIS, IIId foraging ueas for bald eagles, peregrine fiIlcons, aDd mountain
plown.
Speed 1imits for rai1road traffic should be limited to 20 miles. per hour along the spur
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the action. In instances where the amount or extent of incidental take is exceeded, any operations
causing such take must cease pending re-initiation.
Following receipt of the project proponent's checlc for depletions to the .North Platte River. the
Service will notify you that the specified funds have been received, and formal consultation on
the proposed Fedcnl action on whooping cranes, piping plovers, interior least terns, eskimo
c:ur\ews, pallid sturgeon and wat.em prairie fringed orchid described above will be concluded.
Any need for reinitiation of formal consultation on this proposed action for Platte River species
is outlined in the CONCLUSION section of the referenced sma11 dqletion biological opinion.

c:oastructed for mining activ;ty. from the mine load-out area to connection of the spur
with the main rai1road line.

Cottonwood regeuention along the Medicine Bow River drainage should be encouraged
through reduction, modific:ation and/or removal of domestic grazing. recreational use, or
miDeral e:xIrIIction, if those activities are identified as being a cause of 1ack of
regeuention.

Surveys of the entire Cuban Basin Coal project area should be c;l)nducted for mountain
plovers (both nesting and brood rearing activities). to provide an estimate of population
Il1IIJIben in the area, availability of unocc:upied suitable habitat, and impacts of mining
aDd electrical po'\1ller generation on this species.
Surveys of all suitable habitat within the entire Cuban Basin Coal project area should be
c:onducted for Ute \adies'-tresses to determine the status of this species in this area.
In 0Tder for the Service to be Icept informed of actions minimizing or avoiding adverse effects or
"'-fitting listed species or their habitats. the Service requests notification of the implementation
of any c:oore:vUion recommendations, aDd receipt of any report developed as a result of their

implementation.

RE-INlTIATION NOTICE
This c:oDCiudeI formal consultation aDd conferencing on the action outlined in the NEPA
c!oc;nm""" for this project, IIId the biological assessment from the Bureau submitted to the
Sa'vice on lllllllRY 19. 1999 for bald eagles, peregrine fiIlcons, Ute 1adies'-tresses, aDd mountain
p1aven. M provided in SO CFR 402.16. r&-initiation of formal consultation is required wbrIe
diJc:mionIIry Fedcnl ageacy invo1vaDrnt or control over the action has been retained (or is
mIbori:zId by law) aDd if (1) the IIDOQIIl or cxtrn1 of incidrnta1 take is exceeded; (2) DeW
jnfixmatjon revals effec:U of the qmey lCIion that may afect listed species or critical habitat in
•_
or to an exIrDt DOt COIISicIcRd in this opinioa; (3) that ageocy action is subsequently
mocIi1ied in • _
thd C8IIseI an effect to the \isted species or critical habitat not considered
in this opinion; or (4) • DeW species is \isted or critical habitat designated that may ~ .effected by

You may ask the Service to confirm the conference opinion as a biological opinion issued
through fannal consultation if the mountain plover is designated as threatened. The request must
be in writing. If the Service reviews the proposed action and finds that there have been no
significant c:banges in the action as planned or in the information used during the conference, the
Service will confirm the conference opinion as the biologic:al opinion on the project and no
further section 7 consultation will be necessary.
After listing of the mountain plover as threatened and any subsequent adoption of this conference
opinion, the Federal agency shall request reinitiation of consultation if: (I) the amount or extent
of incidental take is exceeded; (2) new information reveals effec:ts of the agency action that may
affect the species or critic:al habitat in a manner or to an extent not considered in this conference
opinio~ (3) the agency action is subsequently modified in a manner that causes an effect to the
species or critical habitat that was not considered in this conference opinion; or (4) a new species
is listed or critical habitat designated that may be affected by the action.

The incidental take statement provided in this conference opinion does not become effective until
the species is listed and the conference opinion is adopted as the biologic:al opinion issued
through fannal consultation. At ·that time, the project will be reviewed to determine whether any
take of the mountain plover has oc:curred. Modifications of the opinion and incidental take
statcmrnt may be appropriate to reflect that take. No take of the mountain plover may occur
between the listina of the mountain plover and the adoption of the conference opinion through
fannal c:onsultatioo, or the oompletion of a subsequent formal consultation.
The Service encourages the Bureau to maintain a Federal nexus for the Carbon Basin Coal
project so that c:oasuitation can be reinitiated, if necessary. This can be done by making the
terms of the biological opinion a condition of the lease.
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Intra-Service Section 7 Consultation for Fed
Resulting in Hinor Water Depletions to the pel rttal NJency Actions
,
a e Rver
i
System
This is the Fish and Wildlife S i . i
conference opinion for Federal ;;'~ :ct~-~~~~~O!ogical opinion and
annual water depletions of Z5 acre-feet (af) or less
v1dually result in
system. Th1s biolog1cal opin1on was prepared in acco~ the Platte River
the Endangered Seec1es Act of 1973 as amended (16 U ance with section 7 of
the Interagency COOperat1on Regulations (50 CFR §4OZ;~ · C ; 1531 et seq . ) and
Subject :

8ACKGROOND
For nearly two decades . the Serv1ce has consistentl
Federal Agency act10ns result1ng 1n water deplet10rJ ttaktheen the position that
system may jeopard1ze the cont1nued exi
0
Platte River
r IlXlre Federally listed
threatened or endangered species and adv~fyO~~ °des
habi tat. The Service'
1t1
'
Y
ignated critical
international 1~rtan~e"f:s ~ ~W1~ ~ssue of national and
sect1 0n 7 consultat1ons with other Federal Agenci y a I1IIIIber of formal .
consultations. 1nvolv1ng .jor' Federal actions aesre· ..... ~ of the IlXlre notable
•
w~racterized below.
The f1 rst such Federal act10n 1t11ch spaIR!d th1s
1t1
El ectr1 c Power Cooperat1ve's (Coooerat1ve) propos:SG on was the Basin
Reserv01r Pro ect on
1e R1
ray Rocks Du and
S1. 6 b111 10n
A ajor purpose of th1s
generat1ng stat1on. Following an out-of-court
a coal-fired 'electricthe ~rative. the State of Nebrasl:a and thes
I!III!nt over a lawsu1t among
thet"~ce 1ssued a j~rdY b10loa1cal opin1on ~1bothonal theWildl1fe Federat1on.
U.S. Ara!y Corps
of "'~ I neers and the Rural Electr1ft 1
(U. S. F1sh and Wildl1fe Service 1978 ~ ~~n~strat1on on Decl!lllber 8. 1978
steaaing frca 23 .250 af of amual water d;; jt?t1Ons o~.Erotheject-related 1qlacts
upon the endangered ~1
-,.
<II",
1r negat1ve effects
crit1 ca l hab1tat ar9'';'' ng crane (GnIs. arne~cana) and 1ts des1gnated
doI;nstreaII fn:a the ' j the centra ll!litte iver. located over 300 mi 1es
pro ect site. Included with1n th1s bi 1 1 1 - .. ,
a reasonabl e and prudent alternative which called fi th 0 og ca op1mon was
or e project to establish

~roject:: ~~1~v:Ol~ngWy='fi

ettr

a S7 .5 million trust fund for maintaining and protect1ng whooping crane
habi tat . Thi s reasonable and prudent a1ternati ve was one of s'evera 1
conditions included as part of the aforementioned settlement. which among
other things . led to the establishment of the Platte River Whoop1ng Crane
Critical Habitat Maintenance Trust. Inc.
l ess than five years after the Gray ~ks bio1~ica1 opinion was issued. the
Service provided a biological opinion to the U.S. 8ureau of Reclamation
(Bureau) on January '20. 1983 (U .S. Fish and Wildlife Service 1983a). for the
proposed Narrows Unit Project on the 'South Platte River in northeastern
Colorado . It was detennined that the rreposed nu1ti-purpose project would
result in an annual depletion of 91.900 af to the central Platte R1ver. and
like the Gray Rocks Project. would jeopard1ze ~ cont1nued existence of the
endangered whoopi ng crane and adversely D1X11 fy the speci es' desi gnated
critical habitat area in Nebraska approximately 300 ~les downstream from the
project s1te. The SeI'vice proposed. as a reasonable and prudent alternative.
that water storage be designed in the Narrows Un1t ReservOir to provide needed
supplemental P~atte R1ver nows for ltIooping crane roosting habitat and for '
channel width maintenance. The need for a reservoir storage operat1on study
to precisely determine how to support the instream flow requirements also was
included as part of the reasonable and prudent a1ternat1ve. In addition . 1t
was recarmended that Service representatives be included 1n the p1aming for
any resulting scheduled water releases; and. that the Service and Bureau work
together to assure that the water released reaches the ~ing crane hab1tat.
As a result of th1s section 7 consul tat1 on. the Platte River Hanagl!llll!l1t Joint
Study (Joint Study) was ,init1ated by the Bureau and Serv1ce. 1n cooperation
with the States of Nebraska. Colorado. and Wyamng. The intent of the Joint
Study effort was to deve1cp a fish and wildlife management plan for the Platte
R1ver system in central Nebraska that en~ssed alternatives 1t11ch wou1d
remove the jeopardy opinion. pursuant to the·Act. Fund1ng for the proposed
Narrows Unit Project has not been authorized. and probably never will be.

On July 20. 1987. the Service issued a non-jeopardy b101og1ca1 opinion to the
Corps on the Platte Rivp.r off-site effects of the Wy!Jl1ng water Development
Conmission's proposed Deer Creek oa. and Reserv01r Project (U.S . Fish and .
Wildlife Serv1ce 1987a). The purpose of the proposed project ,(to be sited
along Deer Creek. a North Platte R1ver tr1butary in eastem WYaaing). would be
to provide a water supply for casper dur1ng dry years ItIen the City cannot
obtain suff1c1ent water frail 1ts surface or gJ"CX.ll1d.,jater r1ghts. ' It was
determined that the project could amually deplete an average of 9.600 af of
water fran the Platte River system and have a negat1ve 1..,act upon the
whooping 'crane and the species' des1gnated crit1ca1 habitat area in central
Nebraska. It was further detena1ned that the seasona1 aJIIU1ts and t111ing of
these instream flow deplet10ns would not adversely i~ct the availabil1ty or
su1tability of nesting and fora~~a~~tats of the least tern (StmIl
ant1llaw::> and p1p1ng plover (
1IIlliIdus.>. and would not adversely
i~ct
ows needed to susta1n east tern toragef1sh popU1at1ons. The
proposed project also would not a.jl'erse1y 1&lpact bald eag1e (Ha11aeetus
}eycOCeohalus) forag1ng habitat or the SPeCies' forage f1sh popu ations .
However . in order to preclude the like11hood of a situation 1nvo1ving jeopardy
for the ft'hooping crane and adverse DIXIlfication of crit1cal habitat ;_the
Service agreed to accept the Conmission's formal offer to fund the '
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acquisition. restoration. and maintenance of a 24-acre whooping crane habitat
area along the central Platte River . The Commission's offer was incorporated
into the biological ooi nic" as conservatio~ measur=3 . which were subsequently
accomplished. The Conrnission has yet to approve fur;ding for construction of
the proposed project . .
Shortly after the section 7 consultati on was completed on the Deer Creek Dam
and Reservoir Project. the Service issued another biological opinion to the
Corps on October 14. 1987 (U .S. . Fish and Wildlife Service 1987b). for the
Denver Water Department's proposed Two Forks Project on the South Platte River
at the base of Colorado's "front range." The intended purpose for the
proposed dam and 1.1 mrtllion acre-foot reservoir would be to provide a source
of water for future growth and develQlllllent in the Denver metropol itan area .
The Service's biological opinion conc1uded that the project would not likely
jeopardize the b~ld eagle. least tern. piping plover. and whooping crane . or
adversely modify desi gnated critical habitat for the whooping crane . The
determination that the proposed project would not likely jeopardize the
whooping crane or adversely modify the species' 'desiqnated critical ' habitat
was predicated on the' Service's acceptance of Denver s formal offer to off-set
the a~ici pated adverse effects that woUld result from the project's water
depletions to the central .Platte River through implementation of conservati on
measures prescribed in the biological opinion . These measures called for
Denver to acquire. restore. and lIIiIintain approximately 221 acres of whooping
c~ane habitat (i . e .. consisting of roosting and wetland meadow habitat) along
the centra 1 Pl atte Ri ver . The proposed project was not authori zed because the
Environmental Protection Agency vetoed the Corps ' issuance of a section 404
permit for the project . This veto has since been legally challenged .
On June 2 and July 1. 1994. the Service i ssued final biological opinions to
the Forest Service f or i ts proposal to re-authorize special use permits for
six water-related projects in the Arapaho-Roosevelt National Forests of
Colorado's "front range" area (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 1994a . 1994b .
1994c. 1994d. 1994e. and 1994f). These biological .opinions concluded that
water depletions resulting from the existing projects were likely to
j eopardize the continued existence of the following Federally listed species :
whooping crane. least tern. piping plover. and pallidstUrOeon (Scaohirhvnchus
ill!IIil. It also was detena1ned that the projects were likely to destroy or
adversely lIIXIify designated whooping crane critical habitat along the central
Platte River in Nebraska. ~ In addition. the biological opinions concluded that
the projects IIa.Y affect. but would not likely jeopardize the continued
existence of the follow1~ Federally 'listed spec1es: western prairie fri nged
orchid (Platantbera Dra!!£Jara), bald eagle. ·AlleMcan burying beetle
(Nicrgo/Jorus wr1ca~). and the Esk1m curlew (HI.Inr:n1.LIs.IIm:W.11) . . The
Service concurred wi a "no effect" detenI1natioi11Ortfie peregrine falcon
(fak2 oeregrinus) in the biological opinions for the Forest Service projects .
The reasonable and prudent alternatiVes recaIIDI!rlded in the biological opinions
for the Forest Service projects call for each of the penr1tees to make an
annual contribution of money (i.e .. over an interilll period) to an account
estab11shed at the National Fish and Wildlife Foundation (Foundat,1qn) through
a cooperative agreenent with the Service. The financial 'contribution amount
for each project was based on the ratio of its water depletions to total
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basin-wide depletions . Money from the Foundation account is to
toward the acquisition. conservation. recoverr. and malntena~ce
t errestrial habitat for Federally l'sted soecles and other flSh
resources occurring along the centr" j Platte Riv~r in Nebraska.
Service's cooperative .agreement with the Foundatlon 1S lncluded
biological opinion as Appendix A.

be dedi c~ted
of a~tlc and
and Wlldllfe
A cOPy of the
wlthlO thlS

The result of all the section 7 consultahons described above is the Service ' s
conclusion that the Platte River ·resource is (and hi S been for some time) in a
state of jeopardy. and any Federal Agency action r~sulting in a ~ater .
depletion to the Platte River will further or contlnue the deterloratl0n of
the remaining stressed habitat conditions. Consequently. the Servlce has
adopted a jeopardy standard for all section 7 consultations on Federal Agency
actions which result in water depletions to the Platte River. All Federal
Agency actions res.Illt1ng in projects which deplet~ Platte River flows will
require formal section 7 consultation to ~ly Wlth the Act .
In light of the complexity. magnitude. and ;"qlOrtance of this resource ~ ssue.
the Secretary of the Interior and the Governors frau the three Platte Rwer
8asin States signed a HeIoorandum of Agreement on June 10. 1994 (Memorandum of
Agreement 1994). to initiate development of a Central Platte River Recovery
Implementation Program. The intent of this Program would be to help conserve
and recover Federally listed species associated with the central Platte River
in Nebraska. The Program also would protect designated critical habitat .for
the whooping crane and help prevent the need to list add1tional Platte RlVer
8asin associated species pursuant to the Act. -Based on the current status of
negotiations between the Department of the Interior and the three 8asin States
regarding aspects of a future Program .. the Service believes it is reasonable
to assume that a Program could be iJJ1llemented within three yea~ following the
anticipated finalization of a framework agreement sometime durlng the fall of
1996.
During the course of recent informal consultations with other Federal
Agencies. the Serv1ce has learned that there are over 1.000 projects which may
require fonnal consultation 1n the near future. For ~le. the U.S. Forest
Service has deternr1ned that about 600 individual l1vestoc:li grazing perlllits may
require fonnal consultation within the next year. Informal consultations with
the Forest Service. Natural Resources Conservation Service . . Bureau of Land
Management. and the CorpS: has revealed that most of the actions which may
require formal consultation in the 1D111ed1ate future are l11:ely to result in
ind1vidual project aepletions of 25 af or less per year. Based on available
i nfonnation. it appears as though these actions will be independent fran one
another. and widely scattered throughout the Platte River Basin. The large
nlJltler of pending or anticipated project proposals wh1ch will require separate
section 7 consultat1ons. caUlined with a limited Service staff. justifies the
development of a more efficient approach to facilitate the accomplishment of
this rather 11D111!1'\Se workload. A streamlined approach would allow secti~ 7
consultat1ons to be ac~lished IIIOre efficiently under the Act and provlde a
mechanism for off-setting the adverse effect of each Federal Agency action .
This also is consistent with and -supported by the 1994 Interagency HeIrorandum
of Understanding on implementation of the Act (Interagency Memorandum of
Understanding 1994) .
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Using its authorities under section 7(a)(1) of the Act. the Forest Service
(U.S. Forest Service 1996) has agreed to eontribute $95.000 to the Foundation
account for purposes of off-setting the adverse effects of Federal Agency
actions resulting in minor wa :~r deole~i ons (i.e . . 25 af or less per year) to
the Pl atte Ri ver system. and '"li ch WOU 'I d result in tnt! cleve 1opment of Q more
efficient section 7 consultation approach for such Federal actions . The
Forest Service contribution . including any from other Federal Agencies and
entities. will be made to an existing account established at the Foundation
t nrough a cooperative agreement with the Service. The intent of this
a~reement is to establish administrative procedures whereby funds. contributed
or donated to the Foundation for the purpose of fish and wildlife habitat
conservation and recovery in the Platte River Valley. can be disbursed toward
projects approved by the Service to facilitate the accomplishment of
management of habitats and fish and wildlife conservation in the Platte River
Valley. Hare specifically. hab1tat funds will be used toward acquisition .
conservation. recovery. and maintenance of in-channel and adjacent out-ofchannel habitat ar~as and habitat buffers. which have the following
characteristics:
NecessarY 'Characteristics tor Channel Restoration
o Located between Lexington and Chapman.

Nebras~a;

o Within 1.5 miles proximity to areas that meet wet meadow
characteristics; .
.
o Channels maintained as active channel bed with barren. or sparsely
vegetated sandbars--no wooQy vegetation (> 3 feet) on the cleared
channel areas ;
.
o Water width and depth characteristics should conform with those
measured at whooping crane roost sites on the Platte River (e .g.. 95100 percent of channel width inundated and approximately 40 percent
of water < 0.7-foot deep at 2.400 cubic feet per second);
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o Nesting sandbars or islands in the .Platte River channel upstream of
the confluence with the Loup River. corresponding with criteria
developed by the Biology Wo~group of the Joint Study (1990) .
Necessary Characterictics for Wet Meadows
o Between Lexington and Chapman. and within 1.5 miles of the historic .
or high ban~s. of wide river channels meeting the criteria above;
o A core b1oc~ of 640 contiguOus acres with O.S-mile buffer or
appropriate screened from potential disturbances as roads. uridges.
and occupied dwellings ;
o Subirrigated by grounct.later seasonally near the soil surface and
above or with1n O.S-foot of the surface during a portion of the
growing sea~ 1n lowest areas (i .e .• swales and sloughs);
o Soils generally characterized as deep or moderately deep silt. loam.
or fine sanQy loam. with good to fair topsoil and organic matter (1-4
percent; and low salinity; Generally level or low undulating
surface. d1ssected by small channels or depresSion; Soils should be
capable of supporting facultative and ob1igat1ve hydrophYtic
vegetat10n and burrowing or estivating wet meadow fauna ;
o Nat1ve prair1e grasses and herbaceous vegetation .
1a~ing sizable trees;
.

1a~ing

or mostly

o PerSistent. self-maintaining. and se1f-susta1ning feature of the
ecological landscape;
o MonitOring should follow restoration activ1ty. with capability for
correct1ve or remed1a1 act1on;

o Not 1ess than O. S-mi 1e d1 stant or appropr1 ately screened from
potential d1sturbances including roads. railroads. bccupied
~llings. and bridges;

o

o Avoiding. where poss1ble. hazards such as power lines;

o Preferably 1 in~ed by hab1tat corridors with other aquat1c and
sean-aquat1c hab1ta~; ;
.

o Good upstream and downstream vis1b11 ity;
o Conservation control of both river

ban~s;

o Contributing toward long-term conservat1on and .recovery;
o Controlled public access to minimize human disturbance t o Federally
listed species; and .
.

grazing and haying uses should be flexiblp, 1n seasonal timing and
intens1ty. and organ1c litter should be allowed to accumulate at the
soil surface;

My

o Contr1but1ng to long-tenu conservation and recovery goals ;.
o Controlled public access to m1nimize hilDan d1sturbance to Federally
listed species; a~1.
o Levels of soil mo1sture and occasional . small. pooled areas of water
needed to ma1nta1n the lower trophic levels within the environment
of the s011 prof11e; especially soil 1nvertebrates. plants. and
biologically diverse c01I1lln1ties in the wet meadows over the long
term.
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Funds depos i ted int o the Foundati on account can also be all ocat ed toward
proj ect s (e .g ... water conservation . etc . ) or other means approved by t he
Servl ce to aCQUlre water for restoratl on of Pl atte Ri ver in-stream fl ows . The
a,"eement provi des a ~3 ns for off- sett i ng the cr:verse e~fects of Federal
Agency acti ons resuiti :1g i n mi nor water deplet i(j: .,; to tile Platte River system
as addressed by this biological opini on (refer t o Appendix A for more
lnformati on regarding this agreement),

BIOLOGICAL OPINION
Thi s biologi cal .opinion ~s based ~ i nformation regarding cumulati ve
eff~. conditlons fOrmlng the envlronmental baseline . the species '
eco!oglcal status : and the importance of habitats within the Platte Ri ver
Basl n to the survlVa 1 and recovery of these speci es. The data used i n the
preparat~on of this opini on constitutes the best SCientific and commerCi al
lnformatlon currem;ly available.
The S~rvi ce's biological opinion is that the direct and indirect effects
ass<?Clated with each of the representative types of proposed Federal Agency
actlons described bel~ are likely to jeopardize the continued existence of
t he whooping crane . least tern. piping plover. and/or the. pallid sturgeon ' and
depending on project location. likely will destroy or adversely modify
.
desi gnated critical habitat of the whooping crane. Because the ecological
cl rcumstances of the whooping crane. least tern. piping plover . and pallid
sturgeon are tenuous. the Service believes the survival of these species in
conjunction with future ·adverse effects to Platte River habitats l i kely to
result from proposed Federal Agency actions cannot be ensured. It also is the
Servi ce s opinion that none of the proposed actions are likely to jeopardi ze
the continued existenc~ of the bald eagle. Eskimo curlew. American burying
beet 1e . or western pra 1 ri e fri nged orchi d. • .

CONFERENCE OPINION
Thi s dOCtlllE!nt also serves as a' conference opi ni on for the sturgeon chub
(Hacrbybopsis ~>. a species currently designated as a candidate species .
to be proposed for listing as a threatened species in the near
future. Although not yet proposed. it will be treated like A proposed species
in tJ:1is opi ni on to be in conformance with the Service's draft Endangered
SpeCles Consul tati on Handboolc .
.
but expected

The Service 's conference opi nion .is that the direct and indirect effects '
associ at ed wi th each of the proposed Federal Agency actions are likely to
jeopardize the conti nued existence of the proposed sturgeon chub
ConSequently. the Servi ce will iqllement the reasonable and prudent
alternat ives of thi s bi ologi cal opi nion to avoid the likelihood of
jeoP3rdiZ1ng the conti nued existence of the sturgeon chub.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
As previously stated . the Servi ce has learned that there are over 1. 000
proposed Feder al Agency acti ons within the Platte River ' Basin that are ei ther
pending or antiCi pated to occur i n t he very near future . of which most . i f not

q(
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all. may result in water depletions to the system. Some of these actions
pertain to the re-authorization of existing projects which have already
resulted in historic water depletions . ~nile others involve new projects which
may result in additional depletiOns to the Platte River system . An example of
an action involving an existing project depletion might be the issuance or
renewal of a license or permit which authorizes . among other things. an
activity on Federal land that results in the use of and a continued depletion
of water to the Platte River system from water impoundments or other such
sources . An example of a Federal action involving a new project depletion
might be the i ssuance of either a license or permit which authorizes the
construction or accomplishment of something that results in a net increase to
the amount of water already depleted from the system. Actions entailing the
transfer of Federal funds or some other form of project authorization could
also be included in these aforementioned exaqlles.
Water depletions occu~· through one or more of the following means:
conslm1'tion . alteration in tim1ng of fl~ to the river. and/or evaporation.
Some examples of these types of agency actions include. but are not limited
to: construction of or continued use of water iqlOUllanents authorized by the
Forest Service; construction of dams. grade stabilization structures . water
and sediment control baSins. and small flood control projects that are ei ther
funded or authori zed by the Natural Resources Conservati on Servi ce: sand and
gravel ~ining operations ~rmitted by the Corps: and wet1and creati on or
enhancement projects (the latter of which may exceed restoration of histori c
conditions) that are cost-shared by the Service through its Fartners for
Wildlife Program.
Naturally occurring and functioning wetland habitat communities in the Platte
River Basin are believed to be iq>ortant to a n\JlOer of the Federally listed '
threatened or endangered and candidate species which are k~ to occur within
this region. Li~ewise . many other fish and wildlife species also are
dependent upon these same wetland habitat caJIIlII1ities for some or all of thei r
life cycles . Historical reductions in the nWler and area of wetland habitat
communities within and outside of the Platte River Basin have contributed to
declines in the diversity and abundance of wetland dependent fish and wild'ife
species (Currier et al. 1985. Gallop et al. 1986. Freeman and Brooks 1989.
Si dle et al. 1989. Department of the Interior 1990. Galatowitsch and van der
Valk 1994. and U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 1994g and 1994h). Information
regarding the ecological iq>ortance of wetland Habitat CCIIIIlIIlities as part of
t he Platte River system is provided in Appendix B of thi s biological opini on.
Projects 'i nvolving the 'creation or restoration Qf a wetland habitat communi t y
wi thi n the Basin may result in a water depletion to the Platte River system .
Hawever . t here are distinct differences between these 00 approaches to
wetland habi tat development (i.e . . creation VS. restoration) which sets them
apart as to whether they mayor may not have a negative effect upon Federally
l i sted speci es . The i ntent of a habitat creation project is to attempt to
establish a new wetland community. i ncluding maintained hydrology and nati ve
self-sustaining hYdrophytic vegetati on. Iotlere none previously existed bef ore .
Conversely. the objective of a .hatdtat restoration project is to re-est abli sh
(as nearly as practical ) t he origi nal . natura l ly functi oning condi t i oAS ·of an
altered or degraded wetland community . . In add1tion . wet land creat ion projects
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tend to be more costly and are less likely to succeed in providing quality
habitat for fish and w1ldlife species as opposed to those involving
restoration .
Projects which result in t he alteration or conve:s~on of one wetland habitat
community type into that of another (e .g .. palustrlne. seasona~ly flooded lnto
palustrine. semi-permanently flooded). should not have a negatlve lmpact upon
the Federally listed species of concern provided such actions do not : (1)
cause a net increase in the amount of water depletlon to the Platte River
system: (2) adversely modify or destroy deSignated critical habitat for the
whooping crane: or (3) jeopardize these Federal trust fish and w1ldlife
resources insane other manner .
In consideration of these factors and the i~ortant benefits which naturally
functioning wetlands provide to ~ish and w1ldlife species (e.g .• foraging.
loafing. and nesting habitats for resident and migratory species. improved
water quality. etc.' . restoration projects w1ll contribute positively toward
the recovery of Federally listed species in the Platte River Basin. and help
preclude the need to list additional species pursuant to the Act .
Consequent~y. al\)' water depletion to the Platte River system that may occur
from a wetland restoration 'project w1l1 be off-set by the ,important habitat
benefi ts Iotlich it provides to Federally ' listed species and other fish and
w11dlife resources w1thin the Basin. However. al\)' project involving the
creation of a new wetland habitat community presents a much greater risk that
it may not be successful in establishing quality habitat which would off-set
the adverse effects associated 'with a water depletion to the Platte River
system. With respect to wetland mitigation projects involving the restoration
and/or creatlon of replacement habitat. and which may result in water
depletions that could trigger section 7 of the Act: it is the Service's
position that such actions should conform to -the guidance contained in the
Regional JlOl1cy IIII!IIXIrandllll includK as Appendix C of this biological opinion.
Because of the environnental benefits provided by wetland restoration projects
as discussed above. the Service has determined that they are not l1kely to
adversely affect al\)' Federally listed species or oesignated critical habitat
w1thin the effected area and are therefore exl!II¢ frau consultation.
.
This biological opinion covers Federal f.lJency acti.ons other than wetland
restoration projects that result in individual project d~letions of 25 af or
less per year to the Platte River system. regardless of location w1thin the
Basin , (or as otherwise described below in the ·REAS!JW!LE AND PRUDENT
ALTERNATIVES· section). However . the effects analysis and reasonable and
prudent alternatives apply only to Federally listed and designated candidate
species and whooping crane critical habitat occurring along the Platte River
in Nebraska. Consequently. a separate section 7 consultation and analysis of
effects may be required for Fed;rally listed species in Colorado and Wyoming
for al\)' project depleting 25 af or less per year frail the Platte River system .
Also. any Federal Agency project that depletes more than the allotted amount
of water addr~ssed by this biological opinion will require a separate section
7 consultation.
.
' For qual1fying projects. the Service will provide lead Federal f.lJell~ies w1th a
letter or memorandum that w1ll substitute for a separate biological opinion on
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each action. Federal f.lJencies should still continue to conclude that each
action resulting in a depletion 25 af or less per year to the Platte River
system 'may adversely affect the whoop;ng crane. least tern . piping plover .
and/or pallid sturgeon and sturgeon c,,";; . and designated whooping crane
critical habitat. The number of these species and designated critical habitat
which may be adversely affected depends on the geographic location of the
proposed acti on w1 thi n the Pl atte Ri ver Basi n. the speci fi c ri ver reaches
impacted by the project depletion . and in the case of the lower Platte River .
the timing of the project depletiOl1 during the year.
The lead Federal action agency should notify the Service in writing of the
"may affect· fi ndi ng for qual i fyi ng projects . The Servi ce w1ll then provi de
the action agen~ w1th a written response stating whether or not it concurs
w1th this determination. Assuming concurrence. the Service's reply will
inform the action a9.en~ that section 7 consultation for the project is
covered by this biOl'bgical opinion. and that further consultation under the
Act is not necessary.
Consultations on these projects are to occur between the lead Federal Agency
and the Service's Ecological Services Field Office located in the State where
the action occurs. The Ecological Services Field Office located in Grand
Island. Nebraska will maintain a record of all of the documented individual
project locations. the river reach i~cted by that project depletion. the
estimated amount of each project depletion. and the calculated cost for offsetting the resource 1q>acts for each project depletion. A quarterly report
detailing these project depletion records will be sent to the Regional Office .
This biological opin1on will remain in effect until either (1) all of the
aforementioned funds deposited into the Foundation account by the Federal
Govemaent and other entities have been debited toward off-setting the adverse
effects of minor water depletions to Platte R1ver resources as described below
in the ·REAS!JW!LE AND PRII>ENT AlTERNATIVES· section: or (2) the Program
described above in the .BACKGRa.tID. section is not i~leraented by October 1.
1999. Upon the occurrence of either of these occasions. intra-Service section
7 consultation will be reinitiated for the Federal Agen~ actions as discussed
below in the ·REAS!JW!LE AND PR1I)ENT AlTERNATIVES· and ·CONCLUSION· secti ons.

STAlUS OF SPECIES
Whoopi nq Crane
The whooping crane was listed as endangered on ,March 11 . 1967 (32 F. R. 4001),
The historiC breeding range of the whooping crane extended frau central
n li noi s northwestward through northern Iowa. western Hi nnesota. northeastern
North Dakota . southern Manitoba and Saskatchewan. and the general vicinity of
Ecinonton. Alberta. to the present nesting area of Wood Buffalo National Park
in the Northwest Territories. canada (U.S Fish and Wildlife Service 1994f) .
Winter distribution occurred primarily along the Gulf of Hexico from LouiSiana
to northeastern Mexico. The last remaining individual of a nonmigratory
population in soutlM!stern Loui~.iana was captured in 1950.
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Although whoopi ng cranes probably were never very abundant . populati on
estimates of 1.300 to 1.500 were made by Allen (1952). Banks (1978) used two
independent .techniques of population estimation to derive estimates of 500 to
700 whooping cranes in 1370.
By 1941. the mmt>ers of the last remaining wild population (i .e .. Wood
. Buffalo-Aransas flock) had declined to a low of 16 individuals . Today . the
sole remaining natural breeding population nests at Wood Buffalo in Canada and
wlnters on and near the Aransas National Wildlife Refuge (Aransas) on the
Texas coast . It migrates through NebrasKa twice each year. The population
gradually increased from the 1940's to the mid-1980·s . In 19B7. the
population of the Wood Buffalo-Aransas flOCK reached 134 birds and fluctuated
near that level (132~146) during the ensuing years until February 15 1996
when 158 birds were accounted for. The nllliler of birds in the Wood BuffaloAransas flocK currently stands at 157. Intensive efforts to reestablish other
breeding populations in the wild have not succeeded.
The Wood Buffalo-Aransas flocK commonly uses the Platte River and wet meadow
habitat during spring and fall migrations. Spring sightings are more common
along the central Platte River than any other habitat area. In recognition of
i ts ur~ortance to the whoopi ng crane. a 3-mi 1e-wi de . 56-mi 1e-1eng reach from
Lexlngton to Denaan. Nebraska. is designated as .critica1 habitat (50 CFR
17.95) . Factors considered in maKing the critical habitat determination for
t he Platte River are:
1. The Platte River bottans provide dependable sources of food. water.
and other nutritional or physiological . needs of the whooping crane
during spring and fall migrations. Insects. crayfish. frogs . small
flSh . and other small animals. as well as some aquatic vegetation in
the river and adjacent wet meadows '~ and cereal crops in nearby
croplands. appear to be major items taken during the migration
period.
2. Under specific flow regimes. the Platte River generally provides
whooping cranes with the required open expanse for nightly roosting .
The availability of shallow. submerged saild and gravel bars in
ri vers and lakes a~rs to be one of the IIIiIjor fac'tors determining
whooping crane use of these habitats as roosting sites. Whooping
c;oanes observed during arlgratiat are most often found within short
fli ght distances of these wetland areas.

..

3. The Pl atte River provides needed isolatiat. h'hoOping cranes do not
readi ly tolerate hulen' disturbances. · A hulan at 'foot at distances
of over 1/4 art le can quickly put a whooping crane to flight.
During the spring ar1grati at. wet meadows aloog the .Platte River provide
whooping cranes the opportll1ity to obtain essential food for survival and
reproduction. Resting and foraging during spring artgratlC11 ensure that the
birds arrive 1n a healthy condltlat on the breed1ng grounds at Wood Buffalo.
Healthy birds are essential for successful repraductlC11 and . ultimately. the
survival Jnd recovery of th species . .The health and survival of whooping
cranes are dependent upon t he condition and abundance of their habitat . Like
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other migrat ory birds with delayed se~ua1 maturity and lifelong pair bonds.
whooping cranes adhere to ancestral breeding are3S . migratory routes. and
wi ntering grounds. leaving little posoi bi1ity of pioneering into new regions.
The importance of maintaining tradit ;. ;5 ! h30it ots such as the Platte River 's
ampl i fied by the impact from ongoing conversion of pothole and prai rie to hay
and grain production . which has made nearly all of the whooping cranes'
ori ginal migrational range unsuitable for use by the species (U .S. Fish and
Wil dl ife Service 1994g).
Whooping cranes roost in wetlands and shallow bodies of water . River channels
having a wide expanse of water and shallow submerged sandbars are among the
aquatic habitats used. An evaluation of ten known whooping crane riverine
roosting sites identified the following characteristics (U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service 1981) :
1. Wide chanr1el: nine of ten roost sites measured were between 510 and
1.200 feet:
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Unvegetated:
Fine substrate . usually sand:
Good horizontal visibility unobstructed from riverbanK to riverbank
and at least a few hundred yards upstream and downstream (or to a
bend in the river) at all sites :
Good overhead visibility. absence of tall trees. tall and dense
shrubbage. or high banKs near the roost:
Shallow water except in the main channel (all sites evaluated were
1ess than 12 inches deep and si x of ni ne si tes were 2 to 6 inches
deep):
Slow flow. approximately 1-4 ar11es per hour <1.5-5.9 feet per
second), although water. In the main channel may be . flowing
faster:
,

B. Proxiar1ty (usually 1 mile) to Suitable feeding sUes:
9. The presence of an unveget;ated sandbar with very low elevation above
water and near the middle of the river: and .
10. A distance of at least O.25-ar1le fran roads. houses. and railroad
tracks.
.
Measurements at 30 whooping crane roost Sites on the Platte River from 1983
to 1993 have supplemented this information. These data indicate t hat t he
widest channels are preferred. Use of channels wider than 900 feet is
disproportionately high in relatiat to their low availabi lity. The wetted
width of the channel at these sites averaged 92 percent of the channel width
(median of 95 percent), and water depth ranged from shallow submerged sandbars
to deeper channels . 1.5-3.5 feeti3eep . 'Such information systemati cally
col lected at roost sites over an .l1-year period has been used to model t he
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Quality of roost habitat as a function of Platte River discharge (described in
D)'
-

Append~ x

Maintenance of roost habitat on the Platte River is dependent on maintaining
open channels and suitable flow. Altered flow regime and sediment transport
processes have resulted in woodland expansion and narrowing river channels
(Williams 1978. Lyon£ and Randle 1988). The decrease of sandbars and open
water and encroachment of forestland into the former channels COincide with
decreased streamflows. In the 120-mile river segment from Kingsley Dam
downstream to the J-2 ~dropower ~eturn near Lexington. NebraSKa. spring
streamflows have been- reduced by 85 percent. This segment is now heavily
forested and rarely used by whooping cranes (i .e .. only one confirmed use
occurred in the past -50 yea rs) .
.
In the 90-mile river reach from the J-2 Hydropower Return downstream to
Chapman . Nebrasl::a. peak flows have been reduced by about 70 percent since 1930
(U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 1981. Williams 1978). Host of this reach is
forested. but some short segments still have wide channels. and other segments
have been mechanically cleared and maintained free of vegetation. These areas
are the primary suitable whooping crane habitat remaining along the Platte
~~ .

Wet meadows

-

once occurred extensively along the

Platte River; however.
substantial reductions have occurred during the past century (Currier et al.
1985. Sidle et a1. 1989. Department of the Interior 1990), Groundwater
levels. which lIIiIintain wet I1Ieadows. are hydrologically linked with river
stage. The reduction of springtime pulse flows. owing to cumulative water
storage and diversion. has faCilitated land leveling. ground water drainage.
and conversion of wet meadows to row crop agriculture. Remaining wet meadows
c~se saaewhat l ess than 5 percent of the Platte River valley near the
ri ver . Whooping cranes require isolation. further reducing the value of
small . fragmented wet meadow parcels as whooping crane foraging habitat
Further information about the -biology and status of the whooping crane can be
found in the Whooping Crane Recovery plan (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service ·
1994g) and in Appendix D_of this biological opinion.
Least Tern (Interior Population)
The interior population of the least tern was listed as an endangered species
on Hay 28. 1985 (SO F.R. 21792). There are currently nearly 7.000 least
tems widely scattered across the interior of- the 1k11ted States (Kirsch and
Si dle. i n review) <Table 1. Appendix E) -. Along the Platte River. least terns
nest on sandbars and at sand and gravel pits frail the HissouM River to North
Pl atte. Nebraska. The 876 least tems censused cl.Iring the first three weeks
in June 1991 along the North Platte (Lake McConaU!ltlY shoreline>. Platte. Loup.
and Ell:horn rivers represented 13 percent of all censused least tems that
year ; and the 456 least tems observed along the Platte River represented 6
percent of the total population (Sidle et al. 1991. Kirsch and Sidle._in
revi ewl. In 1993 and 1994. there were 676 and 660 least tems. re~ively .
censused al ong t he Platte and North Platte r i vers in NebraSKa . An a·';alysis of

~I
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least tern population data for 1986-1991 for the entire range indicated an
overall positive trend (Kirsch and Sidle. in review). The strong positive
trend for the entire population was influenced by a strong positive trend on
the lower MississiPPi River where more than half of the least terns nest.
Least tern populatiOns and subspecies in North America nest in areas with
similar substrate. Beaches. sand and gravel anning spoil piles. sandbars.
islands . and peninsulas are the principal breeding habitats. Unconsolidated
substrate consists of small stones. gravel. sand. debris. and shells. A
mixture of coarse sand. ·shells. and other fragments offer cryptiC qualities.
stability in wind. and water permeability. Vegetative co~er is usually less
than 20 percent at the time of nesting. Least tern colomes in denser
vegetation may be a response to habitat loss or a function of strong site
tenaCity. Eventually. vegetated areas are abandoned.
Least tems feed on shall fish in the river and at sand pit lakes (Wilson
1991), Host least tems nest at sand pit spoil piles along the Platte -River
from North Platte to the Loup River confluence (Sidle and Kirsch 1993) because
suitable sandbar habitat is uncaIIIXlI1 due to ClJllJlative-instream flow
withdrawals for various purposes.
Pipjng Plover
The piping plover was listed as a threatened species on Ilecemer 11. 1985

(50 F.R. S0733). During 1991. 236 piping plovers were censused along the
North Platte (Lake McConaughy shorelineJ. Platte. Loup. and Ell:horn rivers
during the fi rst three weeI::s in June (Sidle et a1. 1991). During the same
time frame. an additional 162 piping plovers were censUSed along the Niobrara
River in Nebraska. The resulting total of 398 plO"ers represented 11 percent
of the Great Plains population (canada and United States) and 19 percent of
the U.S. Great Plains population (Haig and Pl1ssner 1992). The 206 piping
plovers censused along the North Platte. Platte. Loup. and Elkhorn rivers in
1991 (Sidle et al. 1991) represented 10 percent of the U.S. Great Plains
population. In 1933 and 1994. 291 and 222 piping plovers. respectively. were
censused on the Platte and North Platte Rivers in Nebraska. The Northern .
Great Plains piping plover population is declining by 7 percent annually (RYan
et al . 1993) . - The Piping Plover Recovery Team has receJIIDerlded that the
Service reclassify the Northern Great Plai.ns ~lation as endangered.
Piping plovers feed on fnvertebrates near the water's edge arid on moi st river
substrate (Com · and Anlbruster 1993al. ThItY nest (II sparsely vegetated
sandbars. sand and gravel spoil piles. reservoir shorel1nes. and alkali
wetlands . Nesting habitat on the Platte. Niobrara. and HissouM rivers
typically consist of dry sancllars located .tdstreall in wide. open channel beds
and with less than 2S ~rcent vegetative cover (Faanes 1983. Schwalbach 1988.
Ziew1tz et a1 . 1992) . .These CO'Id1t1ons. si.tlar to those used by the least
tern . provide the essent1al requirements of wide. horizontal visibility;
protection frail terrestrial predators ; isolation frail hLJlliln disturbance; and
sufficient protection frail ri ses in river levels .
Least Terri and Piping player HabITat
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Channelization. irrigation. and the constructi on of reservoirs . a~d pools have
contributed to the elimination of IIJch of· the least tern and P1P1ng plover
sandbar nesting habitat in the Hissouri River system. In the Platte River
Basin. continui ng water depletions reduce the ~;dth and/or depth Of . water
surroundi ng nest s·ites . and this may increase predat~on and hlJllan d1sturbance .
Increased dep1etions ·permit vegetation encroacty.Jent lnto nesting areas :
Extreme depletions de-water river reaches suff1:1ently to k111 small flshes .
the least tern ' s principal food source. Water depletions to the Platte River
system have reduced annual 1nstream flow volllll!s by nearly 70 percent
(Will i ams 197B). Numerous dams and water diversion canals in the upper Platt e
Ri ver Basin have reduced water and' sediment discharge in the Platte River .
resulting in the transformation of wide. open channels to 1IIJ1tiple narrow
channels separated by wooded islands (Eschner et al. ; 1983. Williams 1978),
This vegetation encroachment eliminated IIICh habitat for several species of
birds. including least terns and piping plovers (Currier et al . 1985. Sidle et
al. 1989. U.S . Fish and Wildlife Service 1981).
t ·

CIJ11)aMsons of sandbar area. channel width. mean elevatiOn. and IIIiIxiu
el evation of nest siteS versus systematiC SaDIPle s~t~ ~li b'1..'! lower and
central Platte R1\'er stuQy areas indicate that least terns and piping plovers
select wide channels with a large area of dry. sparsely vegetated sand
. (Ziew1tz et. al. 1992), By these b«) IIII!aSUl'eS alone. habitat availability was
considerably greater on the lower Platte River than on the central Platte
Ri ver . These di fferences between the nest and systf!lllilti c siIIP1e si tes and
between the lower and central Platte River sugg~ ;t that habitat availabil i ty
i s l i ll1ted in the Mver channel along the central Platte River. A greater
n1J1ter of l east terns and piping plovers nest on sand pits rather than on the
Mver al ong the central Platte River (Lingle 1988 and 1989; Sidle and Kirsch
1993); a further i ndi cation that Mverine habitat is in short supply.
".

The l ower Pl atte River (Loup River confluence to Hissouri River) still
experiences peri odic high flows lI'hich scour vegetation fl'Cll the channel and
pile sand i nto sui table sandbars for least tern and piping plover nesting
(Sidle et al. 1992>' Such flows contirue to occur because IIlSt of the
watershed in t Mbutaries of the lower Platte River (Loup. Elkhorn. and Salt
Creek Mvers ) has not been dallied or di verted.
,
Recovery pl ans for the piping plover and least tern call for the lIIiIintenance
of the distribution and range of both species . protection of essential
habi tat . and the restoration of nesting habitat <U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Servi ce 1988 and 199Oa)' Essential habitat along the Platte River refers to
suitable sandbars in the r iver chamel with apprcpriate flows . Given the
degraded habitat CXJnditions for these birds in the central Platte River.
chamel habi tat restoration and adelute instreall fllJllS are necessary.
Because little nesting habi tat remafns on the central Platte River (see
Appendix E for details on least tern and piping plover distMbution) owing to
CUllJl ative water withdrawals. proposed flow depletions 1IISt. therefore. be
evaluated for thei r effect on least tems and piping plovers.
Further infol'llrti on about the bi ology of the ~~ng plover and least tern can
be found in the Great ~a,~ aN Horthe~G~ 1:W ~~iro p~er ~fr0~~ry
llin (U.S. Fish and Wi d le ServiC!ii~Prn j
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pPoulati~

Appendi.x

Lea~ Tern (U .S. Fish and Wildlife Service ·I990b) . and
this bio ogical opinion.

Qt tbe
0

Western Prairie Frjnged Orchid
. The western prai ri e fri nged orchi d was li sted as a threati!ned speci ~s on
Septeat>er 2B. 1989 (57 F. R. 39863), This species occurs in wet pr.alrie
habitats . It was distributed historically throughout IIUch of the western
Central Lowlands and eastern Great Plains p/1ysiographic provinces of the
central lXI1ted States (Lobeck 1957) and Interior Plains in extreme
south-central Canada (Brownell 1984), CQIoari son of the historic and extant
ranges shows that the species has apparently been extirpated frail South
Dakota. with significant reductions in COII1ties of occurrence in Missouri .
Iowa southeastern Kansas. and eastern Nebraska.
.
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The western praiMe fMnged orchid has declined significant~y throughout its
historical range. largely due to habitat loss and degradation (Freeman and
Brooks 1989), Conversion of praiMes for row crops. fire suppres~ion . haying.
and land developlll!nt are factors lI'hich contributed to the species decline .
Five Kans3S JlOPUlations are known or assumed to have been destroyed due to
conversion of praiMes fo!' agMculture; three·.()f these since 1969. Fire
suppression was a factor in the establlsl11ent of shrubby vegetation at b«)
Sites i n the Nebraska Sancl1ills I«1ere the western prairie fringed orchid
fonnerly occurred. Shading by the shrubbery may have contributed to the
eli mination of these populations . .
Annual IDt1ng of prairies for hay is a . COIIIDl practice in KaruJas . Nebraska .
and South Dakota. This practice. l4T1ch typicalll occurs pMor to the
maturation of the wstem praiMe fMnged Orchid 5 fruits. laY have
contMbuted to the decline of the spectes . StI'eIII c:hamelization and draini ng
of seasonally wet praiMes in the Nebraska and South Dakota SancI111ls probably
adversely 1111D1cted the species by altering the I1Ydrologic reqille. In IIlSt
i nstances c:hamelization and draining was ~ to peI'II1t reliable access to
wet prairies for hay. ·Other agricultural practices . such as grazing and
herbicide use. also -.y have ·i..,.cted the species.

The western' praiMe fMnged orchid ocairs on wet-lle5ic slbirr!gated prairies
and sedge adows along the floodplain of the Platte River. The only known
IIOPUlation '15 on HonIon Island Crane HeadlJllS. in Hall Ccu!ty. Nebraska . Peak
fllJllS hav.e been ~tly dill1nished during the past century. facilitati ng
conversion of .art low-lYing areu near the Mver flUl grassland to intensive
a riculture. Consequently. little habitat rf!IIIiIins that is suitable .:for the
f~inged orchi d. The Department of the· Interi or (1990) esti lllilted that 112 .791
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acres of wet meadow had been lost along the North Platte and Platte Rivers in
Nebras~a between 1938 and 1982.
The westem prairie fringed orchid recovery team recognizes the destruction of
habitat .for crop1and.as ~he single most irrevers1b1e th~eat to the species
(U .S. F1Sh and Wi1d11fe Service 1994h). It 1S 11~e1y tnat this threat varies
from site .to Site. depending on local climate. groundwater hydrology and soil
character1 sti cs .
.
Further information on the biology and status of the westem prairie fringed
orchid can be found in the Tec!mic'al/Oraft Platanthare Draeclara (Wostem
Prairie Fringed Orchid) ~overy Plan (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 1994h)
and Appendix F of th1s bio ogical opinion.
;
American Burying Beetle

The American burying beetle was listed a~ an endangered species on July 13.
1989 (54 F.R. 29655>' The M1erican burY1l1g beetle has been recorded
historically fran at least 150 counties in 35 States (including the Di strict
of Cohm,ia) in the eastem and central United States (Peck and Kau1bars 10 87
Madge 1958>' as well as along the southem fringes of Ontario. Quebec. and- .
Nova Scotia in Canada (Peck and Anderson 1985) . Its historical range can
roug!11y be described as ID:)St of t~rate eastem North America. from Nova
Scotia as far west as North Platte. Nebraska . The northeM1lX)st record is from
the upper periinsu1a of Hichigan and the southem terminus of its range is
Ki ngsvi lle . Texas .
.
Pecic and Kau1bars (1987> broadly characterized the distributions for
32 speci es of nearctic carrion beetles. These authors placed the M1erican
burying beetle in the category "Eastem deciduous forest region." Since 1970 .
the American burying beetle has been docuDented from Rhode Island Dl:1ahana
Nebraska. Arkansas. Hissouri. arid Kentucky (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service'
1991) . and there was a single 1972 record fran ~~ario (Perkins 1983) In
addi t i on . duri ng 1995. the occurrence of the beetle .was docI.Inented in . Gregory
and Trip aurt:ies of South Dakota . Existing popu1at1ons -are known to occur in
Rhode Island . <J:1ahoala. Arkansas. South Dakota. and Nebraska.
.

,

Hi stori cal records for the Mlerican burying beetle in Net!'aska , indicate the
speci es occurred along water::>ur~es wre ripar1ar. ~;=iduous or scrub forests
were predal1nant (Jallleson and Ratc11ffe 1989) . ' Recent collections in
Nebraska (1970-present) were 1n Cherry. CUster. Dawson. Frontier. Gasper Ke a
Paha . Li ncoln. and llgas ,counties (Table 1. Appendix G). The 1988. 1993.
1994 beetl e collections in Dawson and Lincoln ,counties were in riparian
ands along the south bank of the Platte River (four specilll!l'lS). cropland
t:wo Specied lII!I'IS
ns ). and grassland (36 specillll!l1S) . . Forty-five of the 51 beetles
co11ect i n Neb raslca during the period 1988-1994. were collected within or
a~acent to grassland ' habitat. In 1995. all but one of the 282 beetles
:J~~ were found in grassland : a single beetle was captured in riparian

a~d

w
( oodl

The prevaili ng th:ory regarding the species' decline involves habitat '
fragmentat 10n <U .S. Fish and Wildl i fe Service 1991>' It is possibTe·'that
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water deve10pRent may have been a factor contributing to the decline of the
American burying beetle in Nebraska . Water storage and diversions
.
substantially reduced high flows in the river. which ~ypica1ly occurred dur1ng
spring. This in tum reduced the freauency and durat10n of soi~ satur~t~on
caused by a periodiCally high water table. As a resu1t. ,low-1Y1ng pra1r1es
and wet meadows in and near the r iver became drier and were converted to
cropland. The continuing loss and fragmentation of grassland habitat may have
an adverse effect on the American burying beetle. Qonng to the cumu1at1ve and
ongoing water withdrawals. proposed flC!'" deplet~ons must. therefore. be
evaluated for their effect on tile ,bjner1can burYlng beetle.
Further information about the biology and status of the American burying .
beetle can be found in the American Burying Beetle R~,!,ry Plag ~U . S. F1Sh
and Wil dl i fe Servi ce 1991) and Appendi x G of th1 s blOO91ca 1 Op1 n1 on .
Bald Eagle
I,
The bald eagle was listed as an endangered species on March 11. 1967 .
(32 F.R. 4001), ()1e ' cause of J'OpUlation decl1ne was 1J11)aired reproduct1on
caused by aCC1811ation of pesti cides ingested frail contaminated I?rey. The
populations and the mJltler of occupied nesting territories have lOcreased
throughout IIIICh of the United States over the past two decades . As a result.
the Service reclassified the bald eagle frail endangered to threatened
throughout its range in the lower 48 States on July 12. 1995 (60 F.R. 36000) .
Wintering concentrations of this species in the mid-continent region are
associated primarily with river systems. Studies of wintering bald eagles and
their habitat use over the past 20 years have doctJDented the Platte River as a
major wintering area for bald eagles (Vian 1971. U.S. Bureau of Reclamat10n '
1981 Lingle and Krapu 1986. Sta1master and Associates 1990). During
micMnter surveys (1982-1994)' an average of 335 birds (43 percent of the
Statewide wintering population) were foUnd in the Platte Ri ver Basin are~ of
Nebraska. With the excep1:ion of Harlan County Reservoir . no other ar~a 1n
Nebraska supports IIIOre baldeag]es on average than the 30-lIile stretch of
Platte River between Darr and Elm Creek. In 1981. , six coammal night roosts
on the Pl atte River between Darr and Elm Creek averaged 60 ~ld eagles per
night. CUrrently . there are at 1east eight CQIIIIJI'Ial roosts along the Platte
Ri ver between BradY and Grand Island. Neliraska. .
Survival of individual bald eagles. particularly those in their first year of
life probably ~ heavily on conditions they encounter during the
,
wintering period. 'The pt\ys101og1cal cond1tion of adults at the beginning of
each brel!d1ng season. an 1qX1rtant factor influencing reproductive success .
also is affeCted by how well their energy demands are IIII!t in wintering areas .
Thus . the suM val lind recovery of nest1 ng popu1ati OIlS depenc:I on the
availabi lity of suitable wintering areas (U.S . Fish and Wildlife Service
1983b) .
Along the Platte Ri ver . bald eagles spend four to five months on their
winter1ng grounds duri ng a given.,year (V1an 1971. L1ngle and KraJlU 1986) . The
majori ty of winteri ng bald eag]es are found ~ear open water where 1:heY feed
pri marily on fish and waterfa.l l . usually ta~lng those which are dead .
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crippl ed. or otherwise vulnerable (U .S. Fi sh and Wildl i fe Servi ce 1983b .
Li ngle and Krapu 1986. Stalmaster and Assbciates 1990). In addition . bal d
eagles' are known to feed on carrion. small mammals. and game bi rds (Li sh 1975 .
U.S. 8ureau of Reclamation 1981 . Lingle and Krapu 1986) .
Duri ng the pri mary winteri ng per-i od of Oecemer to March. suitable roosti ng
and foragi ng habitat is impJrtant t o bald eagles (Lingle ·and Krapu 1986.
Stalmaste:' and Associates 1990), Bald eagles occur during spring and fall
migrations as well (Johnsgard 1980) . ~table roosti ng habitat along the
Platte River has i ncreased over the past 50 years as the ripari an forest
matured . The riparian forest has replaced open channel and sandbar habitats .
Both available foraging habitat and the availability of prey are affected by
the operation of water deve100ment projects . For exaq>le. reservoir releases
maintain open water foraging habitat (free of ice cover) in Sail! river reaches
where bald eagles forage. Flow conditions also influence species cOlq)Osition
of the forage fis~camunity and age and size structure of forage fish . A
si ngle low fl ow event can have 1asti ng effects on the forage f1 sh canruni ty .
Low sLllllll!r flows and elevated water t~ratures have resulted in fish ki lls
duri ng six of the last nine years in the centralll Platte River. (See Appendix
H for fiows needed for forage fish.)
.
TE!IIJlOra1 shiftS in diet follow changes in prey availability. When fish become
di ffi cult to obtain (for exa~le. during ice cover or high winter flows) bald
eagl es depend more heavily on waterfowl as a food source.
Further informati on about the biology and status of the bald eagle can be
found i n the Northern States Bald Eagle ~~ plan (U.S . Fish and Wildl i fe
Servi ce 19B3b) and Appendi x I of this bio ogica opinion.
Estimo Cur-l ew
The Eskimo curlew was listed as an endangered species on Karch 11. 1967
(32 F.R.4001)' The histori c re:ord. SIIIIIiIMzed in Gallop et a1. (l9B61.
points out that there were three pMnc1pa1 spring II1gration staging areas in
the conti nental Un1ted States: (1) Galveston Island and adjacent inland areas
of southeastem Texas: (2) Hall. HaII11ton. MerMck. and Yo~ count1es.
Nebraska : and (3) southeastem South Dakota on wetlands adjacent to the
Hissouri r.iver near Yanl::ton.
-

Baw

(l9n) agreed that IIiIrket lu1ting IIlrta1ity contributed to population
declines. but fie also s~ that an increase in the II.IIIIber of storms in
the North At1ant1 c during fall II1grat1on and .1owered
teqleratures on
the breeding granIs in arct1c canada in the 188O's IIiIY have caused increased
mortali ty and reduced reproduct1ve success.

.'ent

The decline al so 1liiY have been related to habitat loss. both on the wintering
gl"Ol.llCls of the Argentine Pupas (IIetImre 1939) and at II1gration stops on the
North IllleMcan praiM es. DuMng spring in Nebrasl::a. EskilllO curlews were found
on " ... p1eces of land 1i1f11cti had nat been plcMd and lilflere the grasshopper eggs
were la1 d" (Swenk 1915), IiooCMrd (1!180) noted that altt-.ough the Hudsonian
~t · (1JJIIIla hamsti Q). a speci es with a range nearly identi cal ·to the
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Eskimo curlew. ~an to increase in numbers' following the cessation of mark.et
hunting . the Esk.imo curlew continued its decline .
Th Es~imo curlew apparently made extensive use of wet meadow habi tat s while
mi~rating through North M1erica (Gallop et al . 1986) . Wetland loss has been
extensi ve on the Great P1 ai ns in the 1ast 100 years . About 90 pe~cent of the
wetlands in Nebrasl:a's Rainwater Basin area. incl~ding the tradit10nal Esk.1mo
curlew stopover area in the eastem portion of th1s area. have been dra1ned .
Loss of wet meadows adjacent to ~ Platte River also has been extensive
(Curri er et a1. 1985),
Wet meadows and similar pra1rie grassland vegetation were used most often by
the Esl:iJll) curlew while migrating through Nebrasl:a. Wet meadows in the area
f Hall Hamilton Merrick and Yorl: counties were of special iqlOrtance to
~hiS s • ies ~ IIIlSt reCent record of an Eskimo curlew 1n Nebraska (Faanes
in .a wet
1990a)':s of a s1nOle b1rd foraging with other shorebird species nd
meadow on the HoI'IIICII Island Crane Meadows Preserve near Grand !sla •
Nebraska Based on observations frail elsewhere in the species range.
es ialiy during migrat1ons. the Service be11eves that wet meadows are of
c~al importance to thE! conti nued existence of the Esl:iJll) curlew.
Although it i s d1fficu1t to pred1ct where and when the EstiJll) curlew will
again use Platte R1ver wet meadows . water withdrawals may potentially affect
this species in the follOOng situat1ons:
o Reduced flows that would inhibit the productivity of invertebrates
inhab1t1ng wet meadows ;
o Altered flows that increase the .1ik.e1ihood that woody ~egetation '
wil l invade and "tak.e over" nat1ve '~ meadow habitats. and .
o

Alterat10n of flow regimes that would faci11tate conversion of wet
meadows to 1ntens1fied aricultural uses . such as row crops with the
subsequent app11cation 0 pesticides.
.

Further 1nfonuat1on about' the b10logy and status of the Esk1ar> curlew can be
found i n Appendix J of this b10logical op1n1on.
pall 1d sturgeon
The lltd sturgeon was 11sted as an endangered spec1es on SepteatJer 6. 1990 .
(55 r.R 4001) (U.S . F1sh and Wildl1fe Service. 199OC) . AlthoUgh the/peci es
'1' large catch records are extremely rare . with no captures 0
~=dul~ 1n recent years The last reported observat1on of poss1ble spawni ng
was 1n 1974. The species ' may be close to ext1nct1on (U .S. Fish and Wildl i fe
Servi ce 19931) .
Th
f the pa1l1d sturgeon ~sses the H1ssouM R1ver; the lower
re:~ng~/the Platte. Kansas. and Yellowstone rivers: and the H1SSiSlsi~
R1ver below the ccnfluence with the H1ssouri R1ver . Destroyed and a te
h b1t ts
be11eved to be the'primary cause of adverse effects on- ..
r~,Juct~~ . growth . and survi val of ·the pall i d sturgeon . Recovery of the
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pallid sturgeon is unlikely to be successful without restoring the critical
portions of IIKlrphology. hydrology. temperature r!!9imes. and sediment/org~nic
matte!, 'transport of the rivers that provide the llfe requisites for pallld
sturgeon (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 1993a) .
Sediment and discharge are the raw material and d!'iving force . respectively .
. for habitat development in large floodplain rive!'s such as ' the lower Platte.
Missou~i. and Hississippi rivers. The process of erosion transports organic
matter and large woody debris f ran the floodplain . as ....oell as sediment in the
fonn of rock. gravel. sand. silt. and clay to large floodplain rivers from
tributaries. Before the Missouri River was channelized and impounded. it
annually eroded 4.B acres/mile of its floodplain (U .S. Arnrt Corps of Engineers
1981), River i~ have eliminated BO percent of this material
(Slizeski et al. 1982) since the early 195O ·s. The lack of sediment upset the
natural channel equilibri\lll and was replaced by a variety of nonequllibrilJll
processes such as I\Ydraulic sorting and bed paving. In the lower Hissouri
River Basin. channel degradation has occurred below Gavins Point Dam. the
1awest mai n stem du. downstream to near the IIXlUth of the Pl atte Ri ver .
Degradation has resulted in the loss of connection with shallow backwater
areas of the floodplain.
The Platte River. in Nebraska and the Yellowstone River in Montana arr! among
:he largest tributaries in the Hissouri River Basin. The Platte River is the
only tributary below Gavins Point Dam that originat!S in the Rod;y l10untains
and de 11 vers runoff fl'Clll lIOUntai n SIlOII1IIE!1t to the lower basi n. Because of its
i~rtance to the lower H1ssouti River basin. the Platte River figures
pl'Qll1nently in the recovery plan for the species.

Of 22 occurrences of pallid sturgeon reported in the lower H1ssour1 R1ver
Bas1n (below Gavins Point DaIr) in Nebraska between 19BO and 1995. ten are from
the Platte R1ver or the H1ssouri R1ver near the Platte R1ver confluence.
Thus. 45 percent of the observations in Nebraska are fraa an area represent1ng
about 10 percent of the range . Recent occurrences of pa1l1d sturgeon in the
Pl atte R1 ver are reported as far upstreaJI as the Elkhorn R1 ver confl uence
(Platte River mile 32).
.
High flows ck.iring the springt1111t! period are part1cularly 1amdrtant for pallid

sturoeons . S1nce 1952. e1ght of the eleven captures of pa1l1d. sturgeon 1n the
Platte or Missouri rivers near ttoe urth of the-Platte R1ver ocairred dur1ng
Hay and June: the other three occurrences were 1n April. Ten of eleven
occurrences correspond with years WIen Hay...Me flows .1n the lower Platte
River were above IIOIWIl for the recent perjod (Lou1sv1lle gauge. 1970-1995).
011y one s1ght1ng occurred 1n years W1ei1 flow was below 1IOIWI1. suggest1ng
that flow deplet10ns 1lIIY adversely affect pa1l1d sturgeon use of tile Platte
R1ver .
Spring flows of the central Platte R1ver have areatly dec11ned s1nce the early
19OO's (Wi111_ 197B. Eschner et a1. 1983), S1nce the 1930·s. the d1m1nution
of flows 1n the upper Bas1n alone (above the Loop R1ver) accounts for a
40 percent decreaSe 1n Hay and June flows 1n the lower Platte R1ver . Faanes
(1992) est1mated that other proposed projects in the upper Platte R1yer Basin
would decrease the rema1ning flow in the central Platte R1ver by 7~ percent .
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oong to the precarious state of pallid sturgeon populatfons throughout fts
range and to CUllJlative and ong01ng water development throughout the Platte
Rfver Basin. proposed flow depletions must. therefore. be evaluated for their
effect on pallid sturgeon .
Further 1nformatfon about the b10logy and status of the pil'll1d sturgeon can
be found in the pallfd Sturgeon R~Qvear Plan (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
1993a) and Appendix Ii: of this bio ogica opinion.
Sturgeon Chub

The sturgeon chub was ass1gned Federal Category 2 candidate species status 1n
the early 1980's because of decreasing rudlers. but 1nformat1on on the specfes
was l1mited. Based on status report fnformation. the sturgeon chub was
upgraded to Category 1 cand1date species status July 11. 1994 (U.S. Ffsh and
Wild11fe Service 1994i). 01 August B. 1994. the Service rece1ved a petftion
to lfst the sturgeon chub. together with the sidlefin chub (Hac:rhyb\!psis
m=t1) as endangered spec1es pursuant to the Act. The 1nab1l1ty to adapt to
human 1nduced alteratfons was cited ·as the overrfding reason for the proposed
listing. Of the five lfsting crfter1a set forth in sect10n 4(a)(1) of the
Act. three were 1ndicated by the pet1tioners as perta1nfng to sturgeon chub :
(A) the present or threatened destructim. lIKldif1cation. or curtailment of the
species ' habitat or range: (D) fnadequacy of exist1ng regulatory JDeChanfsms:
and (E) other natural or maraade IIII!Chanisms (e.g •. severe drought fn the early
1990·s). . The Service reviewed the petition. as well as other available
information. and reported in a Notice of SO-Day pet1t1on f1nd1ng that the
informat1on was substantfal and that l1st1ng may be warranted (U.S . Ffsh and
Wild11fe Service 1995),
Sturgeon chub require turbid. free·flowing river1ne habitat with a caIDfnation
of rod:. ravel. and/or sand substrau. (Moore 1950. Bail~ and Allum 1962.
Brown 197 • Pfl1eger 1991). They have been found 1n greatest abundance in
gravel riffles (Stt!Wllrt 1981. Werden 1992). Hab1tat alteration and
destruction are the prfmary reasons for dec11ne in the population of sturgeon
chub. Beginning in 1944 with the authorizat1on of the Flood Control Act. 105
reservo1rs were c:anstnx:ted on rivers and streaJIIS 1n the HfsSOUri R1ver Basin
(U.S. Fish and Wildl1fe Service 1993c). In add1tional 733 ';les (1.183 kill) of
the H1ssouri River have been channe11zed. The cuaJlative effect of these
water develOPll!l'lt projects currently leaves only me-th1rd of the H1ssouri
River free-flowing (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 1993c). Reserv01rs 11kely
18ipacted sturvem chub populat1ons by flood1~ri.ffle habitats. alter1ng flow
(U.S. Fish and W1ldlife
and teJIperature reg1111!S. and reduc1ng tw'b1d1
Service 1993c. Hesse 1994L 18ipacts of channe izat1m include narrowing the
r1ver. reduc1ng hab1tat diversity. and reduc1ng overbanlc flood1ng (U.S. Ffsh
and Wild11fe Service 1993c. Hesse 1994). Addit10nal pressure lfkely resulted
fraa stocI:1ng high dens1ties of p1sc1vorous ffsh. remov1ng hab1tats by sand
and gravel extraction operations and snag removal. loss of range and abundance
of aquatic 1nsects. and altering water quality by industrial and agr1cultural
pollut1on (U.S. F1sh and Wildlffe Service 1993c. Hesse 1994). These
cond1tions cont1nue to threaten .tile specfes. partfcularly tributary
populat1ons.
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The Platte R1ver 1s one of the largest tr1butar1es of the M1ssouri River and
the only one below Gav1ns Point Dam that carr1es spring snCMl1elt fran the
Rocky Mounta1ns to the lower part of the bas1n . The lower reach of the Platte
River . has several tr1butari es. sane of which are groundwater fed . that
contrlbute to higher d1scharge and relat1vely const3nt· flows canpared to
upstream reaches. Peak annual discharge in the lower Platte River occurs
.between February and June (USGS gaging station at North Bend), Sediment
concentration also 1s highest in spring and early SllllDE!r. Approximately 80
percent of the total annual amount of sed1i111!nt in the lower Platte River i s
delivered with the high flows (USGS data for Louisv1lle 1972-1976). In channel fish hab1tats ; such as snags. sandbars. backwaters and pools are
produced by these h1gh sa<liment-load discharges that are nOt ava11able in the
channelized MissouriR1ver. Collect1ons of sturgeon 'chub 1n the lower Platte
Riv~r 1n July of 1989 were during average d1scharge. and in SeptE!lltler 1991
durlng h1gher than average discharge.
.
The sturgeon chub ~s been collected in 1/. States frail Montana to Louisiana in
the main stell M1ssouri and lower M1ss1ssirPi rivers. and many Missouri River
tributaries (U.S . Fish and Wild11fe Service 1993c). Nebraska is one of five
States where sturgeon chub have recently been collected. With1n the State .
only bIo of the previous six rivers II'here it was found h1stor1cally have
mainta ~ ned populat1ons . The lower Platte River is therefore. s i gnificant
habitat for the sturgeon chub in lIlhich turbidity levels and di scharge nust at
least be maintained if the small existing population 1s to surv1ve and to
provide potential habitat for the recovery of the species. !Ming to the
precarious state of sturgeon diJb populations throughout its range and to
CtJaIlative and 0ng01ng water devel~ throughout the Platte River Basin
proposed flow depletions 1IIISt. therefore. be evaluated for their effect on'
sturgeon chub.
.

Further information about the b1010gy and ~ius of the sturgeon chub can be
found i n Append1x L of this biological/conference opin1on . .

EHVIRlHEHTAl ,BASEUI£
Under the provisions of section 7(a)(2) of the Act IIlhen cons.idering the .
·ef fects of the action· on Federally l1sted spec1eS. the Serv'lce is required
to take i nto consideration the env1l'tm!ntal basel1ne. The envircnert;al
baseline includes the past and present illPlcts of all Federal. State. or
private actions and other tuaan activities in the action area (SO CFR 5
404 . 02J. i ncluding Federal actions in the area that have alreacb' InIergone
secti on 7 consultation or are conteIporaneous with the consultation in
progress. The .BAO:GRruIl. section above provides a 1Ietailed discussion of
s<ae of the past Federal projects \ljf!ich are part of the envirtmental
basel1 ne.
.
In addi tion to surface water depletions. gnlIIICMter depletions have occurred
in the past and are continuing today with resultant adverse illPlcts to the
envi ror.ental baseline. No current figures are available on the IIIgnitude of
these depleti ons to the Platte River beyond those presentoo beloW ..jnthe
·OJI.lAnVE EFFECTS· section . As stated above in the .1!ACKGfON) • ..section
the Platte River resource i s (and has ·been for SClDe time) in a state"of
.

J
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jeopardY. Therefore. any and all past and current groundWater depletions are
contributing to this jeopardY situation .

EFfECTS OF l1IE ACTIIIi
Under sect10n 7(a)(2) of the ~!t . ·effects of the action· refers to the direct
and indirect effects of an action on the species or critical hab1tat. together
with the effects of other act1vit1es that are 1nterrelated or 1nterdependent
with that action. lhIer sect10n 7. the lead Federal Agency 1s responsible for
these effects. Should the effects of the proposed Federal act10n result in a
jeopardY situation. the Serv1ce may propose reasonable and prudent
alternatives that the F.ederal Agency can take to av01d v101at1on of section
7(a)(2). The 111pacts d1scussed below are the result of direct and 1nd1rect
1lq)acts of the · proposed Federa 1 Agency act10ns descr1 bed in the • PROJECT
DESCRIPTII*· sect10n of th1s b1010gical op1n1on. Indirect effects are those
caused by each p~ action and are later 1n tillle. butst1ll are reasonably
certa1n to occur (SO CFR 5 402.02),
.
.
Hydro]OQ1c; and flhys1cal Effects

As prev10usly 1II!nt1oned. water deve19lJlll!l1t activit1es 1n the Platte River
Basin over the past 140 years have alreacb' depleted annual flaws 1n the
central and lower reaches of the Platte by about 70 and 40 percent.
respecti vely. Therefore. accaIIP11 st.nt of each proposed Federal Agency
act10n described above will l'E<Sult 1n an additional or contilll!d water
deplet10n to the Platte ·River systel. and further deteriorate the rema1n1ng
aCJ.llt1c and terrestrial habitat condit1ons lotI1ch currently exist there.
Haps of the Fort Kearny to Grand Island area produced 1n 1847 1ndicate
.
extens1ve areas of wetlands. ·sloughs.· and ~ba,yOUS. in the Platte R1ver
valley. ~ . both springti. discharges and wet llleadow acreage have
decreased sLGstant1ally cIur1ng the past century (W111iaas 197B. Curr1er et al .
1985. Sidle et al . 1989). About 112.800 acres of wet llleldow 1n the Platte and
North Platte River valleys were converted to other uses IIeben 1938-1982.
The area of iet a(bG in the central Platte River valley declined by 55 .
. percent cIur1ng the SIll! period and cont1l11!S to exhibit a doInerd trend
(S1dle et al. 1989), 6rixI1cMter levels in the centra-l Platte River valley
(Lexington to
NebnsU) help aintain about 11.330 acres of rema1n1ng
wetland _dow habitat (Sidle et al. 1989). or ·about 4. B percent of the area
of the Platte R1ver valley near the river. HcMver. the effective hab1tat
value of raain1ng wetland III!iIcbls is further reduced. due to the small size
and fra{lllll!ntation of the parcels.

a..n.

Duri ng the past 80 years. WOOCb' vegetation has developed aCross wide expanses
of the streaIIbed. Presently . iIIuch of the fol'1lel" r1ver channel 1s dClllinated by
l«lOd1and and surra.nded by cropland. DaIIs have drllllilt1cally reduced the
aIIU1t of a l1uv1~ reaching the central Platte River (LYons and Randle 1988),
The 6Z-';le reach fl'Ol the confluence of the North and South Platte rivers t o
the J-2 I1YdroPawer Return near Lexington. Nebraslca. 1s forested and no longer
used by W1clcp1ng cranes and 1s lmu1t ed ~or least tern or p1ping plover
nest1ng .· The·37";le reach f roilthe ' J-2 tijdropciwer Return to Kearney_a]so is
heav11y forested . and m1gratory b1rds litIich requ1re open alluv1al habitats are
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abandoning this reach (Faanes and LeValley 1993), Most of the remaining open
alluvial habitat of the central Platte River is located in short segments of
the 4O:mi1e reach between Kearney and Grand Island. Neoras~a .
Over the course of' a six-year studY period (i .e .. 1988 to 1994). Currier
(1995) docuDented a trend tCMrds continued loss of riverine open-channel
habitat area in the 55-mile long. Kearney to Chapman . Nebras~a reach of the
central Platte River . It was determined that the loss of remaining openchannel area within this reach ranged frca 4 to 41 percent (i .e . . average of
26 percent). In river segments where the channel had alreadY narrowed
significantly. and at Sites where channel habitat is actively managed.
declines were in the range of 17 to 18 percent. These substantial changes
occurred during a t i . that included a relatively loW flow per10d (i.e .. 1990
to 1992) lItJich allowed woodY vegetation to becaDe established. A relatively
high flow event (i.e .• 12.000 to 16.000 cfs range) during June and July 1995.
was effective in re{IIDV1ng only a fraction of the newly deve1~tf growth . As
vegetation beaaes Iienaanent1y established in the river channel. the habitat
available to lItJooping cranes. sancfl1l1 cranes (Grus. ~iS>' leaSt terns.
piping plovers. and other II1gratory bird specieSfor
1fi!j. nesting. and
roosting purposes declines.

a

In contrast to WIlt Currier (1995) doc:uEnted concerning continued negative
trend in the loss of r1verine open-chamel habitat along the central Platte
River; a recent report by Johnson (1996) concludes that Platte River channels
are in "dYnB81c equ1l1briIII. " The basis for this conclUSion was derived frCJII
analyses of several types of infol'lllltion including till!! trend lllellSurement5 of
open-chame1 and lIIOOd1ind , areas on aeMa1 photographs fna 1986 to 1995. The
report also speculates that so. chame1 narrow1ng iii\)' have been caused by
sedilll!rlt overload
~rea. vegetation management to widen channels for
cranes . However. unl1ke Currier (1995>. Johnson (1996) exaII1ned channel area
only and did not ~ntify anY changes in unobstructed channel width lItJich
influences the availability of essential habitat. Johnson (1996) also asslllled
that hYdrologic pattems of recent years will contirue and thus does not
address the subject of future add1tiona1 water depletions and their effect
upon rt!IIaining Platte River in-channel habitat cand1tions.
.

rna

The Service real1zes that ind1vidual and CIIaIlative water di!61etions resulting
fna the proposed Federal kItn::.Y actions covered by this bio'ogical opinion
constitute a relatively -.11 pfooportion of the-total depletions in the P'latte
River syrtea. These depletions. nonetheless . contribute to the incremental
depl eti ons within the Basin . . and sil111ar1y. to a portion of the adverse effect
on Platte River habitat.

rna

Depletions resulting
each of the ' proposed Federal ~ actions during
Hay and J\.ne occur ~"ng the period IIfIen high flows are illpol"tant for
lIiIi ~inillll wet III!Idows and channel mr;lhology. Depletions l4Iich occur during
Hay tnrough Septaar are likely to contribute to adverse effects on least
t ern and piping plover ~ing habitat alief on habitat of forage fish used by
l east terns and bald eagles. The frequency of elevated water t~ratures
during s~. l4Iich adversely affects the forage fish ca.Jnity: is inversely
rel ated to flow levels (D1nan 1992) . Fish 1:111s reported in six of_ ~he last
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eight years in the central Platte River are attributed ,to law flows and
elevated temperatures .
High spring runoff appears to be elemental in the eco1ogi~1 maintenan~e of
the Pl atte Ri ver . Physi cal and bi 01 ogi cal processes assocllted wi th hl gh
flows and river stage help maintain habitats used by the eight listed and one
candidate species . Decreases in river stage and discharge during normal high
flow periods will lil:e1y adversely affect groundwater levels in wetland
meadows (Hurr 1983. Henszey and Wesche 1993). sediment ,transport and channel
maintenance (Lyons and Randall 1988), and various aspects of aquatiC ecology
(U .S. Fish and Wildlife Service 1993b)' all of which are essential processes
for long-tel'll maintenance of required habitats . Depleted spring flows are
believed to prano1:e seedling establisllnent and woodland expansion along the
river (Johnson 1994) which adversely affect channel .intenanc:e.
Periodic saturation 'near the soil surface is necessary to aintain physical.
biological. and cheIIical characteristiCS of wetland habitats associated with
the r1ver. River stage and discharge are the IIIOSt dca1nant hydrological
i nfl uenc:es on groundwater 1eve1s of subi rr1 gated wet meadows (Henszey and
Wesche 1993); and gl'OUl'ldolater levels respond rapidly to changes in river stage
(Hurr 1983), GroI.a1ctItater levels dur1ng spr1ng (i.e .. and.February through
June) are probably mst ,i..,ortant for mintaining wet meadows for listed
species; and reduced r1ver stage and discharge during spring would 1il:e1y
affect the hydrology in these ~ meadows.
Basin runoff in Hay and June is associated with lIIOUI1tain snoaelt . Peal: flow
is during the active 9J'OW!ng season of wet lllelldow organiSllS and corresponds
with 1IIaX1_ gJ'OIIICtwIIter levels_ High gT'QIIII(Mter levels lil:ely have a
dominant influence on 1MI' trophic levels and on the long-tena ecological '
maintenance of aquatic and s~-aquatic caIIIIIIIities in wet Eildows.
Depletions lItJich occur during May and June. however 111 nor • contr1bute.
proportionally. to the inc:raental and CIAIlat1ve reduction of groundwater
levels and decreases in the frWIenc;y and duration of saturation near the soil
surface. Incremental and CIAIlative changes in the structure and function'of
wet llleadows toward mre xeric cmd1tions would likely result. • Biological
procU:tiv1ty of aauat1c and ssiaquatic wet JDeadow COIIIIU'Iities would 11l:ely be
adversely affected. Decreased ~ of saturated soils would likely
contr1bute to canvei'Sion of wet lll!lldows to other uses and fas;111tate
fragmentation of lll!ildow habitat .

rna

The depletion resulting
each proposed Federal NlettcY action during high
nmff periods also will lfkely have a relatively annor but CIIILIlative adverse
effect on sed1.ent transport ~es in the Platte River. Lyons and Randall
(1988) identified flows beban 1.000 and 10.000 cfs as those 1ItJ1ch provide
sed1111!r1t loads that 11i11ntain channel IIlrpllology. Johnson (1994) identified
high flow during late SDr1ng (.inly June) as a pr1ary factor affecting
seedling recru1t11ent. Decreased flows in June result in increased seedling
recrui tIIent on eJCPOSed sandbars . Systl!ll dep1eti ons. attri butab1e ina sma 11
part to each of the Federal f>Qerr:.y actions. thereby. CIIaI1atively contribute
to forestation and loss of wideal1UVi,a l channels .
.,. ..
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The net effects of water development activities and other various actions
include cont1nued and increased cons_ion of Platte River Basin water
resources. cont1nued trapp1ng of sedilllel1t beh1nd dams and deter10rated
sedillll!l1t transport processes. degradation of habitat by expans10n of bank
stabilizat10n efforts. expanded destruction of habitat by sand and gravel
mining operat1ons. increased conversion of native grasslands to other uses.
iocreased hllDan d1sturbance resulting fral conversion of abandoned sand and
gravel pits to "lakes1de" t'.ousing developlll!flts. convers1on of wetland meadow
hab1tat to cropland and other uses. loss of r1verine roost1ng hab1tat for
whcop1ng cranes due to vegetative encroadlllent and channel narrowing. and high
incidences of predat10n on least tems and pip11l!; plovers exacerbated by
ex1sting and cont1nu1ng hab1tat degradat1on .

Arresting hab1tat loss and enhancement of the ex1sting. severely degraded
Platte River ecosystell are ~1I!nts 1n the cont1nued ex1stence of the
whoop1ng crane. least tem. p1p1ng plover. pa1l1d sturgeon. and the candidate
sturgeon dQ). TIl!' seventy and extent of hab1tat degradat10n and destruct10n
exist1ng with1n the Platte River vall~ ecosystem have resulted pr1nCipally
fral env1l'01111!r1tally WltI!lllPef'ed ecanarlc develos-m of Platte R1ver Bas1n
water resources. These Platte River habitat cond1tions and the precar10us
population statuses of these f1ve species lead the Serv1ce to conclude that
the surv1val and recovery of these spec1es cannot be ensured under ex1st1ng.
ongoing. and deter10rat1ng env1ronnental conditions .
Whoop1 no C"ane
The eff~ of the 1mpacts described above 1s that 1ncrellll!l1tal depletions from
each of the proposed Federal Jqerr;y act1ons. though relat1vely II1nor. would
nonetheless contr1bute to aaJlat1ve loss of wet meadows. wide channel
hab1tats. and aquat1c habftat with1n the chamel. and ttaIs the destruct10n or
adverse 1QI1f1cat1on of roost1ng and foraging hab1tat along the central Platte
River. H1grat1ng 1Ilhocp1ng cranes are less l1kely to use degraded hab1tat and
would likely be requ1red to seek alternat1ves or le~s su1ta6le hab1tats . This
adversely affects the security and rest1ng and foraging eff1c1enc;y and.
consequently. the security. IIltr1t1on. and phys101og1cal cond1t1on of
m1grat1ng WhOOp1ng cranes .
.
.

,

The availabil1ty of adequate secur1ty. rest1ng. and foraging cond1t1ons dur1ng
spring aigrat10n ensures that b1rds arMve 1n a ·heaithy cond1t1on on the
breedi ng grounds at Wood Buffalo. HealthY b1rds are e3sential for successful
reproduct1on and. ult1ately. the survival and recovery of the spec1es. The
health and Survival of 1Ilhocp1ng cranes are depelldent upon the cond1tion and
al:uldance of the1r hab1tat. Like other aigratory b1rds with delayed sexual
maturity and l1fe-long pa1r bonds. WIoop1ng cranes adhere to ancestral
breed1ng areas. II1gratory routes. and winter1ng gnu1ds .. leaving l1ttle
poss1b11 1ty of p1oneer1ng 1nto new regions. Th! 1qxrtance of 1la1rita1n1ng
tradit10nal h3b1tats such as the Platte River is aq,ltf1ed ·by 1~cts fral
ong01ng convers1on of POthole and pra1rie to hay and grain product1on . wh1ch
has elill1nated IIIJCh of the whoop1ng cranes h1storic range (u.s. Fish and
Wildl1fe Servi ce 1994g).
. .
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Although whooping crane nlJltlers in the wild. have increased from the low of 16
birds in 1941. 1t remains one of the rarest spec1es. ()!e non-migratory
population became extinct in 1950. and · intensive efforts to establish other
breeding populatiOns in the wild have not succeeded. The Aransas-Wood Buffalo
population is the single rema1ning breeding population in the w11d . It
remains suscept1ble to catastrophic loss from factors such as storms. disease
epidemic. or toxic contamination of the environnent. and remains potentially
vulnerable to genetiC depression fl'Oll the SIIiIll found1ng population. Survival
and recovery of the whooping crane cont1nues to be inextricably dependent on
the survival and recovery of the Aransas-Wood Buffalo population. lotIich is
dependent upon a nlJltler of interrelated factors. including the availability of
suitable habitat along. the Drtgration route.
The relevance of cr1t1cal habitat protect1on to this b101og1cal OP',;;; onis
that a 56-mile reach of the central Platte R1ver is des1gnated crit1cal
habitat for II1grat1nO.whoop1ng cranes. that an est1mated B3 percent of
whoop1ng crane IIIIrtal1ty occurs dur1ng migrat10n and nest1ng. that the·
Whooping Crane Recovery Team considers hab1tat 1QI1f1cat1on a mrta11ty factor
affecting loss of ind1viduals and dec11ne of the spec1es. and that the ~ey to
lotIooping crane recovery (and by 1q,11cation surv1val) 1s reduction of
mrta1ity dur1ng migrat10n (U.S. F1sh and Wild11fe Serv1ce 1994g) .
Consequently. the Service believes that each of the proposed Federal Agency
actions will result in the destruction or adverse 1OOd1f1cation of whooping
crane cr1tical habitat and that habitat loss would li~ely jeopardize the
species · survival .
Least Tern and P1p1ng p10yer
Because of long-ter. hab1tat degradation. few least terns and piping plovers
uti11ze sandbar. nest1ng hab1tat along the central Platte R1ver during the Hay
through August breeding season (see Table 4 in Append1x E)' Consequently .
most of the b1 rds now nest on sand p1 ts because there i s 11 ttl e sui table
habitat for nest1ng in the river channel (Z1ew1tz et al . 1992. Sidle and
Ki rsch 1993), Ib«!ver. both species still rely heavi ly on the r1ver channel
as the1r pr1nc1pal forag1ng area (Com and Ardlruster 1993a). Relllaining .
river1ne nest1ng hab1tat should be protected by adequate flows,wh1ch create
sandbars. 1sol ate nest s1tes fl'aIIlllillllliJ11an predators and human d1sturbance .
and prov1de a d1vers1ty of shallow and deeo water areas for forag1ng. Failure
to protect rema1ning hab1tat even 1n a small llleasure. will make species
recovery IIIOre d1ff1cult. Species recovery entails reach1ng certa1n population
goals. as well as reach1ng .certa1n goals for the protect1on of PhYsical
habitat. .
As descr1bed above for the whoop1ng crane. streamflow depletions and the
assoc1ated CUllJlat1ve and 1ncremental reduct1on ·of sed1ment load duration
caused by each of the proposed Federal Aqeoc:J acti ons would 11kely contri bute
to further 111Cl"1!1Ental vegetat10n encroadllent and forestation of open
al1uv·ial river1ne hab1tat (Lyms and Randall 1988. Johnson 1994). The
cont1nued expans10n of woody vegetat10n along the river channel would increase
vulnerabi11ty of nest1ng least t~rns and piping plovers to predation. Bare or
sparsely vegetated hab1tats of a Droad . ·a11uvial river channel requil'ed by
l east terns and piping plovers for nesting I«lIJld be reduced . Peale flows .
whi ch have been associ.ated. with the creation and maintenance 9f sandbars used
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for nesting (Zi~tz et al. i992. Sidle et al . 1992). ~uuld be incrementally
diminished by pruject operations .
Streamflow depletions during the breeding season may directly adversely affect
piping plover and least tern breeding success anc populations in several ways .
First. least tern and piping plover nest initiati on may be inhibited if the
expanse of water in the channel is extremely low. If there is little or no
water. the birds will not be able to forage ·and initiate nesting . Second. low
flows early in the breeding season expose low-lying sandbars during the period
when nest sites are selected and nesting is initiated. Nesting habitat along
the central Platte River consists of low-lying islands because peak flows are
generally inadequate to create higher elevation islands. the preferred nesting
habitat of both species throughout their river ranges (see discussion on
nesting site elevations in ~ix E)' low-lying areas are subject to
flooding by relatively annor flow changes that fN!OUE!l'1tly occur during the
nesting season (egg laying. incubatiCII. and brooding periods) resulting in
flooding of nests and IIOrtality of eggs and chid:s (lingle 1993a and 1993b)'
Third. reductions of wetted chamel during the nest initiatiCII. incubating.
and brooding periods increase .the vulnerab111ty of nests. eggs. and chicks to
terrestrial predators and '--n-caused disturbances . . Fourth. del)letions would
reduce aquatic habi!ats used as foraging areas and reduce .habitat of forage
fish required by least terns. The availability of suitable Platte River
habitat for the least tern is a function of the abundance. diversity. and
populatiCII structure of the Platte River fori:ge fish COIIIILInity. which in turn
mirror the quality. frequency. duratlon. anc: IIiIgnitud: of flows ln the Platte
River. The relationships between rlver fla.: and fishery habltat are described
.
in Appendix H.
During the least tern and plplng plover breedlng season. each proposed Federal

Agency actlon would deplete stream flows ln all IIIOIIths of the least tern and
piping plover nestlng season. Monthly flows in the central Platte Rlver are

frequently below target flow levels necessary to maintain least tern and
piping plover nesting habitat. Wetted area is a dlscharge-dependent varlable
of least tern and piping plover sandbar nesting habltat affected by flow
depletions (U.S. Flsh and Wildllfe Service 1987c). loss of river channel '
wetted area represents a loss of essentla1 foraglng habltat and reduced
securlty for nesting sltes.
,
Depletlons resultlng m. each proposed Federal -~y actlC11 affect flows
which 8intain flshery habltat. While IIIIIIthly flows provide a gruss
i nd1catiCII of effects CII fishery habltat. short-terra (l.e .• daily or
instantaneous) low flows can have added long-tena biological consequences .
HCIItI11y depletions IG.Ild likely increase the frequency or duration and reduce
the IIiIgnitude of these II1nl_ flows.
In s....ry. relatlvely II1nor but incremental depletions are likely to
jeopardize least terns and piping plovers by contributing CIaIlatively. to
i ncreased chid: .,rtality; by recil:ing breeding efficiency and energetics; by
reOOc:ing foraging effiCiency; and by causlng loss of open chamel and suitable
sardlar nestlng habitat. These IG.Ild likely ulti8te1y contrlbute to
decreases 1n the range. distributiCII . and reproductive success of each of the
two species. potentially decreasing the likelihood of their surviva1 -and
rect1Very . Th1s is the Service's opinion based upon the best existing
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scientific data on the habitat requirements of both species and habitat trends
that have occurred throughout the speci es' ri ver ranges.
WAstern Prairie Fringed Orchid
Dewatering and conversion of habitat are primary factors adversely affecting
the western prairie fringed orchld throughout lts range. Because river
discharge and stage are dallinant factors influenclng g~ter levels 1n the
Platte River vall~. del)letlons resulting frail each proposed Federal Agency
action during spring wi-ll likely coi1tribute. CIaI1ative1y. to reduced
frequency and duration of saturated so11 conditions . . Decreased f~y and
duration of sol1 saturation 1G.I1d result ln lOre xeric cond1tions in low-lying
areas. Thls IG.Ild 11kely fac111tate conversion of low-lying native grassland
and wet lleadows habltats to other uses. such as lntenslve agriculture. in
which the western pralrle fringed orchid could not survive.
j

IncM!llll!ntal and CIaI1at1ve convers1C11. fragEntatiCII. and dewatering of low
grassland and lleadow habitats 1lIIY adversely affect the ~ern prairie fringed
orchld by elill1natlng habltat; reduc1ng lts potential range and distribution ;
preventlng or retarding expansion. colCll1zation. or recolonizatlon; and
decreaslng the resl1lence of isolated populatlons to fluctuations caused by
environDl!l1tal stochastlc1ty. However. none of the proposed Federal Agency
actlons are l1kely to jeopardlze the cont1lU!d exlstence of the species . This
is predlcated CII the species occurrence elsewhere in Nebraska besldes the
central Platte River (f.e .. MoI'llll1 Island). and the presence of extant
populations ln a variety of different habitat areas within six other States
and one Canad1 an Provi nce.
American Bury1!!J Bet!tle
loss and fragaBltat1bn of habltat is suspect~ to be a primary factor of the
Mll!rican burying beetle's decline (U.S. Flsh and Wildlife Service 1991L
Though the beetle has been found in low areas near wetlands. it is not known
that thls ~es necessarily relies CII wetlands . However. in the Platte
River vall~. low grasslands ·and wetlands occur in CIlq)lexes. Factors that
affect wet lleadows typlcally influence low grasslands as well" Because river
discharge and stage are cDlnant factors influencing !lI'CUId water levels in
the Platte River vall~. the ~let1ons caused by eadi proposed Federal Agency
actiCII during spring will l1kely contribute. a.ulatlve1y. to reduced
freQLll!l1C;Y and duratlon of saturated so11 conditions. Reduced frequency of
so11 saturat1C111G.11d. ln turn. facl11tate conversiCII of low-lying grasslands .
Wiich pruvide habftat or potential habitat of the _rican burying beetle. to
other uses . The a.ulative loss of such grasslands 1lIIY adversely affect the
Allerican burying beetle by elilll1nating habitat and by pnmting further
fragllBltatlC11 of habitat and ls01ation of posslble beetle poptl1ations .
However ,none of the PJ:'OPOSed Federal N}ercy actions are 1f kely to jeopard1 ze
the contll'1Jed existence of the species. This is prilllrl1y due to the
occurrence of the species elsewhere in Nebraska outslde of the Platte River
vall~. and the presence of extant populations in a variety of habitat areas
within flve other States and ~sanad1in Prov1lJCe·
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Bald Eagle
The li fe history of the bald eagle is associated with aquatic habitats. as
this is its primary foraging habitat . Streamflow conditions of the Platte
River are. at t i mes. below those required to sustain suitable aquatic habitat
for larger individuals of forage fish. As described above for least terns .
. each of the proposed Federal Agency action depletions WOUld incrementally
dimi nish fish habitat during some periods . In addition. depletions during the
spring period would likely contribute to reduction or fragmentation of
grass 1and and wet meada.t habi tat parcels . Conversi on and fragmentati on of
grassland and wet meadows would likely decrease habitat of Canada geese.
mallards. and other waterfowl and all prey items of the eagle in the central
Platte River valley . . The vast majority of the valley landscape is ra.t crop .
The CI.IIIIlative loss of fis'lery habitat would likely have some degree of

adverse effect on the foraging efficiency of the bald eagle. Bald eagles
would more frequently need to rely on forage sources that are either more
scarce. less desirable. or more difficult to obtain. Bald eagles may need to
move to other locales along the Platte River or to other regions. Water
depletions during high fla.t periods IIiI.Y contribute to expansion of woodlands .
thereby increasing forested areas which provide winter protection for the
species.
The bald eagle is becalrtng widely distributed and populations are currently
increasing throughout IUCh of its range. The adverse effects resulting from
each of the proposed Federal k;jency action depletions IIiI.Y influence local
Platte River wintering food sources . Wlich may affect foraging efficiency and
the condition of wintering bald eagles. and would likely require that
alternatives types of prey be lllre frequently used. However. because the bald
eagle ' s population is increasing throughout 1ts range. none of the proposed
Federal k;jency actions are likely to jeopardize the continued existence of the
species .

Esti!!!O Curlew
Extremely large populations of Eskim curlew once congregated in low grassland
ay have played a
pivotal role 1n the sPl!C1es' 11fe cycle. The effects of each proposed Federal
k;Jency act10n will 11kely pel'l)etuate and ~ further 1ncremental
degradat10n of ~grational hab1tat. Incn!III!rIt.al reduction of river stage
would affect groundwiIter aquifer levels . Wlich would contribute 1ncrementally
to the OIaIlative reduction of la.t-ly1ng native grassland and wet 'lDeadows as
they are converted to other uses . OIanges of low pra4rie areas toward drier
conditions would affect the productivity of insects that would be used as
forage. The OIaIl.ative loss of la.t-lying grasslands IIiI.Y adversely affect
foraging efficiency. physiological conditill1. and. possibly. necessary
socializatill1 of ~grating EsfilllO curlews that use the Platte River . Because
Esl:i lll curlew observations in the Platte River valley are extremely rare (as
they are throughout the rest of the Speci es' range) and information on their
habits is li~ted. the continuing role of Platte River habitats and the degree
of the potential adverse illPicts of flQt depletions 111 this species are
difficult to gauge. However. based 111 existing li~ted information-::.. the
Service believes that none of the proposed Federal k;Jency actionS are likely
to Jeopardize the continued existence of the species .
meadows in the Platte River valley. suggest1ng this habitat
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Pallid Styrgeon
Available sCient1f1c information indicates pallid sturgeon use of the lower
Platte River and Missouri River near the Platte River confluence is associated
with high spring fll7ltS . Condit1ons prevailing during this period are
increaslng river discharge and rising stage. water temperatures potentially
suitable for spawning or stag1ng for spawning. high turbidity. high
concentrations of suspended sediment. and a high sediment load . These
conditions are favorable to. and pe!'haps critical for. the survival and
recovery of the pallid sturgeon.
Evidence suggests that funct10nal use of the lower Platte River is IIIIst likely
affected by hydrological characteristiCS dur1ng the spring and early sLl1lller.
The peri od of peak: annual d1 scharge for the lower Pl atte R1 ver occurs duri ng
the February thOUgh June t11De frame. Substantial deplet10ns of fll7ltS have
occurred dur1ng h1ghtnmoff periods over the past century (Wil11ams 1978.
Eschner et a1. 1983).
.
Available knowledge of the 11fe history of sturgeon (Ac1~eridae>. the
ecology of pallid sturgeon and other large r1ver fishes othe H1ssouri River
system. and the 1q1Ortance of the river's IBjor tr1butaries leads the Service
to conclude that depletions during the spring period may adversely affect an
array of 1qlOrtant variables of pa1l1d sturgeon habitat 1ncludtng: 1n-channel
hab1tat structure for the· pa1l1d sturgeon and f1sh 1t preys ~: turbidity
affect1ng feed1ng effiCiency of pa1l1d sturgeon: nutrient fla.t affect1ng
c~1tion and lbundance of species of forage fish CCIIIIU1ity: teqlerature.
gonad IBturat1111. and spMIing behavioral cues: and 1nterspecif1c ~it1on
for hab1tat with other species such as the shovelnose sturgeon (~pbirhvnchYS
P'ilto~. Depletions of spring pulse fll7ltS may adversely a ect
.
essent~ racteristics of pa1l1d· sturgeon -hab1tat which would ultimately
reduce the species' range. a1ter nonal 6ehavior patterns. and reduce 1ts
reproduct1ve capac1ty.
The cont1nued 'survival of the pa111d sturgeon in the wild rema1ns extremely
tenuous. Continued and. poss1bly. enhanced pa111d sturgell! use of the Platte
. River and that segllll!l'lt of the MiSsouri River affected by the PJatte R1ver is

crit1cal to the species' survival and recovery. Best ava11able informat1on
1ndicates that 1f pallid sturgeon spMIing occurs or were to occur .
successfully in the lower H1ssouri River Bas1n. lIrobably during the Apr11
through July till! fra.e. such spMIing IIiI.Y occur in or near the lowermst
segllll!l1t of the Platte River. If. 111 the other hand. successful spa'll1'\1ng of
the pa1l1d sturgeon does not occur 1n the lower H1ssouri River Basin. the
surv1val and recovery of the species IolOUld continue to be 1n Jeopan:\Y and
recovery could not be achieved. Therefore. 1t 1s the Service s op1nion that
af\)' proposed Federal k;Je«::t act1111 result1ng in a water deplet10n to the lower
Platte River during the s1x-1OIth period of February through July is 11kely to
Jeopard1ze the continued existence of the pallid sturgell!.

Styrgeon Chub
Available scient1fic infonat1orilnd1cates that extant populations of- ·sturgeon
chub are located in the lower Platte R1ver. and Missouri River downstream fran
the Pl atte R1 ver . Cond1 ti ons of r1 pe f1 sh suggest that spawn1 ng occurs i n
June and July. This is a period when Platte Rfver d1scharges ' are high . water
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t~ratures

are suitable for spawning : and the river carries a high sediment
load . These conditions are favorabie to . .and perhaps criti cal for . the
survival and recovery of the sturgeon chub .

Reservoi rs and channelization have i ~acted sturgeon chub populations i n the
Hissouri River by flooding riffle habitats. altering flow and t~rature
regimes . reducing turbidity. and reduCing habitat diversity. The Platte Ri ver
is the only Missouri River tributary below Gavins Point Dam that originates in
the Rocky Hountains. and. cattributes high discharge ancl sediment loads to the
Missouri River. The peak annual d:1scharge for the lower Platte River occurs
duri ng the February through JI.IIe tiE frame. The lower Platte River appears
to be significant habitat for the sturgeon chub. and discharges into the
Missouri River may be iqlOrtant in lIIiIintaining sturgeon chub habitat in the
Missouri River. Therefore. any proposed Federal AlJency action resulting in a
water depletion to the lower Platte during the February thl"OlJgh July period
IIIiIY adversely affect essential characteristiCS of sturgeon chub habitat which
would ultilllBtely retIuc:e. the species' range. alter nol'lllill behavior patterns.
and reduce its reproductive capacity; hence jeopardizing the l1kelihood of the
species contlllUed survival and existence.
ClIIJLATIVE Ei'FECTS
CUlulative effects include the effects of future State. local. or pri vate
acti ons that are reasonably certain to occur in the action area considered in
this biological opinion. Future Federal actions that are unrelated to the
proposed action are not ·considered in this section because they require
separate consultation pursuant to section 7 of the Act.
Actions resulting in !IT'OI.I1dotater depletions in the Platte River Basi n are
l ikely to have a CIaIlat1ve effect upon the fish and wildlife species of
~em. For instance. the Platte River Level B Stucty tea estimated that
lncreased ~ter ~ing. if lI1checI:ed. would deplete Platte Ri ver flows
at Overton. Nebraska by at least 330.000 af over the next 40 years (U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service 1979), In addition. the amended biological opinion for
the R1verside IrMgation District' s proposed Wildcat cteet Reservoir project
i n Colorado stated that future grcunct.tater devel~ in Nebraska will allow
an ad(litional loB 111 11 ion acres to be irrigated. W'iich repreftnts the maxiaun
potential of !Jl'QInMter devel~ (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 1982).
Consequently. under present conditions and without· further effort to help
restore Platte R1ver habitat ut1lized by Federally listed and designated
candi date species. any IDI'It of additional ~ depletions will
further exacerbate an alreacty teru:JUS situation that ·is in a state of
.jeopardy. Because the outcaae of changes to Nebraska State \l8ter laws
regardi ng conj&n:tlve use 1liiY alter estillltes of gl'Ollldoolater ~ir'lg. without
further 1nfo....tion it is difficult. if not i/IIXISsible. ·t o predict how IIIJch of
future grotlldwater depletions WO'Jld be reasonably certain to occur within' the
a ffected actlon area..

REASlIIASlE . , PRlIDT AlTERHAllYES
Regul ati ons (50 CFR 1402.02) illlPll!lEl1tfng section 7 define reasonaDle and
prudent alternatives as alternative actions. identi fied during formal
consultati on . that (1) can be i llPleaented i n a manner consirtent with the
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intended purpose of the action. (2) can be ~q,lemented consistent with the
scope of the action a~2nCY's legal authority and jurisdiction. (3) are
econCl1l1cally and technologically feasible. and (4) would avoid the likelihood
of jeopardizing the continued existence of listed species or resulting in the
destruction or adverse modification of designated critical . habitat.
To avoid the likelihood of jeopardy to Federally listed species and
destruction or adverse lIXIification of designated critical habitat stl!lllll1ng
frau II1nor water cfeoletions (i .e .. 25 af or less per year or as otherwise
indicated) to the Platte River systm; Federal ' action agencies and/or project
proponents will be reQUired to ~ly with one of the 'reasonable and prudent
alternatives described .below.
Rep1 ac!!!l!!!!lt Of pepl eted water
If a project proponerlt is callable and willing to replace the annual depleted
allOUnt of water with an ~l aIICIIIt of water fl'Oll a source approved by the
Service on an annual recurring basis for the life of the project; the lead
Federal AlJency should initiate infol'lllill section 7 consultation with the
Service to coordinate an agreement for a~lishing this in order to off-set
the adverse effects of the proposed action upon Platte River resources.
Funding for AquatiC and Terrestrial Habitat Restoratign
In the event the depleted .am of water cannot be replaced by a project
proponent in the IIIiInner described above. the U.S. Forest Service cattribution
of S95.000 (U.S. Forest Service 1996) . along with contributions by other
Federal Agencies. will be used to substltute for the amount of monetary
contribution that would otherwise result fral individual section 7
consultatlons for existing project cleDletions.of 25 af or less per year as
described below. regardless of W'iich Federal AIJercy is carrying-opt the
action. In add1tion. these Federal cattributlons also will be used to off-set
the adverse effects &..,an Platte River resources stl!llll1ng flU! new project
mnor depletions (i.e .. 2S af or less). Alternatively. in consultation with
the Service. a Federal /I(Jefr;y lIlY ~re each project proponent to malee this
contribution prior to the action being authorized. funded. pei'llltted.
licensed. or Otherwtse carried out; or opt to IIIiIke a one-tille IIJnetary
contribution for each new or existing project action (as ~ occur) that i s
detena1ned to result in an allllal depletion of 2S af or less as described
below. The DIetary contribUtions mde by the Federal Govenaent and other
entities will be depos1ted into an account established with the Foundation and
expended for habitat restoration along the central Platte River as deScribed
above in the ~BACICGIUJI). sectlon and Appendix A.
As previously III!rttloned in this b10logical opinion. the geographic location of •
a proposed Federal ~ acti on withIn the Basin detel'll1nes lIfIich river
reaches (1.e . . central and/or lower Platte) and Federally listed species may
be adversely effected by that project's depletion . In addition to geography.
whether or not such an action results in a new or existing project depletion
is another factor influencing the. means to detennine the aIIllI1t of .oney which
should be applled toward Platte RiVer habitat restoration : And in the -case of
the lower Platte R1ver. another factor that IRISt be considered is the timing
and duration of a project ' s depleti on during the year . These factors and
other conslderati!ll1S are taleen into account i n the fOl'1lll1as deScribed below
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which the Service will use i n calculating aquatiC and terrestrial habitat
restorat1C11 and a1ntenance costs for the affected Platte R1ver resources.
The calculated costs for each project deplet1C11 will be deb1ted fran the funds
available 1n the Foundat1C11 account .
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amount determ1ned or ea project wi be actored into the s1nr1lar fOl'1llJlas
used 1n the b10log1cal op1n1C11S for the U.S. Forest Serv1ce projects (U.S .
Fi sh and Wild11fe Serv1ce 1994a. 1994b. 1994c. 1994«1. 1994e. and 1994f) which
also calculated aquat1c and terrestrial hab1tat restorat1C11 and 111i11ntenance
costs for the affected Platte River resources. However. a value of S37 per af "
for acqu1ring water will be used 1n the fOl'll.lla 1nstead of the amunt
prev10usly used. Th1s value represents an est1111i1ted average annual cost for
cCIIServing an acre-foot of water through appl1cat1C11 of several d1fferent
types of water COI'Ilj,ervatiCII Elsures for crop 1rr1gat1C11 s,YStellls 1n the Platte
R1ver Basin (J . LMCII. Bureau. Pers . ec..). In addition. the fOl"llllla 1s .
further lIIdified by not d1v1d1ng the cost of acqu1ring. restoring. and
ma1ntaining riverine and wetland llleadow habitat by a given IUlber of years
associated with the life of the project. ConseQUentJy. the product of th1s
fOl'1lLlla will ~resent a one-tilE aIIIIIIt for off-setting the adverse affects
to the Platte River resources resulting f". a II1nor water deDletiCII of 25 af
or less per year. That BCI.IIt for each project depletiOO will then be deb1ted
fral the funds avallable in the Foundatioo acaurt: 1IIt1l 1t has been exhausted
(wh1ch triggers the n!ed to re1nitiate 1ntra-Service sectioo 7 consultat1(11):
or depos1ted into the account by a Federal k/l1rQ or ; 11OI:her project proponent
ent1ty. whatever the case .y be. The appl1catiOO of tn1s fOl"llllla for a
proposed project as d5cr1bed above is 11lustrated 1n Appendb H of th1s
biological opin1C11.
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aquat1cterrestMattat restoritfciiil .1ntenance costs wi

calculated a little d1fferently than those for ex1st1!'9 projects. These costs
will be derived fral the relat1C11Ship of a new project s arnal deplet1C11 to
the average annual Pla~ R1ver flow as gaged at Grand Island. Nebraska (1.e .•
1.136.000 af accord1ng to U.S. Fish and Wl1dl1fe Service 19!Ma 1994b 1994c
1994«1. 1994e. and 1994f1 . " Th1s relat10nship (1.e •• 1n tenas of a perCentage;
will then be appl1ed toward (a) the total est1111i1ted river1ne and wet llleadow
hab1tat area re1111n1ng along the central Platte River 1n Nebraska fral
l exington to .a..q.an (1.e. 81.170 acres Iccord1ng to S1dle et 11. 1989). and
(b) the est1111i1ted lverage allllll cost to acquire. restore. "and a1nta1n an
acre of such hab1tat (1.e • • $2.500 per acre accord1l11 to U.S. F1sh and
Wil dlife Service 1994a. 1994b. 1994c. 1994«1. 1994e. and 1994f1. The end
product of th1s calculat1C11 will detenrlne a project 's cost for terrestr1al
hab1 tat restorat1C11 and a1ntenance. The cost for ~1c hab1tat restorat1on
1s calculated by IaIlt1plytng a project ' s I11III1 dep1et1C11 ...m by a cost
factor of S37 per If for water "lcqu1s1t1C11 (J. lawSon. Bureau. Pers . COIIIII.>.
The SUI of theSe calculated costs serves to off-set the adverse effects of a
proposed project ' s annual water deplet1C11S to Platte River f1sh and wild11fe
~~ ~~em . Refer to Appendix H for a dep1ct1C11 of the.fo.r:'IIlIla
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The fo loong methodo ogy wi be used in ca cu ating a one-tilll! aquatic
hab1tat restorat1on cost for each project: (a) IIlJltiply the allKlUnt of a
project's deplet10n that would occur each year duri ng February through the end
of July. by (b) the S37 per af cost factor for water acqu1s1t1C11 (J . lawson.
Bureau . Pers . CexIIII.>. There is no need to calculate terrestr1al habitat
restorat1C11 and ma1ntenance costs for such project depletiCIIS to the lower
Platte R1ver system because the pallid sturgecrt and sturgeon chub are the
Federally l1sted and des1gnated cand1date species likely to be jeopard1zed by
these act1C11S with1n th1s reach of the river. Refer to Append1x H for a
dep1ct1C11 of the cilcullt1C11 descr1bed above .

Hanagement of Cgntr111fof!d fynds : The Service bel1eves the JIIlIletary
contribut1C11S to theCiUiidat1C11 account frau the Federal Govemuent and other
ent1t1es allows the current sect1C11 7 consultat1C11 approach to be nxlified in
order to streaaal1ne coord1nat1C11 with lead Federal A!lenc1es as descr1bed above
in the last f1ve paragra~ of the "PROJECT DESCRIPTlCII" sect1C11 . In.,rov1ng
the effic1enc;y of sect1C11 7 consultat1on and reduc1ng the 1q1act of the Act· s
adnr1n1strat1on on the general pub11c also should facil1tate restoratiOO of
Platte River hab1tat and recovery of Federally 11sted spec1es. The
contribut1on of funds prior to the author1zat1C11 of proposed Federal Agency
actiCIIS 1q1roves "the service's ab1l1ty to 1q1lement recovery object1ves for
Federally l1sted species of the Platte R1ver by .k1ng funds 111111ed1ately
ava11able. These IIIOrIetary cantribut1C11S to the Foundat1on account and their
expend1ture cons1stent with the tel'lllS and CCIIdlt1C11S of the cooperat1ve
agreement between the Service and the Foundat1C11 (refer to Append1x A). serve
as one of the reasonable and pnJdent alternatives for each proposed Federal "
Agercy act10n addressed by th1s biological Of)1n1C11 that results in an annual
water deplet10n to the Platte R1ver system of 25 af or less as described
above. likewise. these cantr1but1C11S also 1q1rove the Service ' s ability to
i~lement recovery act1C11S for Federal.ly 11sted species along the Platte
River .
The Serv1ce will .xI1tor the status of the Foundat1C11 account to deternrine
when the funds have 111 been deb1ted toward off-sett1ng the adverse effects to
Federally listed soectes and the1r hab1tats due to future projects resulting
in minor water deDlet1C11S to the Platte River systl!ll. When all such
Foundat1C11 accotllt f1I1ds have been deb1ted 1n th1s !lanner. 1t will becane

necessary. to re1n1t1ate 1ntra-Serv1ce sect1C11 7 CCIISUltatiCII as required by
the Act . l1kewise. the need"to re1n1t1ate consultat1C11 also will be tr1ggered
if the Progrm descr1bed above 1n the "1!ACKGR!XHl" section 1s not i~lemented
by October 1. 1999.

It is env1s1oned that the Program will prov1de reascrtable and prudent
alternat1ves to Ivo1d the likel1hood of jeofiarqy to Federally l1sted species
and to off-set "l11Y destruct1C11 or adverse lIXldif1cat1C11 of des1!1!1ated cr1tical
hab1tat so exist1ng and future water development projects in the Platte R1ver
Bas1n subject to sect1C11 7 cCIISultat1C11 under the Act can rece1ve al1Y requi red
pernr1ts . licenses. fund1ng. or cit1ier approvals and be 1n cQl1l11ance with the
Act . CCllSequently. al1Y funds contr1buted to the Foundat1on account by F(Jeral
Agenci es or project propcrtents pursuant to thi s b1 01 ogi ca 1 opi ni on that have
not been expended at the t1111! the Program is enacted will st111 be appl i ed
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toward the1r or1g1na1 1ntended purpose 1n support Of the Program. Therefore.
the result of this 1ntra-Service consultation will be to stream11ne future
fona1 'consu1tations required by sect10n 7 of the Act. without ~ran1sing
the conservation of Federally listed and designated candidate species within
the 'P1atte River Bas1n.

COHSERYATICIt RECOIIEtIlATICItS
Sect10n 7(a)(1) of the Ai:t directs Federal Agenc1es to utilize their
authorit1es to further the purposes of the Act by carrying out conservation
progrillllS for the benefit of endangered and threatened species. Conservation
N!CQMJidations are d1scretionary agency activities to minimize or avoid
adverse effects of a. ~ed action on l1sted species or critical habitat. to
help i~eII!I'It recovery plans. or to develop infonation. '

The Service hils been an act1ve part1c1pant 1n the conservation of Platte River
resources for decaaes. Crit1ca1 hab1tat for the Ift)oping crane is designated
on the central Platte River 1n NebrIIslcII. and recovery plans exist for' each of
the Federally listed species jeopardized by the !linor water depletion effects
, resulting fl'Cll the Federal ~ act10ns descMbed in this biological
opinion. In add1t1on. the service has been act1ve1y praaoting the
conservation of Platte River resources and pursuing the iqlle.ntation of the
recovery plan object1ves. It 1s evident that the success of these efforts is
dependent on a partnersh1p of all stakeholders who share regulatory author1ty
for the stewardship of aQUl1:ic and terrestrial hab1tat resources within the
Platte River Bas1n. To camtrate 1ts cont1nu1ng a.1traent to the
conservat1on of Platte River resources . the Service will ac:coq!11sh the
follOOng in1t1at1ves us1ng 1ts authority II1der sect10n 7(a)(1) of the Act:
o

a

The Service will (a) ' cont1nue to I«Irk closely 1n partnersh1p with
all other agenc1eshav1ng regulatory authority for the stewardship
of aquat1c and terrestrial hab1tat resources 1n the Platte R1ver
Basin and (b) Kt1vely solicit the1r monetary ca.1t11ent to help
restore these hab1tat resources for the benefit of Federally 11sted
and des1gnated cand1date species. With such a a.1t11ent by Federal
/IiJf!n;y stakeholders to help 1111P1e11!1'1t specific recovery object1ves
for P1atte River fish and wildl1fe resources. the Service can be
assured that the adverse effects of !liner water depletions (1.e . . 25
af or less per yeer) resulting fraI Federal ~ act10ns will be
suff1ciently off-set to allow the strea11ned sect10n 7 consultation
approach descr1bed in this b1010gical op1n10!1 to cont1nue even if a
Progr. 1s not 1l11Plellll!l1t:ed, "
The Service will contribute finis to an ' exist1ng Foundat1on account
to help restore Platte R1ver hab1tat for Federany l1sted and
des1gnated cand1date spec1es . The t1anng and .-urt: oJf this
contribut1on will not be known until sauet1111e after the annual
Service budget 1s author1zed by Congress and signed by the
Pres1dent.
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1) he ainount or extent of incidental take
effects of an agency action that may
!~f~~!d(~~ or critical habitat in a1:~rS~s~~:ai~ed in
considered in this opinion (3) t~~~~Y~listed species or critica~
dV
a manner that causes an aide~
~ this opinion. (4) a new species 1s 11sted
n
be affected by the action. (5) funds
hab1tat that was not cons e
or critical habitat desi~ted ~ ~~e all been debited toward off-setting
available in theffectsF~~':r:fAgf!!fICY actions resulting in ';nor watendr rud t
0
required by the reasonable a P en
the adverse e
depletions to Platte River resources a~ to and described above in this
alternatives. or (6) thenot~~:,';i~rbY October 1. 1999. as required by the
biOlogical opinion is .
q)
I instances where incidental take
reasoilable and prudent alternatives. n rations causing such take JIlIst cease

foml consultation
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proposed agency act10n ~tat1on and subsequently. IIIOd1fy the action.
agency to re1nitiate consu
.
request that the Regional Director adopt
The AsS~~Re91~~ r'::~t~in this consultation as ~i~!'~~!cs or
~n~ iSSued ~:: fOl'lllll consultation if the~u:rfn writing. If the
if critical hab1Ut1s ~i=i ~~on and finds that there have
Service rev1_ a propos
the cti as planned or in the infomtion
been no significant changeS ~ Se~ce~ll adopt the conference opinion as
used during the conierenceihe proposed action and no further section 7
the biolog1cal op1in on on sary unless required by 50 CFR 5402.16.
consultation wi 11 be neces
rov1ded with this conference opinion does not
The incidental take statelll!l~~lchub is listed and the conference opinion
becOIIIe effective untll the 1 op~on iSSued through fom1 consultation . At
is adopted as the b10log1 ca
1 Agen
ctions will be reviewed to
that til11e. each of the p~~ed~~~ies ha~~. Modifications of the
detenrlne wtIether any ta e
__
be appropriate to reflect that taKe ,
opinion and incidental take stat........ ~ the listing of the species and
No take of thefsturveonf~I8Y~~~ through foml consultation. or the
the adoption 0 the con
1tation
_,,,,,,, of • _ . . . ""'"
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Th1s concludes fOl1lll1 consultat1on arid conference on the, proposed Federal
Agency act10ns descr1bed above. As required by 50 CFR 402.16. reinitiation of
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